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This is the conclusion of The Rhetoric Factory series.  Read Jury Tampering in the
Court of Public Opinion, and Fraud ‘Rev█lu ons’ and the New Religion for
context.

‘Troothers’

For the sake of clarity, let’s start on this by making sure we know what we’re
talking about here.  The ‘Q’ cul sts, the people convinced that major w█rld
‘leaders’ [read: public representa ves in office] are actually ‘r█p lians’ in
advanced-technology hol█graphic human disgu█ses, that our interna onal
dysfunc onality is caused by ‘the banksters’, ‘the Cabal’, or more recently the
nifferous ‘Deep State’, and that ‘Avatars of the Godhead’ like Donald John Tr█mp
‘have incarnated to take down the oppressors’ system from within’.  Or that [r█d]
[sho█s] are an indica on of people doing unspeakable things to children, or any
of a plethora of clever, inven ve and emo onally sensa onalis c narra ves being
hyped at them by the apostate system’s own ‘influencers’.  (It’s alright, the
general public won’t know anything about their non-overtly organized n█tworks
of ‘influencers’ so it’ll look completely authen c and organic… unless someone
both knowledgeable and integrous like Myself takes the effort to put you onto
them of course.)

Next, why do I term them ‘troothers’?  Because the apostate system has deployed
its ‘influencer’ personnel in a form of ‘informa on w█rfare’ against the general
public, and has managed to establish an effec ve new rhetoric-dr█ven ideology
which is a counterfeit to the calm, ra onal, diligent, studious, civil, polite and
mutually-respec ul free thinkers, genuine iconoclasts, patriots and freedom-
lovers which these ‘troothers’ purport to be… and yet aren’t.  As poli cians
generally know, when you want to do something unworthy via a piece of
legisla on, you take care of the diff█cult bit of appeasement by giving it a grand-
sounding tle; then the actual substance of the thing can effec vely be anything
you want.  The apostate system has promoted low-informa on, unresearched
rumormongering and termed blithe repos ng of its rhetoric ‘truthing’, in
accordance with its usual textbook strategy of making a counterfeit of something
genuine via their [Gem█ni] or [tw█n] symbol.  Per their system the appropriate
response is to establish a clear dis nc on between the worthy genuine ar cle and
the unworthy counterfeit, usually via a [bl█de] symbol to indicate it.  Since the
counterresponse necessarily involves making that clear dis nc on between them,
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counterresponse necessarily involves making that clear dis nc on between them,

the counterfeit effort obviously deserves its own dis nct term.  ‘Trooth’ certainly
sounds like ‘truth’, unless of course you examine it closely, so I’ve been calling
them ‘troothers’.  Would that someone had thought to make that kind of
dis nc on with their other unworthy counterfeit groups; the people who call
themselves ‘Chris ans’ but very obviously have nothing to do with the values and
teachings of Jesus, for example.  That par cular farce has gone on long enough
without people making such an obvious and vital dis nc on that we can plainly
see what the results are: a group and set of ideologies which the general public
typically discount on sight, because the whole thing is so blatantly and self-
evidently hypocri cal that there’s ‘obviously’ no value there.

I suppose I could’ve used ‘truther’ with an umlaut over the ‘u’ instead, but that
has a whole other bunch of non-overt symbolic connota ons which are best
avoided.

Now that we’ve established our terms, the next thing that tends to get people is
why on earth ‘the gl█balists’, that is, the apostate system, would ever be exposing
themselves as an organiza on.  Surely that’s totally contrary to their interests,
right?  Nope.  If you were an organiza on intent on establishing a new
interna onal order, there’d be a couple of prerequisites to which you’d have to
a end first.  You’d have to make sure your emplacement of it received the
overwhelming support of the general public.  You’d have to concoct some means
of restoring perceived credibility to the Establishment that’s so obviously become
corr█pt as you were busily empire-building.  And you’d have to find some means
of throwing the small but intent and studious minority of ‘patriots’ and truth-
researchers off the sc█nt of your evidence tra█l, lest a public comprehension of
what you’re pulling get out and thwart everything you’ve spent the last few
cent█ries (and quite a lot of illegi mately-acquired resources) organizing for
implementa on now.  What do you do?

This.

You create a ‘limited exposure’ disinfo campaign, with a great swath of your
‘influencers’ as ‘troother’ gurus on the one ‘side’, and shill poli cians, corporate
media figures, etc. as ‘the nifferous Deep State’ on the other.

You have your blatantly Establishment shills do inten onally hokey things, like
we█ring conspicuously [r█d] [sho█s], or pu ng out various conspicuously-placed
symbols and narra ves, and then have the ‘troother’ gurus ‘explain them’ to the
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symbols and narra ves, and then have the ‘troother’ gurus ‘explain them’ to the

general public to gain a f█llowing.

You select a few of your Establishment shills to do things which appear to fulfill
the prophecies of the w█rld’s major religions, including Chris anity, Judaism, and
Islam, so you can sell them to what remains of religious devotees as some great
and Creator-implemented ‘saviour’ figure.  This lends perceived credibility to a
few of your shills as they emplace the intended new order.  As a bonus, you get to
miscontextualize what those prophecies actually meant to the vast majority of the
public so they totally miss the actual content there.

You establish overt ‘counter-gl█balism’ efforts such as the Jesuit-led ‘Anonymous’,
and ‘Q’, which appear decentralized to the average person and therefore seem
spontaneous, organic, authen c and credible.  When ‘Q dr█ps’ provide
suspiciously prescient informa on in advance, or when the things your shill
poli cians say or do appears to corroborate the content of in these ‘dr█ps’, the
crowd will be genuinely impr█ssed that the informa on is accurate that they’ll
never think that this is because it’s a bogus effort working for the same masters.

You have your own agents like Edward Sn█wden and Julian Assange do major
[and very much contrived] ‘exposure work’, to gain the public’s a en on and to
start influencing what they think ‘the gl█balists’ are and are not, what they’re
doing and how they operate.  If the public have a severe lapse of cri cal reasoning
facul es, they’ll accept the narra ve and never stop to ask themselves why a
‘gl█balist-controlled’ corporate media monopoly would bl█st hype about what
purport to be genuinely an -Establishment personali es all over ‘their’ media and
give them loads of free publicity.  Or why the Ecuadorean embassy in which Mr.
Assange was supposedly taking nearly seven years’ refuge in was conveniently
located away from London’s main grouping of embassies, and at most one bl█ck
away from its many old and ‘disused’ underground t█nnels.  His apparent plight
will be much too emo onally sensa onalis c for the majority to cri cally evaluate
it.

You have alt-media personali es like Benjamin Fulford (formerly Tokyo bureau
chief at F█rbes), and “Dr█ke” Kent Bailey (claiming to speak on behalf of ‘g██d
guy insiders at the Pent█gon’) publicly hype how there are supposedly counter-
gl█balist ‘insiders’ who ‘have a plan’ for sor ng all this out.  In the case of the
la er, you gain the support and trust of military, ‘law’ enforcement personnel, and
members of the state mili as, and keep them in a holding pa ern for years
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members of the state mili as, and keep them in a holding pa ern for years

because ‘premature ac on could disrupt the Pent█gon’s special plan for sor ng
out the gl█balists!’.  Yes, Mr. Bailey was hyping the ‘Trust the Plan’ rhetoric long
before ‘Q’ had ever started.

You make sure to have your Establishment shills cr██p out the public with
blatant forms of oppr█ssion and compara vely sudden, dras c and clumsy f█rms
of social ideological engineering, as opposed to the more subtle, nuanced and
gradual f█rms your organiza on usually applies.  This is because this me you
don’t want to succeed; the idea is now to deliberately provoke and incite a
reac on from an outraged public, who are then expected to accept the proffered
‘counter-gl█balist plan’… largely because it requires them to do absolutely
nothing.  If the public is slow to accept it, or even worse, refuses to accept that
there’s a conspiracy, you can just intensify the scheme via your Establishment
poli cians and media un l they no ce the pa ern, and have your ‘troother’
disinfo gurus hype ever-more sensa onalis c topics of concern.  You can even
have a ‘call and response’ formula between them, where what’s presented via the
corporate media appears to present a given pa ern, but is specifically designed to
present quite another when it’s ‘exposed’ by your ‘troother’ gurus.  Mul -layered
contrived narra ves are nothing new to an organiza on whose personnel have
become so accustomed to rou ne use of mul -layered organizing symbolism.

When the ming and the public acceptance is right, you have your bogus
c█rdbo█rd ‘h█roes’ appear to ‘vanquish the nifferous Deep State!’, with all
manner of sh█wy ‘mass arrests’ and ‘adjudica on and sentencing by military
tribunals for a conspiracy of treason and subversion’.  Yes, never mind that the
Pent█gon and military have been pulling liege duty for Rome and Babylon for
genera ons now, as is made evident by their symbolism not only all over D.C. and
in their insignias and veh█cle names, but also in throughout their opera ons
names as well.  It’s not like ‘the gl█balists’ would have their own collusive military
tribunals adjudica ng ‘Deep State members’ and rather conveniently informing
the public who’s ‘with the Deep State’, and who’s supposedly ‘cle█n’.  The U.S.
military have never had agendas and ulterior mo ves before, right?  Not to worry,
the low-informa on ‘conserva ves’ are by now too condi oned to automa cally
accept the ‘appeal to authority’ fallacy for that to be a significant concern.  In
their mindset if it’s got st█rs, b█rs and fru█t sal█d it’s obviously trustworthy,
par cularly if it’s claiming to ‘save’ us all from the scr█pted villains.  A er all,
these are the supposed ‘patriots’.  Just think how reli█ved they’ll be to find
‘they’re on the side of the People!’, par cularly a er the ‘troother’ gurus have
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‘they’re on the side of the People!’, par cularly a er the ‘troother’ gurus have

been hyping for dec█des about how ‘they’re going to put us all in the FEMA
camps!’, only to find those camps used as holding facili es for ‘the nifferous Deep
State personnel’ instead.

You make sure to have your ‘troother’ guru narra ves blame old, defunct,
obsolete and deprecated franchise opera ons you no longer need and intend to
get rid of anyway, as being the supposed ‘masterminds of the conspiracy’.
Judaism’s been subverted into Ziojudaism for mill█nnia, Freemasonry was just a
temporarily expedient Jesuit intermediary only necessary when the Protestant
‘Ref█rma on’ had everybody alert to the Jesuits, and you’ve got scads of middle-
rung financialists and corporate tycoons who are no longer necessary for your
empire-building; they’re expendable, along with the brunt of the ‘military-
industrial complex’ now that you’ve subdued the smaller na ons and the People
are too caught up in the disinfo rou ne to be a significant concern.  You can blame
them all for being the supposed principals of the whole thing, and the public will
ac vely cheer when you overtly remove them.  Once they’re gone, you hope, the
psychological, moral and legal onus will f█de right along with them as your
scapego█ts, and you can con nue with your criminal empire unsuspected.

You then have the supposed ‘patriot militaries’ f█ll the vacancies with trusted
next-itera on shills who’ve been carefully gr██med for this all along; your B█rnie
S█nders’, your Ron or Rand Pauls (depending on when your successful
implementa on w█ndow finally arrives), your Elizabeth W█rrens, and so on.
Poli cal personali es who’ve generally been saying all the right things all along,
but dagnab it if the gl█balist-collusive poli cal majority just wouldn’t take them
seriously and enable them to act on their ‘fine messages’.  With this, you can
finally close the chapter on the poli cal ‘l█ ’-’right’ div█de formula you’ve been
using for the last umpteen genera ons, because it will at last become apparent to
the general public that all the poli cal b█ckerf█st that’s been happening between
them, indeed all the ‘poli cs as usual’, was merely strategic manipula on of the
masses by ‘the nifferous Deep State’.  At last, we’re in ‘A Great New Era’, ‘An
Enlightened Age’ which ‘transcends all that’, and the People can be ‘un█fied’
onto a common poli cal ideological basis now that ‘the actual cause of the
problem has been all sorted out’.  Your next-itera on shills then make an
elaborate produc on of implemen ng various ref█rms, such as ge ng rid of the
gl█balist-collusive Federal Reserve and replacing it with the [just as collusive, but
discreet about it] U.S. Treasury.  You also shi  the economic basis onto a more
trusted next-itera on version similar to the ‘BR█CS’ scheme developed by the
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trusted next-itera on version similar to the ‘BR█CS’ scheme developed by the

Rockefellers and promoted by your alt-media ‘troother’ gurus like Mr. Fulford and
Mr. Bailey.

As a bonus, when you’re feeling ready, you can bring on the terrestrially
bioengineered ‘ALIENS!’ the Vat█can, military alt-media personali es and the
‘troother’ gurus have been hyping at us, with all the ‘superior ALIEN! technology’
that massively overbudgeted classified and ultra-classified military and gl█balist
R&D can provide over the last several dec█des.  Slightly more than ‘your’
corporate media has been condi oning the public to find them psychologically
acceptable in the f█rm of ‘science f█c on’, in fact.  Then you just tr█t out the
‘ALIENS!’, in a c█spl█yer formula that D█sneyland sorted out dec█des ago, and
preferably at some poli cal ‘cri cal moment’ like aver ng a n█clear w█r to
explain why they hadn’t intervened previously.  With all their whizb█ng ‘superior
ALIEN! technology’ (developed with the Peoples’ tax moneys and funds you’ve
absconded with by more elaborate means), the public will be able to see the
‘proof’ of this ‘advanced civiliza on’, just as they now see c█rs and comp█ters
and ‘know’ that science, or at least the Establishment-narrated version of it, is
‘absolute fact’.  And these nice ‘ALIENS!’ will graciously deign to share ‘their’
advanced technologies with the public, if only the People can show them they’re
a mature and trustworthy species by pe█ceably un█ ng and gl█balizing, and
accep ng their ‘obviously superior’ doctrines and ideologies along with them.  It’ll
be like the Manh█ an Indi█ns’ sw█ndle with the be█ds all over again.  Among
these ‘great new technologies’ will be, according to your own Mr. Bailey’s
preparatory announcements, ‘en█rgy-to-ma er conversion technology’ not
en rely unlike ‘St█r Tr█k’s ‘repl█cators’.  And the public’s esteem is going to rely
on them never suspec ng that these are terrestrially-developed technologies, let
alone that you’ve had them wai ng for dec█des, to release at just the right
sociopoli cally propi ous moment to perpetrate your mass public fraud, or they’d
start vehemently denouncing your organiza on for leaving so many impoverished
people in vastly unworthy circumstances for genera ons because you’ve valued
your massive public fraud and totalitarian ambi ons over basic needs and values
like integrity, humanity and compassion.  But what are the odds the public will
ever c█tch on to your scheme, for whom would expose it?  Nor are they likely to
no ce the enormous hypocrisy of keeping that back while having the weight of
humanity working away to make their living among your increasingly
dysfunc onal and lopsided economic systems, only to have your ‘influencers’ push
socialism on everyone and tell them it’s morally righteous for them to share what
they have and have managed to earn honestly through their own labor and effort.
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they have and have managed to earn honestly through their own labor and effort.

With the public unfamiliar with the actual nature of the situa on, they’ll be
completely unable to comprehend the magn█tude of your unmi gated
arrogance.  And so, you have every reasonable expecta on that your systema c
public fraud will result in mankind’s chucking of the concept of God-given
property rights fully and completely, allowing you to violate them with earthly
impunity on whatever pretexts your organiza on devises.  Because it’s not even
about the property anymore; it’s about the concept of rights and where they
come from.

Your ‘ALIENS!’ then start pu ng out ‘confirma on’ of the same kinds of apostate
system theosophical ideologies developed by your Alice Bailey and Madame
Blavatsky, and more recently hyped by your ‘New Age’ and ‘h█ppie’ trends and
then propagated yet again via ‘higher vibr█ on’ memes among the ‘troother’
crowd.  These ideological shi s are generally slow and incremental at first, but are
designed to ul mately reimpose the kinds of thinking held in ancient Egypt and
Babylon, with possibly some modern innova ons, embellishments and
refinements added in as well.

Your organiza onal capability to take on the slim minority of m█lcontents has
never been easier.  Consider the ‘social credit’ algorithms your own ‘influencers’
have been fomen ng limited paran█ia about in Asia, and how they could be
deployed in ‘free W█stern-model’ socie es rather than blatantly top-down
oppr█ssive regimes.  You don’t blatantly adver se their use, offering trinkets and
obvious penal es for compliance.  No, you comb█ne them with the social media
and search engine algorithms you’ve been developing all the while to build
informa on models on every ci zen, and that takes care of the logis cs
b█ len█ck that’s always been inherent to the premise of sending out enforcers
on an individual basis.  The ‘cause st█lking’ or ‘gang st█lking’ capabili es
demonstrated by your Knights of Malta non-overt social n█tworks have never
gone away, they’ve merely gone quiet (as My own personal experiences with
them have demonstrated).  Your massive data-gathering programs like
C█RNIVORE and MYST█C have long been able to record all t█lephonic and data
communica ons, but the problem has been in s█ ing all that informa on and
having the manp█wer to f█llow up on it; the algorithms developed for social
media to build files on everyone now allow you to priori ze which m█lcontents
are the most serious cases, enabling you to send out your fi█ld personnel to
a end to those.  But you don’t even have to do that; with their self-dr█ving c█rs
and ‘repl█cators’ p█tched into the informa on architecture, it’s just a ma er of
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and ‘repl█cators’ p█tched into the informa on architecture, it’s just a ma er of

having the c█r swerve off a cl█ff, or conveniently into a m█lcontent byst█nder.
Or having their ‘repl█cated’ food come out subtly wrong.  In an ‘advanced’, ‘free’
and ‘enlightened’ society in which everything’s great and ‘all those nifferous
gl█balists haven’t been a concern for ages’, you now have the means to dispatch
m█lcontents before they can even organize effec vely, unsuspected and without
a murmur of complaint let alone jus ce.  The ul mate post-French ‘Rev█lu on’
society, in which the masses sincerely believe they’re free, their ideologies can be
manufactured at your organiza onal will, and in addi on to having a pushbu on
democracy you can get rid of dissent completely inv█sibly.  [I’m not out to give
the apostate system ideas here; with what they’ve been developing and hyping
it’s fairly easy to see what they’ve already been pu ng together with all this,
given merely a familiarity with the situa on and their methods, and with just a bit
of cri cal thinking.  I might as well alert the People to it, and make clear what
happens if they don’t get their collec ve █ct together and learn, assemble and
organize effec vely.  Blithely repos ng the apostate system’s own hype memes on
social media isn’t going to be enough.]

‘But they m█ght not do that!’, I hear you say.  Given their organiza onal
ambi ons and objec ves, the kinds of things they’ve already done throughout
recorded history, the areas of development they’ve invested themselves into, the
fact that they’ve never ever had the major capabili es they have right now, and
the fact that if they’re allowed to emplace themselves in the posi on where they
were able to do that the People would then have no recourse, that kind of
unfounded op mism has no place in a common sense assessment.  The apostate
system as an organiza on has been in a state of non-overt w█r against the People
for th█usands of years, and has caused prac cally all of the overt w█rs as well.
We must therefore assess based on what they’re ac vely posi oning themselves
with the capability to do, regardless of whether that’s their certain inten on.  By
the me we collec vely see whether or not they’ve actually done it, it would be
too late to prevent.  Nothing of which I’m aware requires humanity to make itself
collec vely h█stage by taking the chance with their Divinely-conferred rights and
freedom, and it would be pre y indolent and lackadaisical to do it.  A duty to
Divine Will necessarily includes doing our best to ensure that we s ll have the
freedom to Choose whether to align with it or not, rather than have that Choice
imposed upon us, and that requirement demands be er of us.  I’ve yet to
encounter a system with totalitarian ambi ons which is consistently and reliably
‘nice’, nor a consistently and reliably ‘nice’ system that feels the need or even has
the inclina on to gain that kind of control.  Even Divine Will Itself doesn’t do that.
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‘The Deep State’

In understanding the dis nc on between the apostate system’s own contrived
‘limited exposure’ version of their ‘New W█rld Order’ and the genuine ar cle
they actually mean to emplace, it’s going to be important to comprehend their
methods.  Ken over at RedefiningGod has already put together some of the best
ge█poli cal analysis of their overt strategy I’ve ever seen, with the evidence to
show it, that I’m going to cite and refer you to that rather than reinvent the
wh██l; it’s near-constantly accurate and we’re going to want to expound on that
in order to increase the exposure by pulling it all together into an even more
coherent and comprehensive view.

The W█stern-fr█nted DEC█Y [’New W█rld Order’]

This ev█l, men█cing [’New W█rld Order’] is supposedly being constructed by the US
and the EU, but it has never really existed as anything but a media construct. It is much
like the f█ke █rmy of inflat█ble t█nks that Pa on ‘commanded’ prior to the Normandy
inv█sion; there is no real substance to it. It was created as a prop█ganda pr█p to serve
as the ‘d█rk side’ in the pl█y the gl█balists are pu ng on for the public. …

When you listen to the many faux-truthers in the alterna ve press, it is this dec█y [’New
W█lrd Order’] to which they point as they make their fearful predic ons in order to
create an emo onal reac on within their viewers/readers/listeners. They portray it as
an ev█l Zionist/N█zi/Neocon m█nster that is destr█ying the w█rld and bringing
humanity to the brink of W█rld W█r 3. This is being done so the public will welcome
the real [’New W█rld Order’] when it makes its move, defeats the dec█y, and snatches
peace from the j█ws of w█r.

Another func on of the W█stern dec█y is to serve as the scapego█t for all the dam█ge
that was done while the gl█balists were erec ng the real [’New W█rld Order’]. [In]
blaming the W█stern [’New W█rld Order’] for all the ev█ls we’ve seen for the past
[h█ndred-plus] years – and then ge ng rid of it — they are hoping the real [’New
W█rld Order’] will start with a cle█n sl█te in the public [es ma on].  [cite]

While we’re on the subject of ‘dec█ys’, this appears to be what the ‘FEMA camps
they’re building to put all us m█lcontents into’ rhetoric has been about, along
with the ‘they’re going to take your armaments and then dras cally oppress and
subjugate you’ maneuvering.  Not that they aren’t viola ng Divinely-conferred
rights in the process of doing so, and that needs to be addressed, resolved and
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rights in the process of doing so, and that needs to be addressed, resolved and

tried, because it’s certainly the rou ne and systema c viola on of Divinely-
conferred rights by the apostate system █c ng on a counter-Divine Will basis.
What I mean though is that despite them presen ng that pa ern of behavior, it’s
not their sincere effort; it’s being done for public effect.  It puts the People ‘off the
sc█nt’ of their actual plans, and is conveniently used to shi  their thinking and
maneuver them to take ac ons which are calculated and designed specifically to
benefit the apostate system’s agendas in the longer view.  Not that the People are
collec vely making significant efforts there even with their a empts to j█lt the
public to ac on; the apostate system’s plans in that regard have been significantly
delayed in part because they’ve been encountering the same phenomenon those
making sincere efforts to expose the apostate system have: in this modern era,
the general public have become a shi less, ignorant, apathe c, condi oned, self-
involved, and civicly lazy bunch.  Even those who are just star ng to gain
awareness of the apostate system’s ac vi es seem to think that the situa on can
be resolved by repos ng hype memes they encounter, aler ng everyone else to
the situa on because someone else will sort it out once that someone else is just
made aware of it, and by refusing to study law, rights and history and instead
coming up with new, uninformed personal opinions about what alterna ve overt
models should be established to replace what they misunderstand to be an
inherently fl█wed overt system.  A slim minority are ready and willing to ‘take
direct ac on’, but their basis for deciding what that ac on should be not only
lacks a vital understanding of what the apostate system is, does and how it works,
they’re so unequipped to recognize and dissociate from ‘influencer’ personnel
and ideologies that their ‘direct ac on’ efforts are currently easily shi ed into
a empts which either benefit the apostate system’s own agenda items, detriment
these m█lcontents by pu ng them directly into h█rm’s w█y, or both.

And while all of this is going on, the ‘influencers’ of the apostate system have
been incrementally subver ng the mindset of these nascent ‘resisters’, by
miseduca ng them about the nature of the apostate system and its ambi ons, its
organiza onal structure, and how it operates:

‘As for the ‘Deep State’ concept itself, whenever you see an ar cle talking about it, you
are looking at a glob█list prop█ganda piece. The ‘Deep State’ is the collec on of
minion-level [patsies] the Occulted P█wers have tasked with playing the soon-to-be
vanquished ‘b█d guys’ in the dialec c dr█ma. It is a manufactured prop█ganda concept
meant to obscure our view of the real p█wers dr█ving the glob█list agenda: the
w█rld’s royals, the w█rldwide n█twork of Jewish banking interests (which is much
larger than just the Federal Reserve and the Rothschilds, and which encompasses ALL of
the G20 na ons and beyond), and the Freemasons and other such [clandes ne]
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the G20 na ons and beyond), and the Freemasons and other such [clandes ne]
socie es and mafia groups.’  [cite]

‘So the CIA/H█llywood complex is sugges ng the ‘well-oiled and well-armed
mul na onal group of elites’ behind the … conspiracy are…

1) the ‘military industrial complex,’
2) the poli cal-level ‘w█rld leaders,’
3) the ‘governments,’ and
4) the ‘corpora ons.’

‘But as any student of this conspiracy should know by now, these fo█r groups are NOT
the bosses; they are mere mid-level minions. Opera ng above all of them is the banking
complex (the commercial and central banks), and opera ng above the banking complex
are the real bosses and their top-level minions (the Occulted P█wers):

1) the Roman Empire (the Catholic and Orthodox Churches + associated gl█bal religions
and priesthoods),
2) the royal families,
3) the Jewish bankster f█milies,
4) the Freemasons and other [non-overt] socie es, and
5) the Mafia and other sanc oned criminal groups.

‘Did you no ce how NONE of these five groups was men oned as taking part in the …
conspiracy? And why is this? As I said before, the CIA and H█llywood don’t want you to
know what’s really going on and who’s really behind it.’  [cite]

RG’s analysis of the precise organiza onal structure of those apostate system
‘parent groups’ differs from Mine, but then I have the addi onal convenience of
being able to ‘hear’ the apostate system organize its efforts via non-overt
organizing symbolism in the corporate and the alt-media.  It’s so useful to have a
confluence of diverse skillsets working at the same exposure project.

The purpose of ‘the nifferous Deep State’ is primarily as a concocted villain, to
eventually be soundly trounced by the apostate system’s own bogus c█rdbo█rd
‘h█roes’.  Not only does this get rid of obsolete franchises and the public’s sense
of the corr█p on that’s become quite evident, it restores the public confidence
via those ‘h█roes’ and the supposedly ‘rebuilt’ Establishment they’re perceived to
overhaul.  Just like the Babylonian Kabbalists’ [ch█ss] symbol, they pl█y both
[white] and [bl█ck], ‘h█roes’ and ‘villains’, for maximal calculated effect.  Even
the old ‘W█sterns’, developed by their Jesuits, had the ‘h█roes’ we█ring [white]
and the ‘villains’ we█ring ‘bl█ck’, so that everybody would know who to cheer

http://redefininggod.com/2017/03/alex-jones-the-kabbalist-banksters-and-the-deep-state-con/
http://redefininggod.com/2016/02/the-cia-the-x-files-and-the-north-korean-h-bomb-a-coordinated-campaign/ 
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-25
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and the ‘villains’ we█ring ‘bl█ck’, so that everybody would know who to cheer

for.  To read an entry-level primer about how this formula works, and some overt
evidence which establishes the pa ern, read here and then here.

It’s also interes ng to no ce that for a while all the ‘troothers’ were talking about
‘the gl█balists’, and then suddenly the term ‘Deep State’ began propaga ng
among them almost overn█ght.  That isn’t the result of a spontaneous, organic,
authen c phenomenon at work; it’s more likely that it was the result of a
c█ntrally-controlled decision by the apostate system itself, presumably to put out
new organizing symbolism via the newly-proliferated term.  Just the same w█y
the ‘troothers’ all start hyping the same few topics prac cally instantaneously, as
if turned on from a c█ntrally-controlled informa on sp█got.  More evidence to
support what I’ve been describing, that it’s systema zed rhetoric, disinforma on
and organizing symbolism being put out by a non-overtly organized n█twork of
‘influencers’.

https://web.archive.org/web/20201108123240/http://redefininggod.com/understanding-the-nwo-strategy/
https://web.archive.org/web/20201108134453/http://redefininggod.com/the-rockefeller-plan-for-the-brics-new-world-order-in-their-own-words/
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‘Weird Sc█nes’

The ‘troother’ community didn’t just appear out of nowhere.  We’ve already read
about the precursor, the French ‘Rev█lu on’ public fraud.  But I think I’ve found
the more recent ‘beta test version’ of the ‘troothers’, done here in the literal
States a few dec█des ago.

Firmly in the ‘evidence’ category, ‘Weird Sc█nes Inside the Cany█n’ by David
M█Gowan is effec vely a massive compila on of plenty of overt evidence
presen ng how the supposedly ‘an -Establishment’ ‘h█ppie sc█ne’ was the
systema c concoc on of the U.S. military, stereotypical ‘organized crime’, the
corporate media, and the Babylonian Kabbalists.  Interes ngly, Mr. M█Gowan
didn’t seem to be familiar with the la er as he compiled his work, let alone how
these groups and franchises interoperate, yet the evidence he’d compiled there
certainly corroborates the model I’ve found to be true and presented in the basic
org chart.  The book is available in digital, pulp and audio edi ons, and makes for
quite fascina ng reading.  Even moreso for readers who have become familiarized
with how they all interoperate.

For those readers who haven’t yet read it, here are some dbits:

● The sons of military personnel suddenly forming b█nds and being given
expensive mus█cal instruments they don’t even know how to play, and
rushing to learn them before the gigs they’ve already go en are set to take
place.  Focused corporate media a en on then makes them into ‘big
names’.

● Promo on of plenty of ‘unheard-of’s in the new ‘organized crime’-run clubs
also makes them into ‘big names’.

● Through alleged ‘synchronicity’, ‘unheard-ofs’ ‘spontaneously’ feel an urge
to show up in thoroughly militarily-influenced Laur█l Cany█n right next to
a thriving and bustling military complex, whereupon they encounter either
other ‘unheard-ofs’ or exis ng ‘big names’ and form b█nds together which
would become household names.
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● The ridge contains whole neighborhoods of housing estates which are
conveniently interc█nnected by underground t█nnels.

● The area eventually becomes the corporate media h█b known as Los
Ang█les.

● The ostensibly ‘an -Establishment’ ‘h█ppie sc█ne’ becomes the big new
thing, assisted in large part by loads of Establishment corporate media
a en on.

● Those ‘big names’ appear to have been suspiciously untr█ubled by either
narco cs b█sts or the dra .  They frequently proffer rather implausible
st█ries about the schemes they’d supposedly devised to avoid the la er,
but these flub the cri cal thinking test.

● Supposed ‘an -Establishment’ personality Frank Z█ppa is collabora vely
reported by those closest to him to have been privately intensely
‘Establishment’, and disturbingly authoritarian and demeaning towards
those who’d bought into his publicly-hyped ideologies.

● Plenty of literal serial k█llers abounded the place, with Charles Manson
rou nely m█ngling with the ‘big names’ and even rec█rding in Brian
Wilson’s home studio.  There is every indica on that Mr. Manson could
have just as easily been made into a ‘big name’ as into a ‘f█mous’ serial
m█rderer.

● Evidence of systemic child abuse.

● M█rders frequently occurring on ancient pagan ‘holy days’ though
M█Gowan doesn’t seem to know what to make of that, lacking familiarity
with the Babylonian Kabbalists as the parent group to the rest of the
franchises.

● Both the child abuse and the m█rders rou nely ‘c█vered up’ in court, with
some absurdly improbable and pre y outrageous sab█taging of the court
process ‘from within’ the court system.

The nice thing about M█Gowan’s work is that it complements My own so neatly;
M█Gowan’s readers are presented with a compila on of overt evidence but are
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M█Gowan’s readers are presented with a compila on of overt evidence but are
le  without a cohesive model of how the organiza onal structure commi ng
these major crime sprees operates, while readers of My efforts have that model
and now have a prebuilt accumula on of solid overt evidence which validates the
model I’ve been presen ng.

‘But wait,’ I hear the ‘troothers’ say, ‘that systemic child abuse validates what
we’ve been reading about with all the rampant ‘p█dophilia’ among the elites!’.
Not so.  It’s because of all the solid evidence receiving increased a en on that
risks the general public forming a coherent pa ern there, and this has prompted
the apostate system to use their alt-media prop█gandists to start their recent
campaign of incremental disinforma on on the topic.  It’s pre y easy for them to
accomplish, since they control both the alt-media ‘gurus’ and the ‘cabal members’
hyped in the corporate and the alt-media.  They just have their blatantly
‘Establishment’ personali es repeat the same obvious tropes and pseudo-
symbols, and have their alt-media ‘troother’ gurus ‘expose’ it all to the public.
This very de ly enables them to direct the public thinking about what they’re
doing, how they do it, and where it’s happening.  They’d have everyone ac vely
looking for it where it’s not, and failing to look for it where it is.  Meanwhile, the
‘troother’ gurus manage to get everyone looking for pathe cally obvious pseudo-
symbols which supposedly organize those kinds of ‘p█dophile’ ac vi es, when
those symbols mean something else completely; I’ll get more into those in the
sec on addressing so many of their organizing symbols, and show not only what
they actually mean, but how their correct interpreta on is part of the same
organizing symbolism ‘lingos’ of the very groups I’ve been ci ng for years now.

The apostate system actually manages to achieve a few ‘bonuses’ with that
technique in addi on to what I’ve just described.  Anyone in their ‘in-crowd’
who’s insufficiently loyal knows they can just get fraudulently ‘exposed’ by their
masters via this social engineering mechanism at any me, so it also serves as a
guarantee of their con nued loyalty to the apostate system regardless of what’s
required of them or how reprehensible that is.  Next, it pulls in the ‘troothers’
because the very topic itself is so inherently emo onally-sensa onalis c.  It’s
unthinkable for any moral person to hear about ‘p█dophilia’ and not find
themselves mo vated to take ac on to stop it, so it becomes a ‘dr█w’ to garner
public support for growing the apostate system’s own counterfeit ‘troother’ effort.
And finally, it primes the ‘troothers’ to become condi oned to suppose that it’s
intrinsically moral, and even virtuous, to want to take ‘direct ac on’ against
individuals purely on the basis of unsubstan ated claims, making the ‘troother’
community tools-in-wai ng for the kind of strategically-directed vi█lence against
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community tools-in-wai ng for the kind of strategically-directed vi█lence against
anyone genuinely inconvenient, which is a mechanism the apostate system and
par cularly their Knights of Malta deploy on the regular.  No more recogni on of
the God-given rights of presumed innocence un l proven guilty, and due process.
If their plan succeeds they won’t even par cularly need to ‘take out’ any
genuinely effec ve m█lcontents using their own personnel; the well-inten oned
but cri cal-thinking deficient ‘influenced’ zealots among their ‘troother’
community will ac vely do it for them, on the basis of completely unfounded
rumours hyped by their own personnel.

We’re looking at the ‘troothers’ here, we’ve already seen the method in prac ce
during the French ‘Rev█lu on’, and we’ve just seen the ‘early beta test version’
with the apostate system’s manufactured ‘h█ppie sc█ne’.  I’d like to make a brief
siden█te to men on a fo█rth data point just before that: the corporate media-
concocted phenomenon that was, appropriately enough, referred to as ‘the
Bri sh inv█sion’.  In context, the undoing of what the apostate system’s contrived
‘W█r for Indep█ndence’ had established, presumably because that was deemed
no longer necessary since Protestan sm had long been infiltrated and the
American public’s familiarity with common law had been subverted, replaced by
the groupthink put out in the corporate media.

Yes, I’m talking about ‘The Be█tles’.  You’re perhaps familiar with all the
corporate media hype they were given, the now silly-looking emo onal
overreac on depicted by their fans, and the absurd plethora of ‘Be█tles’
corporate kn█ck-off products and gimmicks put out at the me by the Jesuit- and
Freemasonic-collusive corporate realm.  But you’re perhaps unfamiliar with the
intensity of peculiar organizing symbolism they were pu ng out in their lyr█cs.  A
[subm█rine] for example would be, on one ‘level’, a group iden fier symbol for
the Knights of Malta.  I surely don’t need to familiarize readers with the use of
literal subm█rines and clandes ne sub-accessible bases used by the German
f█scists for various purposes, including the import and export of narco cs which
was very profitable for them and helped subsidize their other efforts.  Of course
on the Babylonian Kabbalist ‘layer’ it would be [Chari█t] + [down] + [w█ter],
which used in symbolic ‘inverted’ mode would have [down] invert to [up] and
describe an ‘effort in process’ to establish a scheme in which their personnel were
non-overtly organized ‘above the heads’ of the general public using symbolism,
with the general public ‘above’, now inverted to ‘below’, totally unaware of their
plans.  And ‘inverted’ mode at least on the Babylonian Kabbalist ‘layer’ appears to
be what this group were using consistently through their lyr█cs; whether they
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be what this group were using consistently through their lyr█cs; whether they

self-iden fied as Knights of Malta or their near-cous█ns the Jesuits, they appear
to have been just as comfortable pu ng out the organizing symbolism of the
stereotypical ‘organized crime’ franchises which operate just under those Jesuits,
as their ‘Octop█s’s Garden’ makes clear.

By now the intergenera onal g█p has made the precise intended meanings of
much of their symbolism on non-Babylonian Kabbalist ‘layers’ less than totally
clear, and part of that is due to a lack of familiarity on My part with the context,
both overt and non-, which would have provided the details there.  And much has
been made in the ‘troother’ community that the group were being controlled by
‘The Tavistock Ins tute’, though I haven’t been able to credibly substan ate that
claim, par cularly with all the disinfo being generated by the ‘troother’ gurus.
But their Babylonian Kabbalist ‘layer’ of organizing symbolism is quite clear,
par cularly since those agendas are more familiar to Me and the efforts of that
‘layer’ have generally been more long-term-oriented as plans (though I suppose
we’ll see how much that remains the case, now that public awareness of them is
being ac vely propagated).  As evidence there, their f█lm ‘Mag█cal Myst█ry
To█r’ is some pre y blatant stuff with regards to the Babylonian Kabbalists, even
overtly, and their symbolism is also rather pronounced, par cularly the bit at the
end.

And in terms of an ‘early alpha version precursor’ to the ‘beta release’ of their
‘h█ppie sc█ne’, the overt formula to hype them appears to be absolutely sp█t
on.  And you’ll no ce that mus█c pl█yed a large part in all but the last of those.
Why?  Ah that’s right, because in addi on to being overtly a great ‘crowd
mo vator’, it comes under the Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism category of their
[Aphrod█te], a counter-Divine Will symbol which uses [be█uty] not only to en ce
people into the effort, but also to allay suspicions of blatantly criminal behavior,
making it a method frequently deployed by their more ‘advanced’ personnel, who
are more in the know, deemed less ‘expendable’ logis cally, and therefore need to
be able to direct their efforts using methods which are less direct, and thus
vulnerable to ge ng ‘caught out’ as being involved with criminal ac vi es.
Organiza on for the ‘troother’ effort involved less use of m█sic, but we s ll find
their [Aphrod█te] showing up via the ‘visual █rts’ in other instances of media.
We’ll take a look at some of those in a bit.

So with these fo█r ‘datapoints’ in mind [French ‘Rev█lu on’, ‘Be█tles’, ‘h█ppie
sc█ne’ and ‘troothers’] we can start to see the forma on, methods and usage
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sc█ne’ and ‘troothers’] we can start to see the forma on, methods and usage

pa ern of the current version of their ideological ‘product’.  Not that they haven’t
been planning to give it at least one major release update… and soon.  Namely:
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‘ALIENS!’

If you aren’t yet familiar with the great overt research and exposure work done
over at RedefiningGod on the planned ‘ALIENS!’ psyop, you can read about it
here.

It accounts for quite a bit; everything from why int█lligence agencies and ‘military
insiders’ have been announcing here and there that the ‘extraterrestrials’ do exist,
to why the ‘troother’ and ‘New Age’ ‘influencers’ have been hyping them as
mankind’s purported ‘saviours’, why the military nicknamed their facility in
Nevada as “Dre█mland” (with [dre█m] being a Babylonian Kabbalist organizing
symbol for a long-term dec█p on, as in “The American Dre█m”, “The Dre█m
Factory”, or, “I have a dre█m”), why the apostate-system controlled corporate
media has been psychologically condi oning the People to accept the ‘ALIENS!’ as
credible by presen ng them in their entertainment pieces for dec█des, and why
that inaccurate rumor was generated about Orson Welles’ r█dio produc on of
‘The W█r of the W█rlds’ had p█nicked listeners thinking it was genuine and
fleeing the c█ es in dr█ves.  The rumor itself was apparently designed as
organizing symbolism, with [tr█vel] being one of their major ‘efforts in process’
symbols.

Have you no ced that the apostate system has been se ng the Establishment’s
‘scien fic’ narra ves and the ‘an -Establishment’, ‘an -science’ rhetoric coming
out of the ‘troother’ community in direct opposi on with each other?  The
‘troothers’ are occasionally correct, or at least more fact-based than the blatantly
‘Establishment’ narra ve.  Other mes, they’re completely off-base and just
propagate rumors because they haven’t bothered to research them, leaving both
a means of revving up public support for them in the short-term, and leaving
them with a major ‘Ach█lles’ h██l’ in the longer-term when their effort is no
longer useful.  So in the Hegelian dialec c, you’ve got your thesis, ‘Establishment
science’.  You’ve got your an thesis, ‘troother’ ‘an -science’ rhetoric.  The public
are being increasingly incited to trust either one or the other of those, and they’re
in a ‘strategy of tension’ about it.  So what’s the eventual synthesis, the new thing
that comb█nes them both and resolves the tension?

It’s evidently when the apostate system finally bring out their ‘ALIENS!’, with their
‘superior ALIEN! technology’ funded with the massively overbudgeted classified

https://www.google.com/search?q=site%3Aredefininggod.com+%22alien%22+AND+(%22vatican%22+OR+%22jesuits%22)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_War_of_the_Worlds_(1938_radio_drama)#Extent
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
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‘superior ALIEN! technology’ funded with the massively overbudgeted classified
and ultra-classified R&D efforts that have been going on since at least the
Th█r es, going on about a cent█ry by now.  All that tax and bl█ck ops money has
been devoted to something, and if they overch█rge on p█per for the military
hardware, etc. they can spend the money elsewhere on more actual research.  It’s
pre y easy when your manufacturing corps are collusive with the same masters
the governments are; diddling the figures is simple when all involved are in on it.
The corpora ons are fine with taking a financial loss in the public sector for
‘important agenda items’ like these, knowing they’ll be gaining ‘merit’ for doing so
and that they’ll make up the finances in the private sector anyway.

When that technology is made public, it’s intended to ‘sell’ the People on the
supposed ‘reality’ of the ‘ALIENS!’.  Remember what I’d said earlier, about people
believing in ‘the science!’ as absolute fact because it’s self-evident that things like
c█rs and comp█ters, the technological products of science, work.  They can see
and use them; they’re familiar things, just facts of life.  So the Establishment’s
version of scien fic narra ves must be facts too, and if the apostate system decide
to bring them out, the ‘ALIEN!’ technologies.  Their ‘advanced knowledge of
science’ will presumably not only massively increase our scien fic understanding
(at least, out here in the public sector where we haven’t been able to see all the
advances made by the apostate system during the intervening dec█des), but shi
our model of how the Divine, en█rgy and consciousness work.  And if they don’t,
the technological gimmickry can presumably be used instead to present wowing
tangible and visual effects that will influence our thinking, and the narra ves and
ideologies promoted by those ‘trustworthy ALIENS!’ influence the majority the
rest of the way.  Given how persuadable the general public have been with
corporate media repor ng farces, ge ng an unprepared public to accept the even
more intangible stuff with even more compelling evidence is probably looking like
a compara ve dawdle of a task to the apostate system from here.  And the
‘troothers’ are being condi oned all along to cheer on the ‘ALIENS!’, so if or when
they’re presented to the public those ‘troothers’ are intended to relax and not
only accept them and their narra ve presenta on of ‘science’, but to ac vely
support them.  It’ll s ll be Establishment’s presenta on of ‘science’, only the
public dissent will have been rather de ly removed.  That would leave the
apostate system direc ng what’s ‘real’ to the public… and how much closer to
presen ng themselves tangibly to the public as supposed ‘gods incarnate’ does a
criminal organiza on need?

While we’re at it, I’ve no ced something that became evident when the apostate
system decided to sw█tch up the specifics of their ‘ALIENS!’ narra ve a few years
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system decided to sw█tch up the specifics of their ‘ALIENS!’ narra ve a few years

ago.  [To read about that, search this page for the phrase ‘beta-tes ng a number
of different alien narra ves’.]  Essen ally, the ‘N█rdic Ary█n ALIENS!’ were
narrated as being in conflict with the others for a while, and then the hyped
narra ve dispensed with all that.  What got Me was that while the supposed
conflict was hyped, I’d already known that the apostate system had been, in their
non-overt areas, working to subdue and marginalize their Knights of Malta-
controlled f█scist franchise, both to get it out of the public a en on for a while in
favor of the organized crime-run hyperlib█ral, ‘social jus ce’ zealots, and to firm
up their control and personnel loyalty within the Knights of Maltas’ extended non-
overtly organized social n█tworks.  They’d spent years le ng their ‘opposite
number’ hyperlib█ral camp hold sw█y, predominate in the majority and gain
majority support for their ideologies, including their ‘Tolerance’ and ‘Diversity’
philosophy about publicly ‘p█nching’ anyone perceived to be ‘a N█zi’.
Meanwhile, they’d been conferring top-down to their more loyal Knights of Malta
personnel an understanding of the ‘layers’ of organizing symbolism that had to do
with the Babylonian Kabbalists, allowing them to metriculate ‘up’ as those.  For
the apostate system, that’s essen ally the non-overt version of a promo on; any
personnel who were deemed insufficiently loyal weren’t given knowledge of the
more advanced organizing symbolism, and were thus le  to receive the brunt of
the comeuppance from both the organized crime hyperlib█rals and the general
public un l they were effec vely subdued… or un l they decided to defect,
because for all they knew their organiza onal structure was just diminishing into
nothingness.  They couldn’t see that their former compatriots were actually just
ceasing to use their franchise organizing symbolism for a while and ‘going quiet’,
not en rely unlike ‘sl██per agents’.  A few years later when the apostate system
was apparently confident that any remaining Knights of Malta personnel were
indeed ‘loyalists’, or at least func onally obedient, the direc ve was given out
non-overtly to reac vate the Knights of Malta personnel… but now all the
remaining personnel were Babylonian Kabbalists first, and Knights of Malta
personnel second if that, or perhaps only for public appearances’ sake for that
ma er.  And thus the apostate system, as a standard technique, were able to
consolidate that franchise so that only its more loyal and obedient personnel
remained.

The ming of the non-overt development, with which I’d already been familiar,
and their ‘ALIENS!’ narra ve sw█tchup, illustrated for Me that what they’re doing
with the ‘ALIENS!’ narra ve is to use it to describe non-overtly for their rank and
file personnel ‘what’s going on’ and what the current organiza onal status is with

http://redefininggod.com/2016/02/the-cia-the-x-files-and-the-north-korean-h-bomb-a-coordinated-campaign/
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file personnel ‘what’s going on’ and what the current organiza onal status is with

various aspects of their organiza on terrestrially.  What’s supposedly happening
‘out there, offw█rld’ is actually a depic on, when properly translated, of what’s
going on here.  It’s just a ma er of ‘inver ng’ [up] to [down], and the more
advanced Babylonian Kabbalist members, int█lligence members, and military
officials all tend to use Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism in that purported
‘inverted’ mode anyway; it’s more secure and less comprehensible to anyone who
isn’t in on their lingo.  (Or was; I suspect it will become less secure as a result of
My exposure work, since they won’t know how far it’s spread, to whom, and who
might be listening in on their plans from now on.)

It’s also being used as a means of having their personnel simultaneously dispense
overt prop█ganda and hype, even as that hype has been carefully designed to
distribute organizing symbolism to their personnel.  Not much different than their
use of entertainment media as a carrier for their organizing symbolism for the last
few cent█ries, but here we’re star ng to get more of a trend of having the overt
content be not necessarily entertaining, but instead agenda-mo vated overt
ideological prop█ganda.  I’ve seen them do this sort of thing before; when
‘t█rrorists str█ke’ and it’s reported on the n█ws, generally the specifics of that
event were carefully implemented in order to read as organizing symbolism.  The
kinds of places that were a █cked in a ‘t█rrorist str█ke’ in whatever Middle
E█stern country for example, or the loca on, me and specifics of a ‘mass
sh██ter’ event here.  [Yes, that incidentally means that for those who know how
their organizing symbolism works the idea that these events were the work of
genuine ‘independents’ rather than the apostate system itself, becomes instantly
farcical.  How outraged to you think some of us ‘in the know’ yet genuinely
dissociated from the apostate system are to keep hearing these fraudulent events
st█ged by the apostate system, which it then uses as a convenient pretext to
violate Divinely-conferred rights among the public at large?]

We’ve also got the apostate system doing the same kind of formula among the
‘troother’ disinfo, that they’ve been perpetra ng with the ‘t█rrorist’ and the
‘ALIENS!’ hype.  Their ‘troother’ guru disinfo prop█gandists will hype some
narra ve, supposed event, etc. [”Umpteen children rescued from tr█fficking out
of t█nnels by the patriot insiders’ forces!”, etc.) which both the ‘influencers’ will
rehype (because they see that as part of their duty as apostate system disinfo
personnel, and the unaware, sincere and well-inten oned ‘influenced’ among the
‘troothers’.  Except not only will what’s being rehyped be typically just overt
prop█ganda and rhetoric, it’s also been designed as a carrier for the apostate
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prop█ganda and rhetoric, it’s also been designed as a carrier for the apostate

system’s organizing symbolism for ‘their’ rank and file personnel.  So you’ve got
loads of people in the general public who think they’re ‘countering the gl█balists’
by rehyping this stuff, but who are completely unaware that what they’re actually
doing is spreading their organizing symbolism and providing their own free labor
to perpetua ng ‘the gl█balists’’ cause and helping them organize.  The apostate
system must be laughing at that.  Possibly less so as what they’ve been doing gets
public exposure, and the public start c█tching onto their organizing symbolism
and methods.  I don’t know many people who appreciate being used like that.  I
certainly hope we can get the common law courts restored in me so that the
People can adjudicate them fairly and lawfully for it.  If not, it certainly has been
the apostate system’s own (con nued) doing that the legi mate jus ce systems
have been done away with, and the result of the indoctrina on they (s ll!) put
out that’s made the currently-prevalent groupthink so thick that it’s been taking
ages to try to overcome to restore the common law courts.  That’s manifestly
been the apostate system’s own doing, and by its own Choice.

As we’re s ll wai ng for the apostate system to decide the ming’s right to deploy
whatever lab-grown creatures they’ve presumably got on-base wai ng to present
as the ‘ALIENS!’, we can get a sense of what they’re planning by examining their
coordina on efforts with, of all things, modern el█ctronic m█sic [you just knew
their [Aphrod█te] would be in there somewhere, didn’t you?], and par cularly
the ‘rave sc█ne’.  You know.  With all the ‘ALIEN!’ imagery as its primary mo f.

Let’s start with the m█sic itself.  The s█ngs designed for se█mless transi on from
one to another, resul ng in a long con guous set that’s actually comprised of the
work of many different people.  The lyr█cs predominantly missing, presumed lost,
though in some a brief, crypt█c word, phrase or sample will be used which
obviously has some intended meaning, but it’s not discernible what that is unless
you already know the context in which it’s meant.  This formula is intensified all
the more with the ‘instr█ment’ samples, which are made to seem quite innocent
but which present symbolism in that they’ve been specifically designed to
resemble the sound of some thing, like a c█r engine, a w██dpecker, a
he█rtbe█t, etc. which anyone who already knows how their ‘layers’ of symbolism
work will recognize as familiar, and parse as symbolism, but which anyone who
isn’t won’t think anything of.  They used to present those symbols via wording and
imagery in lyr█cs, but in doing so they’d had to present it in too much of a
coherent pa ern of non-overt grammar and usage… now without the voc█ls you
have to already know the pa ern in order to even no ce there’s any symbolism
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have to already know the pa ern in order to even no ce there’s any symbolism

going on at all, let alone in what gramma c pa ern to parse it.  This is the
apostate system doing that ‘pulling up the ladder behind them’ thing I’d been
talking about; their mass recruitment ph█se is pre y much accomplished and
over with.  Now they’ve decided it’s me to narrow down their numbers to only
the most loyal, so only those already ‘inside’ will, they suppose, be able to
comprehend their system of organizing symbolism.  And if nobody ‘pulled the
ladder back down’ for the general public, they’d presumably succeed in that.  If
the informa on that I’m providing is propagated and there’s a general awareness
of their schemes, presumably one of the results would be that their en re mul -
layered system would come down and collapse too.  Since it was built on massive
public fraud and the rou ne and systema c viola on of Divinely-conferred rights,
that only seems fair to Me.  A system’s on borrowed me once it knowingly,
avoidably and systema cally adopts a posi on in conflict with Divine Will,
Divinely-conferred True Nature, and Divinely-conferred rights.

Next let’s assess the sc█ne itself.  These people are ‘peace and love’, ostensibly,
and necessarily must try to ‘evade the government’ due to all the recrea onal
substance use.  That overtly presents them as ‘an -Establishment’ or at least
‘Establishment-averse’, while non-overtly the apostate system uses recrea onal
substance use both to greatly imply that a given franchise is supposedly
‘government resistance-affiliated’, and as yet another implementa on of their
same [food] symbol, which has everything to do with offering things (things of
value, considera ons, or ideologies) which are designed to try to get the People to
accept, to int█rnalize, to take into themselves.  Typically it’s a counter-Divine Will
posi on, but what is it here?  Presumably that this is a community of legi mately
‘Establishment-averse’ people, who are sincerely about ‘peace and love’… and
that the apostate system’s ‘ALIENS!’ are genuine.  It’s not about the ‘ravers’
specifically a emp ng to get people to accept the la er yet; this is about
symbolic organizing and pre-planning.  About building communi es of people
who share the apostate system’s affilia on and who know and have accepted the
direc ves which have been distributed non-overtly.  Socially, this is just a ‘st█ging
area’ for later efforts.

‘Peace, Love, Un█ty and Respect’ certainly sound nice overtly, but “Un█ty” is the
term Rome uses to reference its totalitarian structure and more frequently, to
reference an individual or group ‘op ng into’ that.  The ubiquitous “sm█ley f█ce”
is, at lower symbolic ‘layers’, recognized as a coc█ine symbol [as in, “Have a C█ke,
and a sm█le”], but at more advanced ‘layers’ is recognized as the [Tiam█t]
symbol and contentment with a counter-Divine Will basis.  It’s also a [c█rcle] of
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symbol and contentment with a counter-Divine Will basis.  It’s also a [c█rcle] of
course, with the [z█ro] numerological connota ons about ‘a baseless premise
which is being presented by those on a counter-Divine Will basis’ which that
implies.  Both the “sm█ley f█ce” and ‘peace and love’ were huge in the ‘h█ppie
sc█ne’, which we now know were an apostate system contrivance.  Both overtly
and non-, in a very tangible sense the ‘rave sc█ne’ is just the next-itera on
version of the ‘h█ppie sc█ne’, with all that implies.

A “rave” of course is a term for a [p█rty], which is one of the stockpile of symbols
the Babylonian Kabbalists use to reference an ‘effort in process’.  From their
context, a gathering of people for an emo onally-ch█rged purpose is just a
convenient reference for a ritual working.  While the older defini on of a “raver”
had to do with a person who was “cr█zy”, which is also an ‘effort in process’
symbol used by the Babylonian Kabbalists and on My chart already.  “Cr█zy” also
happens to be a symbol they’ve assigned an addi onal duty to at the lower
‘layers’ of interpreta on, namely that of a ‘group iden fier symbol’ for their
various franchises which purport to be ‘government resistance’.  As you can see,
they’re quite systema c and very thri y indeed with their use of symbolism;
everything reused frequently has meaning, and usually mul ple due to the ‘mul -
layered’ system of symbolism they’ve deployed.  When it’s exposed of course all
those correla ons tend to accumulate rapidly, making for a situa on that defies
mere coincidence.

Incidentally, when you’re looking for new social efforts the apostate system is
trying to build, look for those which make a deliberate effort to present
themselves, their personnel and their ideologies as loving, peaceful, safe, gentle,
comfor ng, soothing and p█pulist… at least for the moment, un l they’ve gained
the support of a significant propor on of the public.  Or things which appear to
bring profound truths, such as the ‘ALIEN! channelers and lightworkers’, or great
new value, such as the intern█t.  Once they’ve obtained mass adop on they’ll
inevitably p█le on the p█p-ups and b█nner ads, in any ‘sc█ne’ they create.  We
even saw that with their deployment of mass corporate media, where at first
everyone was polite, respec ul, ch██rful, euphoric, and the voc█lists seemingly
couldn’t quit s█nging about things like s█nshine and blueb█rds.  We saw what
came of all that once the public had bought into it, and the casual disrespect and
shi  in emphasis towards hyping various ideologies and sociopoli cal agenda
items just became the norm.  Once they’re confident they’ve got you, the
apostate system appears to decide as a ma er of standard policy that it can
dispense with the incen ves and the nice es.  That’s not the most reassuring look

http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
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dispense with the incen ves and the nice es.  That’s not the most reassuring look

for an organiza on, par cularly one with totalitarian ambi ons.

In the broader area of el█ctronic m█sic generally, the alb█m c█vers have
increasingly dispensed with prac cally all overt and lower-layer symbolism,
presen ng more or less just the pure Babylonian Kabbalist ‘layer’.  This is
especially obvious with the ‘minimal t█chno’ genre, for those interested.  When
your m█sic lacks prac cally all overt content, what do you put on your alb█m
c█vers?  You’re s ll obligated to announce your allegiance with the apostate
system if you want your work to sell.  You therefore use a bunch of Babylonian
Kabbalist symbolism presented either via generated graphics or abstract images,
since the overt content is effec vely arbitrary.  So we get a few glyphs, plenty of
angl█s, an emphasis on the ‘classical Greek’ elements, and lots of geometry.

https://www.google.com/search?q=minimal+techno+album+covers&tbm=isch
https://www.google.com/search?q=minimal+techno+album+covers&tbm=isch
https://www.google.com/search?q=minimal+techno+album+covers&tbm=isch
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Tac cs and tropes

Memes

In the apostate system’s transi on of the public from blithely accep ng the
narra ves and ideologies promulgated via corporate media, to blithely accep ng
the narra ves and ideologies propagated via their non-overtly organized
n█tworks of social media prop█gandists, memes have been quite an effec ve
tool for them.  Organizing symbolism has been worked into the standard meme
templates, or at least all the templates which have been allowed to propagate
because they’ve been promoted and reposted by the apostate system’s
personnel, who of course are ‘in the know’ about the organizing symbolism and
who therefore favor the memes which present it relevantly.  These various
templates are then given overt specificity for whatever overt statement the
designer has decided to make, but that overt content and meaning typically has
li le if anything to do with the non-overt symbolic message, for which the meme
template was designed to act as a carrier.  Once a meme template propagates,
even those who aren’t familiar with the organizing symbolism modify the
template to present their own message, and so the general public itself acts like
an amplifier, inadvertently propaga ng the symbolic messages.  This allows the
apostate system to get their organiza onal direc ves out regardless of whether
the corporate media is s ll there to propagate them.  It also provides a means for
supposedly ‘an -Establishment’ messages and ideologies to get propagated and
trended; things that would never be credible coming out of the corporate media,
but which instead look completely spontaneous, authen c, sincere and organic
when put out through social media, because the average person doesn’t know
about the non-overtly organized social n█tworks of ‘influencers’ that are in place
to distribute them.  A er all, they’re seeming put out by ‘normal people’, apostate
system personnel who seem more or less just like anyone else.  So the non-overt
messaging is accepted and propagated, and the overt ideologies being spread are
much more likely to be received as credible and valid.

Memes also do something else though.  They’ve managed to shi  the dura on of
the average persons’ a en on span down to near-instants.  Statements must be
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the average persons’ a en on span down to near-instants.  Statements must be

made within those moments or they’re now dismissed as ‘TL;DR’ (’Too Long;
Didn’t Read’).  This means that outsiders like Myself who are presen ng what
amounts to a college-level courseworth of informa on cannot possibly have an
effect on the majority anymore.  Indeed, anything that’s long enough to
significantly defy the exis ng mental context of the reader tends to get passed on
by.  It’s just an isolated case, one person among so many others, and who even
knows if their content is going to be worth their me to read?  And if you do
manage to read through it, the disparity between the context you have and the
context it’s presen ng is likely to result in a complete rejec on of what’s
presented.

This is no problem for the apostate system, for a couple of reasons which result
from their non-overt social n█tworks of ‘influencers’.  First, because those
n█tworks are so widespread that essen ally the same message can be made to
come out from so many ‘influencers’, so consistently and for such a prolonged

me, that the average person is certain to hear about it and keep hearing about
it; not only will that increase the odds they’ll accept it, but it also gives the new
idea a sense of mass public support and normalcy.  And second, because they’re
able to produce the desired ideological shi s in the masses incrementally and
gradually, via memes.  A li le work here, a new argument there, and the effect
just builds up and compounds.  Greater numbers shouldn’t determine whether
you’re deemed ‘right’ in an argument, but on social media it certainly does.
History’s full of gargantuan tomes that nobody reads anymore, but memes are
right there and ge ng the a en on of the masses right now.  Guess which has
more effect on the mindset of the people in our era.

What’s flabbergas ng is how much blatantly ‘gl█balist’ symbolism is being just
blithely rehyped and propagated in ‘troother’ memes by people who should know
be er.  Let’s consider what’s probably the most o -propagated ‘troother’ meme,
the ‘all we have to do is st█nd up’ meme.  It’s got so much ‘gl█balist’ organizing
symbolism both in the wording and throughout the graphic that I won’t even
present it here; it’ll show up easily in a search.  It’s too much to get into here, but
these are gang signs used by the gl█balists.  ‘Troothers’ know or should know
that.  What doesn’t seem to occur to them is that in using them without so much
as a moment’s thought, what they’re doing is providing the gl█balists’
‘influencers’ to infiltrate and subvert their effort for ‘truth’, because they’re
elimina ng any criteria of dis nc on between those personnel and the people
trying to sort the situa on out.  And it happens so frequently.  I’ve encountered
some great overt content in memes, but hardly ever share them (or redesign new
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some great overt content in memes, but hardly ever share them (or redesign new

symbolism-free versions of them) because of the absolutely vital need to keep a
clear, dis nct and separate posi on from that of ‘the gl█balists’.  Any me the
People haven’t done that, the apostate system’s personnel have just infiltrated,
subverted and coopted their efforts.  Every.  Single.  Time.  And think about it; if
you were in favor of completely shu ng down a more conven onal str██t gang,
what on earth would cause you to show up in a downtown urban area and just
start casually throwing its gang signs to all and sundry?  Not only wouldn’t that
result in the shu ng down of that gang, since now anyone who isn’t part of it
can’t dis nguish between their members and people like yourself, but members
of that gang (who definitely can, since their organizing symbolism methods are
intensely complex) are likely to revoke your breathing privileges for impersona ng
them.  It’s not something to which I think a lot of these ‘troothers’ have given
much thought, but it’s about me we ought to because it’s absolutely vital if
we’re going to succeed.  I’ve had to expel personnel who’d been purpor ng to be
members of My own non-overt group, en masse, for refusing to uphold that
dis nc on.  It’s long past me we recognized that people who aren’t willing to
make that kind of a clear, dis nct and separate posi on from ‘the gl█balists’
aren’t ‘truthers’ in the first place.  They’re either collusive with it, or too
disinclined to actually support the cause.  Bring it to their a en on politely, but
don’t ascribe trustworthiness to anyone who’s refusing to make every reasonable
effort to maintain a dis nc on from their posi on and that of ‘the gl█balists’ by
refraining from the use of their symbols.  In the ‘troother’ community, ‘everyone
knows’ that ‘the gl█balists’ operate via infiltra on, subversion and organizing
symbolism.  Has it not occurred to anyone else to prevent that by learning their
organizing symbolism and refusing to use it while ‘the gl█balists’ remain a going
concern?  That’s just basic common sense, like the municipal ordinances that
businesses must keep their establishments well-lit enough to easily iden fy their
customers, in order to deter crime.  That the ‘troother’ community hasn’t no ced
this common sense thing, something anyone and everyone can do to some
extent, says a lot about its status and effec veness.
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Mutual reinforcement

What’s having vast non-overtly organized n█tworks of ‘influencers’ if they don’t
reinforce each others’ narra ves, content and credibility?  While we’re discussing
memes as distribu on methods, and because so many of the ‘troothers’ are s ll
rehyping the work of known prop█gandist shills, I wanted to make sure to direct
readers to this convenient RG exposure piece on the mutually-reinforcing overt
‘troother’ disinfo n█twork (with evidence throughout the piece, and a cursory list
at the end) because when it comes to meme and narra ve distribu on via the
apostate system’s non-overt social n█tworks that’s essen ally the same formula
they use.  As the numbers grow it just gets a li le more complex, that’s all.  They
can afford to vary it up somewhat, and get this personality, group, narra ve,
franchise or ideology against that once in a while.  If you’ve ever heard what
r█ppers call a ‘diss tr█ck’, which is essen ally the counter-Divine Will personnels’
equivalent of a public l█ve n█te, you’ll start to get the strategy of how even their
supposed div█sions and conten ons can mutually hype each other up.  And much
of the non-overt ‘influencer’ n█tworks’ mutual support is coming from those
who’ve been ‘promoted’ up the food cha█n and have each developed their own
foll█wings, so with the resul ng trends coming out via their bo om-rung
f█llowers the results aren’t always as direct and obvious as they’d be if they were
doing it themselves.

Incidentally, since the ar cle talks about Kerry Cassidy and ‘Project Cam█lot’
(now there’s a militarily-affiliated name if ever I’ve heard one) take a look at the
icon for her site and tell Me that’s not a blatant gl█balist symbolism.  A gang sign
which everybody knows, but the ‘troothers’ apparently haven’t given it a second
thought because they’re not cri cally evalua ng what they’re encountering.
That’s exactly what I meant a moment ago.  These are the same ‘troothers’ who
blame the previous genera ons for so credibly accep ng whatever they were told
via corporate media, yet here they are doing the same thing again.  Remind Me,
just what are the compara ve rankings of how automa cally credible the various
kinds of media are?  Are ‘the gl█balists’ just somehow fundamentally incapable of
se ng up blogs and pu ng out disinfo through their personnel?  The ‘troothers’
certainly seem to think so, because not only do they blithely repost what they
hear about supposedly ‘exposing the gl█balists’, they seem to have go en an
image of them as a kind of sta c group in a fixed state, unable to respond

http://redefininggod.com/2014/12/what-is-jordan-maxwells-role-in-the-new-world-order-rollout/
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image of them as a kind of sta c group in a fixed state, unable to respond

effec vely to what’s going on and counter or influence it with their own efforts.  I
guarantee you, ‘the gl█balists’ as an organiza on know what’s going on much
be er than the average Joe, and they’re s ll around a er s█x th█usand or so
years precisely because they’re organiza onally so adap ve.  Even if the ‘troother’
sc█ne hadn’t been their inven on from the start, and it definitely had, it would’ve
been fully infiltrated and subverted by now.  Par cularly with the lack of
intellectual rigor the average ‘troother’ member exhibits, which only serves to
passively enable ‘the gl█balists’.

I say this because the People definitely need to improve our strategies and
response.  I get that a lot of people are just beginning to find out about this stuff,
and that nobody starts off knowing it all.  That’s a large part of why I put out
these exposure pieces as catalysts for learning and growth, because somebody’s
got to train the newcomers.  Preferably that somebody is reliable, credible and
integrous.  I’ll probably never understand the propor on of derision and scoffing I
get from a lot of these new ‘troothers’.  If you’re not at it to learn, grow and to
ac vely seek the truth, what are you even doing?  You could just as effec vely
revert back to watching t█levision; I’m sure there’s something decent on.  Or
almost passable.  Or not totally unworthy.  Perhaps.

Maintaining be er stand█rds of learning, growth, development and ac vism is
part of ‘sor ng out the gl█balists’.  We should be ac vely showing people be er,
promo ng and encouraging be er stand█rds and responses, but if someone
con nues to reject those I suggest exactly what I do: leave them to it.  Promote
be er stand█rds and principles, and find others who do.  ‘Learning the truth’, let
alone asser ng it, is not a process that stops.  It’s not an event that happened to
you once and now you’re all sorted.  It’s a constant priori za on and Choice.

To a large extent, that’s Life.
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‘Former insiders’ who are ‘exposing the gl█balists’

Consider the average bo om-rung str██t gang.  They recruit their members with
‘for life’; it’s a permanent commitment from which they’ve forfeited their ability
to ‘opt out’.  If a group like that is able, and is able to enforce, that kind of group
loyalty, why do so many of the ‘troothers’ assume that the apostate system does
any less?

We get out of work (or s ll working!) ‘former’ media personali es ‘exposing the
gl█balists’.  Di o ‘former int█lligence agents’, if that concept isn’t automa cally
laughable.  ‘High-ranking senior military officials’, as though the apostate
subversion and control throughout the militaries weren’t systema c, complete
and firmly enforced.  Even the personnel within less formalized organiza ons like
the Vat█can and tradi onal ‘organized crime’ (but I repeat Myself there) have got
so much blackma█l material, and so much ass█ssina on capability, that their
personnel just don’t manage to defect, let alone do so openly and publicly,
exposing the apostate system’s objec ves and methods in the process.  It just
doesn’t happen.

Even ass█ssina on doesn’t prove credibility to the informa on someone has
presented before the fact.  Consensually ‘disappe█ring’ personnel and reassigning
them elsewhere happens all the me.  That’s just basic organiza onal logis cs.  If
the apostate system-affiliated int█lligence agencies can manage it, so can their
parent groups by defini on.  Par cularly when it’s organiza onally advantageous
for them to do so, because it would add public credibility to the disinfo they’ve
put out.

‘Nuff said.
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Needlessly repeated use of 'cris█s act█rs'

A recurring trend in ‘troother’ ‘exposure’ memes has been to illustrate the
repeated, or seemingly repeated, use of the same individual people in various
public psyop events like ‘mass shoo ngs’ and ‘b█mbings’, including supposed
vic ms and people who knew them talking about them on the ‘n█ws’, under a
variety of interes ng names.  Some of these ‘they’re the same people!’ memes
appear to be spurious correla ons contrived for mo va onal effect, while others
do not.  Other memes will present folks who’ve been cost█med out with
supposed inj█ries, looking instead quite hale and whole, laughing and talking or
perhaps taking their own s█lfies in a casual, ‘Look at me!’ format.

Let’s start with what a ‘cris█s act█r’ is.  Public simula ons for training em█rgency
med█cal responders are a commonplace occurrence and have been for dec█des.
Sincere and well-inten oned members of the public volunteer to be the ‘vic ms’,
and are assigned supposed ‘inj█ries’ complete with med█cal symptoms to
simulate.  As part of their training it’s the job of the nascent med█cal responders
to use that informa on to assess the ‘wo█nded’, diagnose what’s supposedly
going on with them, and categorize and priori ze them in terms of who gets what
care first with the limited resources on hand: some are deemed minor concerns,
others urgent, and s ll others too cri cal to be able to save; those last will be
deemed ‘lost causes’ and depriori zed so the personnel at the loca on can be
freed up to be er assist those with a be er chance of being saved.  Many of these
‘vict█ms’ will receive the█ter-level cost█ming to simulate their ‘inj█ries’.

Somewhere between the st█ging of the simulated event and greater public
awareness of it, the corporate media will be on loca on repor ng the ex█rcise as
though it were a valid and genuine horrific event.  Their ability to do this isn’t
par cularly daun ng; from the in-the-moment symbolism media folks have shown
they can extemporize I know them to be ‘in the know’ collusive gl█balists, and
when you get a group of them together in an organiza on they tend to readily
exclude anyone who isn’t… it becomes effec vely a closed, proprietary system.
What I haven’t managed to suss out yet is how these members of the public who
are volunteering are prevented from announcing it later to the public that the
event was a hoax.  Possibly some ‘g█g order’, bribe or direct thre█ts.  But
remember, the ‘average Joe’ volunteers don’t know the events are being
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remember, the ‘average Joe’ volunteers don’t know the events are being

misreported to the public as a sudden purportedly legi mate event at the me.
This is where we get the v█deos on social media of ‘vict█ms’ who were
supposedly k█lled by a bl█st or a sh██ ng laying wherever they are, then
casually pulling out their ph█nes and cha ng away.  As far as they know, it’s all
just a training simula on and they’re just required to stay in posi on, not
convince anyone it’s authen c.  They’re just whiling away the wait me.  It’s the
same with those gr█nning s█lfies that obviously t█rn-up ‘vict█ms’ take of
themselves which proliferate through social media; these people are publicly
reviled among the ‘troother’ crowd as smug public frauds, but they’re generally
unaware of what’s going on and think they’re providing a free public service
helping to train em█rgency workers.  The ‘troother’ outrage at them is typically
misdirected, because the formula of what’s going on there and how it’s done isn’t
understood.

When you get people on the ‘n█ws’, supposed witnesses or friends of the
‘vict█ms’, those people are usually all ve ed and knowing co-conspirators.  Or
their brief statements are carefully-selected by those who are, and wh█ led
down into a few seconds which are designed to hype the narra ve.  Just a er the
W█rld Tr█de C█nter a █ck, brief cl█ps were featured all throughout the
corporate media ‘n█ws’ of apparently ordinary Pales nian ci zens d█ncing
around in joy and whooping with glee, prominently showing an enthusias c older
woman.  I’ve seen f██tage since (can’t recall the source now; I’m fairly sure I saw
it in a documentary somewhere.  Feel free to message if you know the source.
Here’s corporate media’s own exposure about it) that showed more of that
incident; they’d just been offered some kind of par cularly del█cious food (you
can even see it briefly in the official corporate ‘n█ws’ version)and thought they
were being f█lmed to show their apprecia on and preference for it, perhaps for
supposed use in a later comm█rcial.  So of course those civilians were going to
‘play it up’ as much as possible.

The same kind of methodology used by the corporate ‘n█ws’ media are being
used by the ‘troother’ ‘exposure’ gurus; it’s just a next-itera on version of the
narra ve, designed in a sort of ‘call and response’ format.  The corporate media
presents one deliberately manufactured fraudulent narra ve, and then the
‘troother’ ‘influencers’ appear to ‘expose’ it, but they’re just presen ng the next
‘layer’ of the narra ve.  Consider: Just why would the corporate ‘n█ws’ blatantly
re-use the same collusive personnel assets in various event loca on sc█nes and as
interviewees?  It’s not like they’re lacking for plenty of people to select for those.

https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=auto&tl=en&u=https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ausland/die-macht-der-tv-bilder-was-ist-die-wahrheit-a-158625.html
https://abcnews.go.com/US/video/abc-news-footage-shows-911-celebrations-35571201
https://abcnews.go.com/US/video/abc-news-footage-shows-911-celebrations-35571201
https://abcnews.go.com/US/video/abc-news-footage-shows-911-celebrations-35571201
https://abcnews.go.com/US/video/abc-news-footage-shows-911-celebrations-35571201
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interviewees?  It’s not like they’re lacking for plenty of people to select for those.

The non-overtly organized ‘influencer’ n█tworks are by now vast and widespread.
And even if they were to limit it to official int█lligence assets, those agencies are
so massively overfunded that they’d s ll have plenty of folks to select for those
public r█les; no obvious ‘re-use’ of them required.  Therefore we can know that
the re-use has been deliberate and inten onal.  By ‘exposing’ that ‘accidental re-
use’, the ‘troother’ franchise gets exactly what it needs: public support and
credulity, to sell their ‘limited exposure’ psyop.  To suppose that the re-use was an
accidental oversight, and that the ‘exposure’ of it is authen c and organic,
indicates a lack of cri cal thinking by the general public.
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‘Anonymous’

As part of the apostate system’s ‘limited exposure’ implementa on of their
intended ‘new’ version of the French ‘Rev█lu on’, this me their Jesuits and
Knights of Malta have set up a social media-based ‘disinfo amplifier’ apparatus
known as ‘Anonymous’.

As men oned, it works like this: It appears ‘decentralized’, but this is only
convincing if you’re not aware of their non-overtly organized social n█tworks and
the organizing symbolism they use to self-iden fy and mutually reinforce each
other.  The apostate system plans and organizes ac vi es and ‘exposures’ among
their collusive personnel, which then get passed among the ‘Anon’ community.
When the symbolism inherent in the whatever-it-is is recognizable by other
apostate ‘influencers’ they rehype it, and when something gets rehyped by their
personnel n█tworks it’s much more likely to get no ced, accepted and rehyped
by the ‘Average Joe’ unaffiliated people who think the group is designed purely for
authen c and genuine ‘exposure’ purposes.  This, the commoners get their me,
effort, a en on and labor co-opted for the ‘limited exposure’ fraud and to
dispense its narra ves to the rest of the public.  As ever, the self-professing ‘elites’
defraud and use the labor of others to establish their own limited success.

For those who aren’t familiar, Guy Fawkes was not a rev█lu onary.  He was a
Jesuit patsy who tried to bl█w up the Bri sh Parliament because it has ‘too many’
Protestants in it.  It’s fascina ng how neatly that conforms to the apostate
system’s presented org chart and known agenda items; having spent the last few
cent█ries systema cally infiltra ng, subver ng and miseduca ng the Protestant
‘Ref█rma on’ into a collec ve stupor, it appears they’re willing to pull whatever’s
le  of it into their ‘limited exposure’ campaign to ‘thwart the gl█balists’… thus
using them to establish its intended new replacement system, and to eventually
c█n the general public into thinking that ‘the gl█balists have been vanquished,
and we can all disregard them as a viable concern’.

How curious that the Guy Fawkes [m█sks] (with [m█sks] symbolically meaning
both a franchise of some other group, and a dissocia on from someones’ own
True Nature in terms of a contrived persona, as in their tradi onal use in the█ter
and ritualwork) were originally the product of the corporate media, who’d hyped
them and the concept of Guy Fawkes as a supposed ‘freedom-lover and h█ro of

http://blog.world-mysteries.com/guest_authors/doug-yurchey/guy-fawkes-was-not-a-revolutionary/
http://blog.world-mysteries.com/guest_authors/doug-yurchey/guy-fawkes-was-not-a-revolutionary/
http://blog.world-mysteries.com/guest_authors/doug-yurchey/guy-fawkes-was-not-a-revolutionary/
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K
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them and the concept of Guy Fawkes as a supposed ‘freedom-lover and h█ro of
the People’.  Yes, this is the French ‘Rev█lu on’ formula all over again, just with
more glitz and digital technology.

We even get the now-standard [dec█pita on] symbol in their logo; the
coincidences just keep adding up, don’t they?  Other than that, and the [Tiam█t]-
referencing [n█ck e] about the [throat chakra] which describes the same kind of
‘untruth’ symbolism as we’d seen in Antoine e’s [n█cklace], their symbol is
essen ally just a reimplementa on of the ‘Un█ted Na ons’ logo, which is
comprised of ‘layers’ of both Roman and Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism.

We get the [w█rld], symbol of totalitarianism.  It’s captured in a [sp█derw█b]
mo f, a counter-Divine Will [Tiam█t] (or its overt equivalent) symbol, as well as
alluding to the method of contriving a new mental context for people: you take
various disparate points, conn█ct them together into a pa ern, and that becomes
the new ideological model for people to buy into.  Then you’ve got the Roman
[laur█l  wre█th], symbol of Roman f█scism.  It was put around the [f█sces], a
bundle of st█cks that were l█shed around an axe, when the Pro Consul was
accepted as the absolute ruling authority.  We saw it with the precursor version of
the ‘Un█versal Declara on of Human Rights’ just a er their French ‘Rev█lu on’
fraud, and we saw it on Abraham Lincoln’s bizarre [thr█ne] at the Lincoln
Memorial.

But we get something else too, in addi on to the Roman ‘layer’ of symbolism, for
as a franchise Rome’s symbolism must ‘stack’ with that of its parent group the
Babylonian Kabbalists.  And on their ‘layer’, the wre█th-and-w█rld imagery
comprises quite another symbol… the symbol of the idol [B██l].  We’ve seen it
conspicuously all throughout recorded civiliza on.

What the ‘troothers’ need to ask themselves is whether they actually want ‘the
gl█balists’ to save them from ‘the gl█balists’.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGiXc9ydhqw&t=44m42s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGiXc9ydhqw&t=44m42s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGiXc9ydhqw&t=44m42s
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Fasces
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Fasces
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Fasces
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCmSBfVXEmA&t=3m58s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCmSBfVXEmA&t=3m58s
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‘Q’

This is the same reused formula from ‘Anonymous’ (when a formula works they
tend to reuse it, and they organiza onally seem to prefer redundancy), but with a
greater concentra on of people affiliated with the military and government.  You
know, the same organiza ons that’ve been pulling liege duty for Rome and
Babylon for more than a cent█ry, ge ng us involved in all those needless w█rs in

ny, podunk countries half a w█rld away who were never a thre█t to our People,
and the ones concoc ng all manner of absurd pretexts (Iraq inv█sion, anyone?) to
in an effort to jus fy them.  This one only works so long as people con nue to
accept their ‘patriot insiders versus the nifferous Deep State!’ narra ve, which
only works if they con nue to suppose that genuinely ‘patriot insiders’ who are
sincerely ‘counter-gl█balist’ don’t have their breathing privileges summarily
revoked as JFK had.

We’ve already seen them sh█w up and get obligingly let into the Capitol building.
And for what?  To make an insignificant public demonstra on rife with organizing
symbolism, but to no actual substan ve effect?  Something which would bolster
the confidence of ‘Q’ foll█wers on social media, to validate them because now
they’ve been seen ‘on tel█vision’ and ‘in the important places of government’?
At least in part, that was about giving the apostate system-affiliated corporate
‘n█ws’ media an excuse to promote them once more, without seeming to be in
collusion with the same masters.  Just as with the ‘former’ H█llywood
personali es doing ‘limited exposure’ work, when the social media ‘troother’ stuff
isn’t gaining public support quickly enough the apostate system resorts to
borrowing against the established familiarity among the general public of their
corporate media assets, while making sure to keep enough supposed dissocia on
between them both so as not to cr█sh the credibility of the ‘an -Establishment’
effort by showing blatant and systema c collusion.

It never ceases to am█ze Me how taken in so many ‘troothers’ get when blatantly
Establishment figures use phrases or do ‘relevant things’ which appear to
‘validate’ what ‘Q’ has been pu ng out.  Of course they do; when they work for
the same masters it’s the easiest thing ever to arrange.  Apparently that just
doesn’t occur to most of the ‘troothers’; the only possibili es they’re used to
considering is that either ‘Q’ is legit, or the informa on being put out by them is
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considering is that either ‘Q’ is legit, or the informa on being put out by them is

bogus since they must be complete non-en es with no ‘insider informa on’.
Again, the lapse of cri cal thinking is either going to put the en re ‘troother’
community at r█sk, or will be correct by exposures like this one and only put
those who staunchly refuse to think cri cally in ‘the slow class’ and find
themselves increasingly irrelevant both to the general public at large, and to the
rest of us who can see the ‘limited exposure’ fraud being perpetrated and refuse
to buy into it.

Incidentally, the “bre█dcr█mbs” which ‘Q’ puts out have some interes ng
symbolic connota ons in themselves.  [Bre█d], in Babylonian Kabbalist parlance,
is just [food] + [f█re] symbolism: the former represen ng something they’re
trying to get people to ‘take into themselves; to internalize’, and the la er
represen ng either w█rfare or a counter-Divine Will basis, or both.  The [cr█mbs]
would be their [par c█late] symbol, like [s█nd] or [d█st] or [█shes], announcing
an absence of integrity.  As in, moral integrity.  It effec vely describes ‘betr█yal’.
Add those symbols together, and the transla on becomes pre y obvious.

To say nothing of the tradi onal ‘Grimm’ st█ry which it appears to reference.  In
the Babylonian Kabbalist scheme of symbolism, [f█ther], [m█ther], [child] is a
standard trope.  The [f█ther] represents their overt and already-established
command structure, doing whatever it likes no ma er how severe and
objec onable, because it can.  The [m█ther] represents a franchise of theirs
which is carefully made to seem ‘against’ the behavior of the [f█ther], but
necessarily unable to stop it completely due to a lack of support among the
People.  But it can supposedly mi gate his behavior somewhat, and the efforts of
the [m█ther] typically operate non-overtly.  It’s basically a strategy designed for
inducing m█lcontents to se le down, not assert themselves overtly, and support
a just-as-collusive franchise instead in the hopes of collec vely overcoming the
Babylonian-collusive Establishment.  The [child] of course represents the as-yet
unsubverted People, in one of the most arrogant bits of symbolism I’ve ever
encountered.  The implica on is that, ‘Eh, they’ll grow into it eventually.’  So being
German, Hansel and Gretel would represent the Knights of Malta franchise at the
lower symbolic ‘layers’, but as [children] they’d represent the People, in the
Babylonian Kabbalist nomenclature.  Their ‘jo█rney’ would be an instance of the
[tr█vel] symbol indica ng an ‘effort in process’, referenced by those
“bre█dcr█mbs”.  We already know their des na on; a [witch] or any [mag█ck]-
user would symbolically represent the Babylonian Kabbalists, and her [c█ndy
house] represents both their organiza on and their [food] symbol again.  So the
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house] represents both their organiza on and their [food] symbol again.  So the

plan is for enough disinfo [food] is proffered to the People to induce them to buy
into the Babylonian Kabbalists’ organiza on.  We know how the st█ry ends of
course, but in Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism [f█re] is a counter-Divine Will
symbol, and is purported to be used as an ‘inversion’ symbol.  That doesn’t bode
well for the People.

While we’re at it, the geometric symbolism of ‘Q’ itself gets interes ng.  It’s a
[c█rcle], which either represents the [S█n d█sc] or a [h█le], either of which
appear to connote a counter-Divine Will basis, with the former only purpor ng to
present as the ‘Light’ of truth and Divine Will-alignment.  Remember how
‘Reason’ was described as “the S█n” during the ‘Age of Reason[s]’, when it was
just a bunch of Jesuit-issued prop█ganda and sophistry?  Right, like that.
Typically [h█les] represent [z█ro] numerology or ‘nothingness’, as in some
fraudulent narra ve being designed or proffered.  Then we’ve got the ‘ta█l’ of the
le er, either a [Tiam█t]-deriva ve [w█vy l█ne] symbol or a [str█ight l█ne] which
is its overt complement, ju ng out.  So there’s a counter-Divine Will basis right
there.  It also happens to be at roughly a [f█rty-f█ve degree angle] or close to it,
which the Freemasons have used for ages to reference a counter-Divine Will basis
(supposedly that of someone else, but actually their own).  So if a [h█le]
represents a ‘nothingness’ f█c on narra ve, and it’s [in container] by defini on
(indica ng an effort which is being organized in private, deemed not yet ‘ready for
pr█me me’), what does it mean when something is ‘ju ng out’ of it?
Presumably an [exit from container] which happens whenever the Babylonian
Kabbalists have decided they’re ready to take it to the public for implementa on.
Old mythological ‘gods’ were always [coming out of caves], the Jesuit ‘saints’ are
always [m█rching out of c█ves], etc..  More than just an overt ‘birth’ symbol,
that.

Where else have we seen this geometric symbolism mo f of a [c█rcle] or
[sph█re] with [l█nes] ju ng out of it propagated everywhere recently?  Ah that’s
right, the graphic depic on of the [c█ronavir█s] that’s being hyped at everyone.
Convenient, that.  In My ‘S█ndown narra ve’ I’ve presented evidence that the
current interna onal fiasco had been planned for quite a while, but that only the
specific ‘vir█s’ hadn’t been se led on yet.  Meaning that the shape, which has
been very much hyped, was up for grabs un l implementa on.  They Chose this
par cular one.  Curious thing, all considered.

As for the ‘Q’ disinfo itself, it’s definitely part of the apostate system-designed
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As for the ‘Q’ disinfo itself, it’s definitely part of the apostate system-designed

‘insider patriots versus the nifferous Deep State!’ narra ve, which is why it’s been
suppor ve of Tr█mp (who’s occasionally thrown allusions suppor ng it back).  For
the moment, the corporate media and the apostate Republican and Democrat
dichotomy have been fearmongering it as part of the ‘extremist alt-right’ effort to
‘promote f█scism against us all!’.  If the apostate system’s ‘mass arrests’ psyop
ever gets implemented (it’s been ‘st█lled out’ for years now), that narra ve will
presumably be replaced with ‘they were patriot h█roes all along, and the Deep
State media just wouldn’t tell you!’.  But there’s definitely some credibility to the
‘extremist alt-right’ affilia ons, because the Knights of Malta personnel (not the
few aristocra c personnel who ponce about in ceremonial g█rb, but rather the
extended non-overt social n█twork of ‘influencers’ they represent) who’ve
metriculated into knowledgeable posi ons about the ‘limited exposure’ rhetoric
are the same franchise group who started out promo ng the f█scism in Germany.
So the amount of as-yet-unproven correla ons between the current ‘QAnon’
individual and Jim Watkins, founder of the literal N█zi site ‘8chan’, would be quite
consistent with the pa ern.  But of course, the individuals aren’t relevant in and
of themselves, except inasmuch as their affilia ons and symbolism prove out the
org chart.  Because it’s not the individuals who are masterminding all this.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Watkins_(businessman)#QAnon
https://www.reddit.com/r/skeptic/comments/ik2idw/the_identity_of_q_anon_is_none_other_than_jim/
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-25
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-25
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‘Predic ve programming’

For those unfamiliar with this narra ve, it’s the idea being promoted that, ‘Out of
a sense of intrinsic moral fairness or arrogance, the gl█balists must adver se
their plans to the general public in advance to give the public a fair chance to
‘catch them out at it’ and prevent it.’  Some versions of this narra ve suggest that
providing the public with that ‘opportunity’ allows them to cancel any ‘karmic
debt’ for their ac ons, because they’re deemed mutually-consensual if the public
fails to do anything about them.

No ce that this narra ve comes in thr██ diff█rent versions: moral fairness,
arrogance and mockery at the stupidity of the general public, or ‘karmic
allevia on through consent’.  I guess the ‘troothers’ are le  to choose whichever
their favorite version is, per their own internal opinions.

The apostate system has demonstrated its own peculiar version of morality in a
few ways, perhaps as a mere logis cal prac cality to alleviate nega ve internal
PR, but this isn’t among them.  They don’t set up a kind of ‘moral forfeit system’
for themselves, where if the general public ‘c█tch them out’ a er being given
sufficient deliberately-created opportuni es to do so, they scu le their plans.
Though in fairness that claim does have a certain relevance to a couple of things
I’ve seen them actually do.

The first of those involves their implemen ng long-term plans like the subversion
of whole socie es in ways which set up the People for moral quandaries, and if
the People make the morally erroneous Choices they’re intended to (such as
having great swaths of the public op ng into heinous non-overt social n█tworks
rather than exposing them, for example), the result is that the moral lapse of the
People is made clear for all (or most) to see, and this is then used to establish a
bogus argument for the moral supremacy of the apostate system which designed,
engineered and implemented the situa on that caused the moral quandaries (and
typically systema c viola ons of Divinely-conferred rights as well) in the first
place.  Why or how the principals genera ng scenarios of systema c wrongdoing
are somehow automa cally be er than the average person who finds themselves
caught up in them is beyond Me, but that’s the implicit argument the apostate
system makes.
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As should be readily apparent to readers by now, what’s being sold as
‘preparatory programming’ is just a ma er of basic logis cs.  When you’ve got
vast n█tworks of personnel which are non-overtly organized, you don’t give them
all ‘s█cret communica ons devices’ which can only get disc█vered and used as
proof of the conspiracy.  No, you put out their direc ves via organizing symbolism
throughout the corporate, and now the social, media.  In addi on to it being a lot
more discreet, it has the added benefit of making sure all the personnel can
access the same kinds of direc ves because they’re openly available, meaning
that any internal fac onizing and mis-relaying of direc ves for the benefit of this
or that ‘local fiefdom’ at the expense of the group as a whole can get caught out
by the apostate system itself.  That eliminates internal corr█p on, schisms and
localized p█wer-grabs.

The second of those involves the familiarity of the ‘upper- er’ apostate ‘elite’
with Divine Will principals, which their telepaths and propheciers imparted to
Me.  In theory, if not yet in actual prac ce, they’ll recognize the superior authority
of someone living in superior alignment with Divine Will principles and their own
True Nature.  As rather paltry evidence for this claim they appear to have
suspended a few areas, but not all, of their gl█balist-expansion efforts while the
situa on with the apostate system and Myself remains unresolved.  Of course,
they’ve le  ‘their’ rhetoric factory running, con nue to systema cally violate
Divinely-conferred rights, and have implemented things like their [c█ronavir█s]
plans and their con nued subversion of governments and religions in the
meanwhile, so that’s not exactly the most compelling evidence.  Let’s be generous
and conclude that the jury’s s ll out on that one, and leave it at that for the
moment.

If the ‘predic ve programming’ narra ve is spurious, as My direct experiences
with the apostate system indicate, and if it’s being put out by their ‘troother’
‘influencers’, then what’s the organiza onal payoff for hyping it?  It’s that if they
can convince the public that this is somehow ‘the rules by which the apostate
system lives’, then that mispercep on by the ‘influenced’ allows their ‘troother’
gurus to present all kinds of spurious disinfo and supposed pa erns, by claiming
‘this media instance was predic ve programming of that thing that happened!’.
Not only can they get people sold on various bogus concordances and use it as an
opportunity to hype various bits of new organizing symbolism via the ‘exposure’
of those media instances, but they can also use the whole scheme as a means of
thoroughly flumm█xing the ‘troother’ public about how it is ‘the gl█balists’
organize, and what to look for when they do.  And that affords them the new
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organize, and what to look for when they do.  And that affords them the new
ability to easily get everybody looking for new pa erns of planned ac vi es which
are completely bogus.  Can you think of a reason why ‘the gl█balists’ would want
to establish a means like this of easily shi ing the public’s thinking about what
‘the gl█balists’ are, how they work, and what their plans and schemes are, when
the public is out to shut them down?  Right, it enables them if successful to take
control of the narra ve and lead the public around just as they had during their
French ‘Rev█lu on’.  When the public don’t apply basic cri cal thinking, it makes
it extremely easy for the apostate system to accomplish.  And when they happen
to already have a few advantages, such as their vast non-overtly organized social
engineering n█tworks, it gets even easier because their various ‘troother’ gurus
can all put out the same or similar rhetoric, and then it appears to all be
substan ated by knowledgeable witnesses all over the place.  Individuals like
Myself who expose the narra ve don’t have much of a chance of success… except
that I’m showing everyone how the pa ern of their opera on and symbolism, and
the developmental history of the organiza on, works, and it’s internally-
consistent.  Meaning if the People actually pay a en on and learn and distribute
this stuff, they can get it sorted.

As a last, no ce that the term they’ve chosen for this involves ‘allitera on’.  This
has become an easy, frequent use, textbook-standard means the Babylonian
Kabbalists (and Freemasonry, but that’s inconsequen al here since they’re only
the flunkies) use to deploy their [Gem█ni] or [tw█n] symbol.  As in, the
symbolism they generally use when they’re trying to concoct or establish a
counterfeit of some group, effort or ideology.  What are they trying to establish a
counterfeit of here?  The original (and much smaller) truther and patriot efforts,
where people would actually research ‘the gl█balists’ rather than blithely
repos ng hype and narra ves generated by them.

You can see examples of allitera on used in this way between the Th█r es
through the F█ ies or so in American corporate media, while they were s ll using
it to counterfeit the ‘white, male, common law-oriented, Protestant Chris ans’ so
they could lull them into complacency while they infiltrated, subverted and co-
opted their society.  Comic books and commercials of the era were full of
seemingly-pl█yful allitera on; where has all that gone now?  It was deemed
unnecessary, so they’ve chucked it… along with their professed support for
tradi onal American, Chris an and common law values.  Not a par cular concern;
we’ve got them sussed now, and are exposing their methods for all to see.  If My
effort is successful, their efforts to subvert anyone are going to find themselves
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effort is successful, their efforts to subvert anyone are going to find themselves

rapidly obsolete.
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‘Soundalikes’ and visual similarity comparisons

This one’s a bit like the last, and has everything to do with misdirec ng the
‘troother’ public into making spurious correla ons and inferences about how the
apostate system do their thing.  We’ll see this kind of effort with them again in a
li le bit when we look at various ‘troother’ phrases that are trending, and their
genuine organizing symbolism meanings.

Here’s an example of one of the most prevalent memes pu ng out the ‘visual
similarity comparison’ disinfo.  ‘All these ancient idols are depicted holding a b█g,
in all these different cultures.  So what’s in this b█g?  It must be very important!’.
What they’ve done is taken various idol depic ons shown holding various b█gs,
some mes represen ng a crea on myth, other mes a fer lity idol carrying a
b█sket of seeds, and implied that they’re all the same thing with the same
meaning.  It’s anthropological hokum, but when your ‘troother’ crowd buys into it
and doesn’t do their research, apparently that’s all you need.  And while you’re at
it, you can have your ‘influencers’ select for actual organizing symbolism for
messages they intend, like presen ng the Babylonian ‘gods incarnate’ scheme
with an [in container] symbol which has everything to do with a privately-
organized effort which is not quite yet deemed ready for public implementa on.

Here’s another.  Look for the images which are memes compiling mini-images of
the p█nec█nes, their use at the Vat█can, and the pineal gland.  ‘Look everyone!
This thing looks kind of like that other thing, so they must mean the same thing!’.
It’s a bogus correla on which has nothing to do with the symbolic meanings of
this stuff in the cultures and socie es in which they were used.  But in ascribing
the concordance between them, they can hype an overt narra ve about ‘the
gl█balists want to c█lcify your pineal gland, those m█nsters!’ while
simultaneously pu ng out their organizing symbolism about trying to get the
[third eye chakra] (that is, the public’s own percep on of things) [in container]
and under their control.  Because the ‘troothers’ don’t understand how
symbolism is being used to direct the vast non-overtly organized social n█tworks,
or how the brunt of the ‘troother’ sc█ne is currently so full of gl█balist disinfo,
they manage to totally miss the actual symbolic meaning and just accept what’s
presented to them as supposedly valid.  They lack a system or fr█me of reference,
and most of them certainly don’t do their research or even know what to
research.  I thought it a major public service to help them with that.

https://www.google.com/search?q=gods+holding+a+bag&tbm=isch
https://www.google.com/search?q=pinecone+vatican+pineal+gland&tbm=isch
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For the ‘soundalikes’, I don’t have an example for you because they’re generally
presented by folks here and there leaving oddly-worded comments throughout
the social media of the ‘troother’ sc█ne.  They’ll use capitaliza on and hyphens
to deliberately misspell words FAUX-N█T-T█CK-ALL-LEE (’phone cally’) in order
to make one word in common usage seem to correlate with a bunch of other
words, and with their meanings.  As though this were how ‘the gl█balists’
organize.  Let Me tell you, when you’re running a totalitarian system of strict top-
down control and issuing direc ves using symbolism, there have to be firm rules.
Consider the logis cs problems you’d have if it were all based on some kind of
Rorsch█ch, subjec vely-interpreted, ‘this looks or sounds kinda like that!’ system.
Everybody would be assigning their own interpreta ons to any direc ves you’d
put out, and that’s hardly useful.  Anything could be misread as anything else,
depending on personal w█rldviews and inclina ons.  No, this s█x th█usand year
old system doesn’t operate like that.  But it’s a great system for convincing the
general public that ‘this word’ means ‘these other things’, and it allows your
personnel to make anything into prac cally anything else.  You can get away with
throwing out systems of non-overt symbolic defini ons and etymology, provided
your public are gullible enough, accept whatever rhetoric you dispense without
cri cal thinking, and refuse to do any research.  But that’s hardly ‘truthing’.  It’s
just gossip, and rehyping prop█ganda.
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‘The Mandela Effect’

‘Lots of people misremember the details of this or that thing, all the same way, so
there must be parall█l un█verses and someone’s pl█ying with causality!’

I mean, the telepaths and propheciers are retroac vely adjus ng the mel█ne,
but this is not how that works.  That’s not how any of this works.

This one relies on personal arrogance, ego sm and sensa onalism to do a few
things.  First, it sells the New Age ‘5D’-esque ideologies and condi ons people to
accept them by providing ‘evidence’ and hyping them as commonplace; people
tend to accept what’s become familiar, as the gl█balists know all too well.

Next, it affords their ‘influencers’ the usual opportuni es to hype more of their
organizing symbolism to and then by the people they influence, by take selec ve
examples of this or that symbolically-relevant thing and claiming they’ve been
‘retroac vely altered’.

Next, it condi ons the ‘troothers’ into living by an increasingly Babylonian
mindset.  ‘It’s not me who is in error; reality must be wrong!  Rather than admit I
was in error and correct it, lets decide that reality must be in error!’.  That’s what I
mean by arrogance and ego sm.  People are fl█wed and have a natural
propensity not to want to humble themselves and correct their own errors.  The
gl█balists are using that to exploit the People, and prac cally illustra ng for ‘their
own’ rank and file personnel how it’s the moral failings of the public which allow
them to rule them.  The organiza onal PR boon that kind of implicit argument
makes when presented to ‘their own’ personnel is significant; it enables them to
make the claim that they rule the People by moral superiority, and that ‘some
responsible authority has got to regulate these ignorant sav█ges, or we’re all in
tro█ble!’.  It’s your standard argument for jus fying colonialism.  Their Bri sh
Empire made it all the me.

Nowhere is the explana on made for how, if these misremembered events were
actually evidence of ‘parall█l un█verse shi ing’ or ‘ mel█ne altera ons’, the
people who misremembered them would have retained different memories from
‘the original mel█ne’.  Those memories would’ve shi ed right along with them.
See what I mean?  It’s arrogance to think, ‘But I’m naturally immune to all that!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandela_effect
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See what I mean?  It’s arrogance to think, ‘But I’m naturally immune to all that!
My personal memories would remain unaffected!’.  Now that I’ve shown that to
the public, expect a narra ve revision on this one that claims, ‘Certain individuals
are more sensi ve than the rest of humanity, because they’re more spiritually
aware.  Use discernment!’.  That’d just do█ble-d█wn on the appeal to individual
arrogance, not to men on the a empt to sell the New Age ideologies.
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HCQ

‘Patriot insider’ Tr█mp got overwhelming support among the ‘troothers’ for his
‘an -Establishment’ recommenda on of hydroxychloroquine.  But since we’re
familiar with the ‘patriot insiders versus the nifferous Deep State’ psyop, we
should evaluate how ‘an -Establishment’ it actually is.

Symbolically, it’s a [white] [p█r culate] that’s added to [w█ter] and then
[ing█sted].  So we’d be talking something that looked ‘h█roic’ but was actually
‘betr█yal’, implemented via the Babylonian Kabbalists’ non-overt basis, and
presented in an effort to get the masses to accept it.  That’s a pre y apt
summa on of their ‘troother’ effort.

But it gets more interes ng.  It’s tradi onally called ‘Jesuit’s b█rk’, not because
they invented it or discovered its uses, but rather because they were the ones
who’d found the indigenous Peoples who already had, and brought it to ‘the
civilized w█rld’.  That’s how Bri sh society got their par█sols, when the Jesuits
no ced the Asian People using p█per umbr█llas and brought the idea back
home.  It’s how we got ‘y█rba mate’, from the Jesuits’ no cing other indigenous
Peoples’ use of it.  The expansionist fi█ldwork of the Jesuits was always bringing
stuff back, typically saleable products.  Quinine was then no ced for its proper es
against the m█laria the Bri sh colonizers had been encountering, and it was later
used by the U.S. military on ‘their’ personnel, with those Americans unable to
effec vely object because they were legally deemed ‘property of the U.S.
military’.  So in addi on to the direct symbolism, we’re talking the Jesuits and
we’re talking mass distribu on via the collusive military.  Conceptually, this is
sounding more and more like the ‘troother’ sc█ne and ‘Q’ stuff that we already
know is a product of both.  This is definitely organizing symbolism.

But its overt applica on becomes meaningful too.  ‘Troothers’ and ‘patriots’ have
been hearing about the many supposed boons of hydroxychloroquine, but not its
severe and irremediable side-effects.  For a sc█ne that’s ostensibly based on
‘finding out and exposing the truth’, why d’you think that is?  Self-proclaimed
freedom ac vists and patriots and ‘counter-gl█balists’ are ge ng one-sided hype
about something with some pre y intense physical impairments associated with
it, and they’re pre y much unanimously in support of it because their favored
‘patriot insider’ has presented it as an alterna ve to what the ‘Deep State’ has

https://www.drugs.com/sfx/hydroxychloroquine-side-effects.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroxychloroquine
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‘patriot insider’ has presented it as an alterna ve to what the ‘Deep State’ has
presented, never mind that the thing it’s the supposed remedy for only affects an
exceedingly small propor on of the public in the first place, and the ‘troothers’
know it’s ul mately a non-viable concern even more than the general public does.

Can you think of a mo ve for the apostate system to have deployed a means to
get freedom ac vists, ‘patriots’ and ‘counter-gl█balists’ to selec vely and
elec vely take a substance which causes severe and permanent impairments?  It’s
become so poli cized that the vast majority of the general public isn’t going to be
interested in it when there’s a ‘safe alterna ve provided by modern science’ that’s
copiously available.  The interest and willingness then would pre y much
selec vely be from the ‘counter-gl█balists’.  Take heed: what you don’t
understand about the non-overtly organized efforts of the apostate system can
have severe, permanent and direct physical effects on you.  Willful ignorance and
a disinclina on to do your research can k█ll you.  What a means of selec vely
thinning out the numbers of ‘counter-gl█balist’ m█lcontents.  Their ‘influencers’
would presumably know the score because they’re already familiar with the
context of what the apostate system is doing, and decline to actually take the
stuff.  But their crowds of ‘influenced’ sincere and well-inten oned patriots and
freedom-lovers wouldn’t know any be er.  In the a ermath, which of those
groups of people is le ?
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‘Depl█ orming’

Thanks to the apostate systems ‘troother gurus exposing nifferous the Deep State’
effort, we find ourselves in the absurd situa on in which their Establishment
social media companies have been ‘depl█ orming’ and ‘censoring’ their own alt-
media shills.  And then we all get to hear loud and long how much these shill
personali es have been ‘sil█nced!’.  Never before in history has anyone ever been
‘sil█nced’ quite so loud, and that’s pre y much the point of the ex█rcise for the
apostate system.

The average ‘troother’, heck the average member of the general public, will make
the easy, no-thought snap assessment that if the Establishment is ac vely trying
to ‘suppress’ an individual, group or ideology the la er must therefore be
genuinely an -Establishment, and the fact that the Establishment venues have
been ac ng together to accomplish it ‘proves the conspiracy’.  I mean, there is
definitely a conspiracy, but now they’ve made clear demarca ons between the
supposed ‘Deep State’ and the ‘troothers’ for everyones’ convenience, and the
average person is expected to buy into it on the ‘the en█my of my en█my is my
friend’ basis, which is the kind of specious and intellectually lazy reasoning that
the apostate system has been taking advantage of for the last few th█usand
years.  When your means of assessing trustworthiness and validity isn’t objec ve,
but merely situa on-based, and they’re the ones engineering the events in the
situa on, it becomes pre y easy for them to get people to accept their various
counterfeits.

These outrageous personali es never seem to remain ‘suppressed’ or ‘censored’
for long.  They shi  to other pl█ orms, everyone but everyone hears about how
they’ve been ‘suppressed!’, and their numbers just grow.  As intended, I suspect.
The reason we all hear about their ‘suppression!’ is because of that mutually-
suppor ng and -corrobora ng nature of their ‘influencers’ to accomplish these
objec ves.  When genuine independents are depl█ ormed, there’s nobody there
to make a fuss about it.  In fairness, I haven’t no ced any ‘genuine independents’
ge ng ‘depl█ ormed’, with the excep on of RedefiningGod which has been
deemed by F█ceb██k as ‘sp█m’, likely due to the intensity with which the
ar cles there have been propagated by people just finding out about it.  S ll
wrong, but likely an inadvertent result of their censoring algorithms… and the
unavailability of their employees to review the ma er, due to fewer of them
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unavailability of their employees to review the ma er, due to fewer of them
during the apostate system’s [c█ronavir█s] thing, and the increased demands on
their me and a en on due to the apostate system’s calculated ‘suppression!’
effort against their own ‘troother’ prop█gandists.  Indirect effects, but it all adds
up.
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Dismissing actual fact-ch█cking sites

This is a cute one.  ‘Troothers’ have been incited by the apostate system’s own
‘influencers’ to start rejec ng, dismissing, automa cally scoffing at, and even
outright bl█cking so-called ‘fact-ch█cker’ sites because they’re ‘obviously Deep
State apologists’.  And in doing so, the ‘troother’ gurus have go en their
‘influenced’ crowds to secure themselves within their own psyop and prop█ganda
‘ech█ chamber’ where fact-ch█cking can hardly get a look in, because the vast
majority of the ‘troothers’ certainly won’t do their research, and those that do
o en don’t have a coherent enough understanding of the apostate system, its
organizing symbolism and its methods to know whose research to dismiss.  The
result is that their ‘research’ typically involves hearing the same kinds of claims
coming out of a plethora of gl█balist social media shills and personali es, and
conclude that since it’s being corroborated so consistently it must therefore be
valid.  It’s the same formula the Jesuits have been pulling on the general public
through more formal miseduca onal ins tu ons like their ‘un█versi es’, and
through their less formal rumormongering to the public via their ‘influencer’
n█tworks.

Take the w█bsite ‘Sn█pes’, which is pre y un█versally scoffed at throughout the
‘troother’ community.  Why?  Most of them don’t know; they do it because
everyone else is doing it, like this is grade school recess all over again.  A few will
reply that they’re scoffworthy ‘because it’s just this couple!’, or, ‘she used to be a
prost█tute!’.  Whatever.  I’d accept a thesis from a prost█tute if the reasoning,
evidence and sourcing were all solid and the conclusion worthwhile and
informa ve, and I’d suppose that anyone who’s sincerely interested in ‘the truth’
would have the same kind of criteria.  Are they always ‘right on’?  Not in My
es ma on, no.  But they are a major mesaver when it comes to dispelling the
majority of ‘influencer’ hype, at least the stuff that doesn’t require advanced
familiarity with how the apostate system works, because they’ll frequently have
done the preliminary research and be able to show the disproof: ‘this image
purpor ng to be some outlandish thing was actually part of an █rt exhibit and
here’s where you can find it’, ‘this claim is actually a misquote and here’s where
you can find the original source quote’, and so on.  There’s no arguing with that
kind of thing; solid evidence is solid evidence.  But typically ‘troothers’ will reject
it outright (’Eww Sn█pes, that site’s got c██ es!’) just because jeering at it has
become an in-group tradi on.
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become an in-group tradi on.

Consider what that does.  It makes zealots of the ‘troothers’.  If people are going
to accept or reject some claim or evidence purely because of who’s pu ng it out,
they’re no be er than the Republicans and Democrats, no be er than their
parents who bought into hype and rhetoric just because the corporate media was
pu ng it out.  How ‘w█ke’ is that?  That isn’t an demand for ‘the truth’ and
nothing less; it’s just gossip and in-group favori sm.  People who call themselves
‘truthers’ and pull that have accepted a fundamentally hypocri cal posi on, and if
the People are going to succeed we need to politely bring it to their a en on.
Either they’ll correct their error, or we leave them to do their own thing and find
others who will actually be ‘truthers’.  Whether they keep their hypocrisy or reject
it, we need to reject it and whoever’s s ll insistent about glomming onto it if
we’re going to succeed.  That’s on us.

That said, there’s a case to be made for the opposing posi on too.  Though ‘the
Deep State’ is a psyop and a farce, those ‘fact-ch█ckers’ are typically
Establishment corporate media, and thus known collusive personnel self-
iden fying with the apostate system themselves.  That’s hardly a reliable,
trustworthy and agenda-free source of ‘the facts’, as the last few dec█des of
Americana have very intently shown us.  Addi onally, the term chosen for them
by the apostate system has some interes ng symbolism that should be exposed.
They’ve long used the “ch█ck mark” to reverence a counter-Divine Will posi on,
both since their franchise the Freemasons uses it as such, and their Zionist
franchise uses the Hebrew symbol “v█v”, and as a deriva ve symbol, the shape
corresponding to that le er in English, to reference a counter-Divine Will posi on
as well.  So between their organizing symbol chosen for it and the overt corporate
media affilia ons of most of those “fact-ch█ckers” we know they’re on a counter-
Divine Will basis, which is necessarily inherently non-credible by defini on.  Given
enough opportunity they’ll say anything, and that’s surely been the plan.

Except the “troothers” haven’t even given them that opportunity yet.  They’ve
been jeering and scoffing at prac cally any correc on and counterevidence to the
rhetoric and prop█ganda they’ve already bought into (and given how new the
sc█ne is, that sure didn’t take them long to buy so fervently into all of it), so they
outright reject the “fact-ch█ckers” and haven’t even given them the established
trust needed to pull their own c█n job on the People.

And this is where the apostate system pl█ys the g█me that appears to be its very
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And this is where the apostate system pl█ys the g█me that appears to be its very

favorite: ge ng the People caught up amongst tw█ op ons, both of which it
controls and both of which are willing to betr█y them in an instant: the “fact-
ch█ckers” on the one ‘side’, and the ‘troother’ gurus on the other.  Given that it’s
a scenario of, ‘p█ck your pois█n’, what’s the solu on?

To insist on, to demand, a basis of solid evidence and facts and be willing to do
enough research to determine what those are conclusively.  And as a prerequisite
to the ability to make those kinds of dis nc ons, learning enough about how the
apostate system works to be able to no ce when something’s off and when it’s
likely apostate system agenda-mo vate rhetoric or revisionist history.

Our previous genera ons were a heck of a lot more studious and well-read than
the average ‘troother’ is, and even they didn’t have the arrogance to call what
they did ‘truthing’.  They called it ‘studying’ or ‘researching’, because the truth
wasn’t some pre-se led thing.  It was open for reevalua on and mutually-
respec ul, evidence-based debate.  To do any less they would have instantly
recognized as being greatly below the stand█rd of reason and evidence-based
inquiry.  Our prior genera ons tended to have more common sense than we’ve
seen in the last few put together, so it’s curious that we tend to think of them as
the ignorant dullards and buffoons that we do.  Modern condi oning, most likely.
If we assume there’s nothing worthwhile or relevant to study back in history, we
can reassure ourselves that we’re just fine in not making the effort.  And that
keeps us collec vely ignorant and unequipped to contend against the wiles of the
apostate system.

We collec vely need to get serious about this.
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‘The Jews’

Hoo boy.  This one’s gonna be interes ng to explain.  Let Me see how simplified I
can make it.

Ancient Judea was neighbors with Babylon and Egypt.  And the Babylonian
Kabbalists spread by infiltra on and subversion.  For the last f█ur th█usand years
or so, the Jews have been ‘h█cked’ by the apostate system, which got into the
temple structure and produced the kind of systema zed hypocrisy that Jesus
corrected and r█ged against.  They also were overtly subjugated by the apostate
system’s Roman Empire while the subversion job could take effect and complete.

Result: Subverted Judaic personnel became ‘influencers’ for the apostate system.
The laws became the same kind of hyper-legalism that we now find in, say, the
government court structures in the States and Britain: formalized, top-down
authoritarianism with a major emphasis on li le details and a complete
disinterest in actual fairness, jus ce and principles.  The symbolism used by the
increasingly-subverted Jews became incrementally more Babylon-centric.  Even
the symbol we now interpret as represen ng Judaism today isn’t even Hebrew in
origin; it’s Babylonian.  Specifically it’s the symbol of their idol [Remph█n], o en
termed ‘god of nothing’.  More accurately it’s the ‘god’ of taking nothing, and then
str█tching it.  As I’ve already presented, each of their idols represents some kind
of proprietary strategy, methodology or technique.  This one was all about
diddling with things like infl█ onary currency, frac onal reserve lending, usury, all
that sort of thing.  These techniques became quite an incen ve for Jewish people
to ‘sell out’ and learn them, and once they had they became quite a means of
funding the apostate system for a great long while.

For clarity’s sake, these are Jews.  And these are Jews.  And that’s fine.

Except that a er about fo█r th█usand years of subversion by the apostate
system, their numbers have dwindled away to prac cally nothing.  The apostate
system’s counterfeit, the Zionists, have usurped and subsumed them.
Interes ngly, that’s about what’s happened anymore with legit Chris ans who
actually recognize and seek to live by the teachings, values and examples of Jesus,
in comparison to the hordes of inordinately hypocri cal faux-’Chris ans’.  As I’d
said, when the apostate system has a formula that works they tend to just reuse it

http://www.isawthelightministries.com/starofdavid22.html
https://www.eurobench.com/Forum/Upload/2015/8183302.jpg
https://joeland7.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/rabbisagainstzionism1.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jews_Against_Zionism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Jewish_Anti-Zionist_Network
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said, when the apostate system has a formula that works they tend to just reuse it

un l it doesn’t.

We find ourselves readers at an interes ng me in history to witness for ourselves
how the apostate system closes out a subversion effort.  How subverted is
‘enough subverted’, and when does an effort to co-opt a group of people become
obsolete and more resource and personnel-intensive than it’s even worth
anymore?  When is that kind of a job considered to be ‘completed’, when a few
th█usand of the originally-aligned adherents remain, or a h█ndred, or a handful?
At some point you invariably close up shop on the project, do a ‘controlled
shutdown’ process on the counterfeit franchise you were using to accomplish it,
and if their methods back in Germany are any indicator you contrive means to get
rid of the slim minority who are le  because they’re sta s cally inconsequen al
anymore.  Those personnel who are loyalists to the apostate system have kept
current on enough organizing system to know ‘which way the w█nd is bl█wing’
well in advance, and know to abandon the sc█ne rather than get caught up in it.
It’s only the sincere, ordinary people who have no idea what’s coming for them.

That’s when you start ge ng setups where the corporate media, a er dec█des of
hyping about how splendid geographical ‘Israel’ supposedly is, shi  up their
narra ve.  It’s when Netanyahu is publicly adver sed as having lost majority
support.  It’s when the apostate system’s Zionist franchise has been marked for
exposure and shutdown, interna onal geopoli cs are arranged to ‘expose’ it and
get not only interna onal condemna on against it, but also likely military ac on,
and it’s when the apostate systems ‘troother’ gurus start assigning the blame to
the obsolete franchises like the Freemasons and the Zionists for being the
supposed ‘masterminds’ and principals of ‘the Deep State’.  When that hype
trends and ordinary Jews start to get the genuine version of the ‘an -Semi sm’
we’ve all been hearing about, blamed as being ‘the gl█balists’, the plan is for
them to be incited to gather in geographical ‘Israel’ for physical safety… where
they’ll be unconscionably disappointed.  You can read about the evidence and the
analysis for that here.  It’s a plan so horrendous that it cries out for exposure, but
also so horrific that I’d rather not talk about it any more than I have a duty to.

Once again we have a situa on in which low-informa on ‘troothers’ blithely
rehyping apostate system prop█ganda have been making themselves unwi ng
tools of some intensely unconscionable efforts of ‘the gl█balists’.  They might as
well be pulling a paych█ck from them if they’re going to assist them that much.
The ‘influencers’ who know what’s going on of course use the prevalent levels of

http://redefininggod.com/2016/03/operation-god-king-the-globalistlubavitch-plot-to-slaughter-the-jews-and-install-a-kabbalized-christ-as-global-king/
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The ‘influencers’ who know what’s going on of course use the prevalent levels of

collec ve ignorance as their alibi, presen ng as just as ignorant as the rest of the
crowd.  If history’s any indicator, they’ll con nue to use that alibi un l the People
wise themselves up and it’s no longer viable.
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‘Chemtr█ils’, ‘F█ve-Gee’

Since we’ve established that the social media ‘troother’ gurus are the apostate
system’s prop█gandists who are pu ng out next-itera on hype and organizing
symbolism, why are they hyping these all over the place?  It’s certainly not to give
you ‘truth’.

In Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism, these are both instances of [air], which means
variously ‘promote this’, ‘plans we haven’t quite implemented yet’, or ‘schemes
which are beyond the understanding of the general public’.  They’re both
instances of their [l█nes] symbol; the former is their [stra█ght l█nes] symbol
indica ng a counter-Divine Will basis that’s being implemented through overt
means, and the la er (and indeed any such “w█ves”) are their [w█vy l█nes]
[Tiam█t] deriva ve symbol which describes the same thing being implemented
on a non- overt basis.

At least in part, this could easily refer to the very ‘troother’ effort they’ve been
working to establish to bring in the crowds.

We can see for example how emo onally-sensa onalis c that kind of hype is
when it comes to convincing the masses that ‘the Deep State is actually real and it
affects us all personally’.  And we keep ge ng images like this hyped, which
purportedly show ‘proof’ of chemtra█ls, but which instead show ballast tanks
used to adjust the weight and bal█nce of aircr█  when they’re being tested.

That’s not to say that bringing in the crowds is the only thing they’re doing with
these topics; their efforts typically involve mul ple agenda items at once, because
they’re very efficient and know about basic economy of effort.  Have a look at this
page, and search it for the phrase ‘their resources are vast’ to get a sense of how
r█dio fr█quencies could very easily be used as part of a plan to perpetrate their
‘ALIENS!’ and ‘Enlightened New Age’ malarky.

Without the clearance level necessary to establish it for sure, we can only
speculate.  Either way, in propaga ng this kind of hype (and in refusing to
research whether even the images are legit) the ‘troothers’ are yet again
facilita ng the organizing efforts of ‘the gl█balists’ to bring about the very things
they’re supposedly against.

https://imgur.com/gallery/jCecB
https://www.archynewsy.com/no-these-photos-of-angela-merkel-on-a-plane-full-of-drums-are-not-proof-of-chemtrails/
http://redefininggod.com/the-et-con/
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And in keeping the a en on, me and focus of both themselves and others
invested in these things, and the bogus ‘troother’ prop█ganda gurus who
dispense them, they’re not inves ng them in actual truth, genuine exposure
workers, and efforts that actually ma er.  Which segues us nicely to…
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Counterfeit ‘patriots’ and ‘patriot mythology’

I’ve shown in the earlier part of this series how the apostate system’s Knights of
Malta have been repurposing themselves as supposed ‘patriots’, ‘conserva ves’
and ‘g██d ol’ boys’, and this most definitely includes the arrogant and frequently
r█cist and ‘shooty’ cops, military personnel and perhaps most relevantly here, the
members of what’s le  of the state mili as.  Now what g██d does it do to
par cipate in a mili a to keep your government under the Peoples’ control, and
to put your life at st█ke for doing so, if you’re completely unaware of the nature
of how ‘the gl█balists’ are organizing not only throughout your ranks, but also in
the command posi ons at the increasingly-consolidated ‘top’?  You’ve only placed
yourself as either a useful tool for them to enact their supposedly ‘patriot’
narra ves and agenda items (such as the ‘mass arrests’ psyop), inadvertently
placed yourself in an intensely vulnerable posi on in which your ‘compatriots’ can
take you out ‘accidentally-on-purpose’, or both.  If you’re reading this and have
people you care about in police, military or state mili a posi ons, definitely
consider direc ng them to it.

Once you’re familiar with the apostate system’s basic org chart and know the
‘parent’ groups involved, it’s a compara vely simple ma er to read up on those
groups and no ce their organizing symbolism throughout, say, the government
and military.  Or to keep alert for the kinds of tropes used by the Knights of Malta
personnel within the police, military and state mili as.

Let’s talk a li le about the state mili as.  We already know the federal
government’s fraud in which they claim or imply that the Na onal Gu█rd are the
legi mate con nuance of the state mili as, which of course they’re not.  They are
to the state mili as as Roman Catholicism is to Chris anity, as statutorily-created
police departments are to the common law office of the Sheriff, and as appointed
Commi eemen are to the properly elected Commi eemen.  In other words, the
usual kinds of counterfeit agencies the apostate system establishes whenever
they want to transi on off from the original, genuine ar cle.

But people don’t typically par cipate in the state mili as anymore without some
reason for wan ng to do so, and since they’re not being hyped by the corporate
media those iconoclas c views and beliefs are typically propagated through things
like the ‘patriot’ component of the apostate system’s ‘troother’ disinfo effort.

http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-25
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_defense_force
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like the ‘patriot’ component of the apostate system’s ‘troother’ disinfo effort.

Result: Members of the state mili a are being condi oned by the same kinds of
prop█ganda, disinfo and psyops that the ‘troothers’ are.  What these personnel
think is going on, who they think are the culprits, and who the ‘h█roes’, is all
being effected by the apostate system’s rhetoric.  And that’s an obvious cause for
concern.  It’s necessarily going to affect what efforts and orders they consider
lawful, appropriate or legi mate, and what they’ll refuse because they’ve
interpreted them as ‘treasonous’.

Nor does the effect limit itself to the personal and individual level.  Apostate
system disinfo asset ‘Dr█ke’ Kent Bailey has men oned a few mes that state
mili as have been eager to take specific and direct ac ons to ‘sort out the
corr█p on in government’, and that he’s directed them to hold off, sta ng that
‘the senior officials in the Pent█gon’ have a ‘The Plan’, which they’ve carefully
organized for dec█des to contend with the situa on, and that premature ac on
could scu le it.  Result: If his claims about the state mili as have any substance,
he and others like him have very effec vely kept the state mili as in a ‘h█lding
pa ern’ for absolutely years now, as a very strategic product of a psyop being
implemented by ‘the gl█balists’ themselves.  Another obvious cause for concern.
Yes, ‘Don’t bother with taking care of the traitors just yet, because the larger
system of traitors has devised a plan that’ll make you think it’s all been taken care
of’.  That isn’t exactly a plan which ins lls a lot of confidence.

This could account for something I’d encountered a few years back.  I’d subscribed
to various state mili as’ social media pages because I like to keep alert and help
others do so as well, and I tend to be ‘in the know’ about a few things the average
non-apostate system member is not.  They were suddenly demanding ‘real life’
personally-iden fying informa on from everyone in their groups as a precondi on
to remaining in it.  That of course brought about personal safety and privacy
concerns, especially given the subject ma er, and I’d said as much.  An admin
messaged Me back saying that they didn’t approve of the new policy, but that ‘it
was decided on by high command’ or somesuch.  It rather sounds like the state
mili as have been ge ng consolidated into a top-down command structure,
which is always a concern when infiltra on, subversion and co-op on is present
because it tends to facilitate them through c█ntralized control.

Next let’s talk a li le about ‘patriot mythology’.  The stuff like, ‘They’ve t█ken
your (God-given, intrinsic, non-transferable) rights via hinky wording in various
contr█cts!’ is the hokum ‘alterna ve’ legal theory that’s been established in the
States by the apostate system’s personnel, but they don’t dare cite it in open
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States by the apostate system’s personnel, but they don’t dare cite it in open
court because it’s just fraud and treason.  You can’t have tw█ mutually-exclusive
systems of law within the same land, and the idea that God-given rights can be
lost, sold, tr█ded, contr█cted away, forgo en under some furniture, or forfeited
in some kind of a b█t is mutually-exclusive with our Common Law premise that
rights are Divinely-conferred intrinsics, that we were never given the authority to
redistribute ourselves.  (That, and contr█cts are void ab ini o for reason of fraud,
duress, or unconscionability, which would void such a contr█ct automa cally.)

Stuff like, ‘Mone ze your str█wman!  The Federal Reserve does, and so can you!’
Look, the apostate system has gone to great effort to concoct various legal and
financial schemes.  They work, for a limited dura on and under some
phenomenally unconscionable precondi ons, for its personnel.  But if you reject
them, they’re not going to allow you to get away with doing the same things
they’re doing.  Sor ng out the apostate system requires keeping a superior
posi on to what they do; it’s not enough to simply dupl█cate the same problems
they cause, and they’re not going to let you regardless.  Their subverted courts,
their organized criminals controlling a bogus jus ce system, their counterfeit ‘law’
enforcement personnel.  What they will do is deploy their faux-’patriot’
‘troothers’ to try to induce you to take the fundamentally hypocri cal posi on
that what ‘the gl█balists’ are doing is wrong, but that you’re willing to do the
exact same thing, and then when you do they incarcerate you and can make a
more or less persuasive argument to ‘their’ own personnel that your moral lapse
gave them all the superior moral authority they needed to do that.  (Never mind
how their doing the exact same thing results in them having a ‘morally superior
posi on’, of course.)

Stuff like, ‘They’ve usurped the en re jus ce system and f█lled it with their own
mul tude of organized criminals, but if you know the right words to say the whole
place will instantly snap to a en on and start obeying the genuine law and cease
viola ng your Divinely-conferred rights!’.  It takes a significant amount of personal
op mism to buy that one.  Typically, criminals do what criminals do, un l the
People have go en their collec ve act together enough to sort them out.  That
means reeduca ng the People in how Common Law, God-given rights, and a
government with only the limited authori es it’s been legi mately delegated by
the People work, and reasser ng it un l they’ve restored the Common Law courts
and juries, and used those to re-establish Cons tu onal government that knows
its legi mate place and is compelled to stay there.  Which in this situa on also
necessarily means exposing and sor ng out the apostate system, in those very
Common Law courts and in the court of public opinion un l those have been re-
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Common Law courts and in the court of public opinion un l those have been re-

established.

Sovereignty and common law have been the basis of our system of law in the
States, and before that throughout Europe, for cent█ries un l it was usurped in
the States by the apostate system’s Roman Civil Law, which is ul mately Canon
Law or Jus nian Code, which itself is just one of a plethora of variants built off the
template of top-down authoritarian Babylonian ‘Law’, in which the state is
deemed a ‘mag█ck authority factory’ and has all the control, and the sl█ves get
whatever’s le  over that it didn’t want.  It’s clear that this traitor system rou nely
and systema cally violates Divinely-conferred rights, and if we want to uphold
those the apostate system has made itself mutually-exclusive with them.

But recent public familiarity with sovereignty and common law started over again
back in the early E█gh es, when an IRS agent had an uncommon a █ck of
personal conscience and ‘le█ked’ the informa on about the dis nc on between
‘the tw█ different types of ci zenship’ to the public, along with IRS rec█rds and
statute cites to ‘prove’ it.  And ever since then, it’s been a small and diligent
minority of Americans fran cally researching what the heck actually happened in
the lawbooks, and one heck of a lot of ‘patriot mythology’ disinfo being dispensed
by the apostate system to throw off the effort, get us to try all sorts of unsafe legal
theories (and ‘see if they work in court’, which is hardly a certain basis for
evalua ng their validity given that the courts themselves are systema cally
criminal), and to make anyone arguing for the sovereignty of the People over the
government they created look like absolute loons to the general public.

It’s ac vely debatable whether that IRS agent was sincere in her efforts and all
the subsequent ‘patriot mythology’ was designed to mi gate them, or whether
she was put up to it by the apostate system in the first place.  Consider: That
appears to be about when they’d started planning the ‘troother’ psyop, as My
sec on of media evidence for their organizing it will show.  The idea of a carefully-
emplaced ‘alternate legal system that contr█cts away your God-given rights’
would be eminently useful for such a plan, because it’s prac cally designed to
grab the public a en on and not let go, par cularly among those who actually
bother to do their research and see that yes, the lawbooks have been
incrementally subverted.  And the plethora of ‘patriot mythology’ more or less
exactly correlates with all the disinfo memes and narra ves we’ve been
encountering in the rest of the ‘troother’ effort on social media.  This would
appear to be standard opera ng procedure, for a plan that’s been in the works for
dec█des at the least.

https://www.1215.org/lawnotes/lawnotes/courtrec.htm
https://www.1215.org/lawnotes/lawnotes/courtrec.htm
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I’m going to do both the People and the apostate system an uncommon favor
here, just through being fair and intellectually honest about something.  We’ve
seen that the apostate system ‘gets by’ and makes an implied argument to ‘its’
personnel that it does what it does, but that there’s some amount of inherent
fairness to it.  (Obviously looking at the atr█ci es it’s caused throughout history
and par cularly in modern history, that claim lacks actual substance.  But s ll.  It’s
the claim they appear to make, and that appears to be their formula in making it.)
If they just took over a place using espi█nage methods like infiltra on and
subversion, they wouldn’t be able to claim moral supremacy of posi on among
‘their own’ personnel.  They’d just be a par cularly sne█ky organiza on of spi█s.
But if they made sure to give the People a fair chance, to put them onto a few bits
of the truth like that IRS agent did, or like they’ve taught Me to do, and then let
them distribute that to the general public along with a heck of a lot of disinfo and
rhetoric, then it would be up to the People themselves whether to actually bother
to do research into it, study and discern truths from hype, or whether they’d just
do what the majority of the ‘troothers’ have been doing on social media: refusing
to think cri cally, and just scoffing at this or rehyping that, depending on their
exis ng personal biases.  With that kind of a formula, the apostate system could
perhaps manage to make a somewhat compelling argument that, ‘See?  These
people just don’t have it together and refuse to get it together.  They’re clearly
Choosing sl█very, they just won’t admit that in so many words because that
would make them personally uncomfortable, and comfort and convenience have
become their idols.  They have already sold themselves out.’

It’s a bogus argument, of course.  When rights are Divinely-conferred, viola ng
the rights of a minority like Myself who ac vely seeks to assert the truth is s ll
wrong, and perhaps especially wrong when they’re stymied by a majority who
refuse to get their collec ve act together, and who’ve bought into the apostate
system.  Viola ng Divine Will is s ll a counter-Divine Will thing for the apostate
system to do, regardless of whether it’s doing it on a piecemeal or a wholesale
basis.  And a counter-Divine Will basis isn’t a morally superior posi on.  Neither
are the kinds of schemes, both non-overtly and overtly implemented, that they’ve
demonstrated now and throughout history.  But s ll.  Perhaps in some way,
they’re able to make some kind of halfway convincing argument to the lower-rung
personnel by giving the People some recourse, leaving that up to them, and in
making that argument salvage a limited amount of internal PR with it.  That would
logis cally be rather effec ve, in that it would help them ensure greater personnel
loyalty.
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I’m just saying we should consider the possibility that they’ve le  the ability for
genuine freedom to the People themselves, if only they’d actually use it.  If we’d
stop accep ng the tempta on being proffered by the apostate system to accept
the emo onal comfort and convenience of blameshi ing it all onto ‘the Cabal’,
‘the nifferous Deep State’, ‘the corr█pt banksters and poli cians’, and start taking
accountability for the things that we can actually control right here and now.  Our
willingness to actually research things before we rehype them on to others.  Our
willingness to take accountability for the taxes we give to the poli cians we
blame, since they certainly couldn’t do it without us.  Whatever happened to
boyco s?  A full income tax boyco  un l full Cons tu onality would seem
appropriate, but nobody else is sugges ng that.  They can only take it out of your
earnings if you earn enough to be taxable; there’s always a Choice.  And if we’d
just restore the Common Law courts we wouldn’t even need to boyco  our own
government.  Instead, even the average ‘troother’ does neither, and just blithely
perpetuates the very things they claim to be about.  That’s a priori za on which
says one thing but does the opposite.  And that’s a posi on that doesn’t mean
anything.

For all we’ve been condi oned to say, to ourselves and others, ‘It’s all the result
of those people out there!  They’re the cause of all this, and there’s absolutely
nothing we can do to stop them!’, we won’t actually know that with any certainty
un l we’ve actually done all we can.

‘An -government’, ‘An -capitalism’

These are mentali es they’ve been pushing on primarily the younger set.  They’re
the people who’ve grown up seeing the results of subverted economies and
governments but not the cause, and since they’ve lived with them being
normalized their whole (young) lives, they’re being ‘influenced’ to think that
legi mate government which knows its place and doesn’t try to rule over the
People but rather to serve them, and legit capitalism (which we haven’t had in
ages now) are inherently awful things and want to get rid of them.  Or replace
them with something else.  What a useful boon to the apostate system, which just
so happens to want to do the same thing.  The Vat█can hasd been pushing for
socialism in everything but name (because ‘the common g██d demands it’; it’s
the logical extension of Jesuit prop█ganda they’ve been pu ng out for ages), and
some areas are in the early st█ges of implemen ng their scheme.  You can see

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hct9S4cLYQY&t=49m26s
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some areas are in the early st█ges of implemen ng their scheme.  You can see

how it works.  It systema cally violates Divinely-conferred property rights and
doesn’t seem to think a thing about that.  Their priori za on has been to have
their will, not Divine Will, be done.  But when you’ve effec vely taken over the
system, the next thing to do is to systema cally legi ma ze the grand-sc█le th█
of everything.

Governments are supposed to ‘regulate commerce’, including people diddling the
economy, but the People are supposed to regulate government and keep it under
their control, and accountable to the genuine law.  So the younger crowd are
growing up in a society in which that hasn’t been done for genera ons, enduring
the results, and quite naturally deciding they don’t like them very much.  But due
to all the subversion and miseduca on, awareness of how the People were
supposed to be constraining the governments they’d created, how rights work,
what a properly-func oning government with only the limited authori es it had
been legi mately delegated by the People, none of that is prevalent anymore.  So
they’re easily sold on the idea of abandoning governments and free-market
capitalism (regulated by law) completely.  It’s like someone who hasn’t taken care
of their c█r in dec█des, then deciding that it must be awful ‘just because’, and
wan ng to get rid of it and get something else.  Only it’s not just their c█r, of
course.  Their choice affects everyone else too.

It’s rather unlikely that the apostate system intends to actually do away with
governments completely (although you never know, given all its decentraliza on
efforts while retaining control, and whatever new ideological model the majority
would have as a result of the ‘ALIENS!’ psyop).  But in je soning Common Law
and the idea of representa ve governments completely, their ‘influencers’ have
been a emp ng to induce the public to ‘wipe the sl█te cle█n’ for them and
chuck out everything humanity has learned about Natural Law over the last
millennium or so.  How inordinately convenient for the apostate system, if it
succeeds.  And at least as things are at present, if they don’t succeed, no huge
loss for them.  It’s not as though any earthly government is going to genuinely
adjudicate and sentence them for it.  Huge poten al gains for the organiza on, at
a negligible risk.  That’s a formula which has made their grandiose efforts so
appealing, and typically con nues un l the People restore systems of genuine
jus ce and get wise to how the apostate system works.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hct9S4cLYQY&t=49m26s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hct9S4cLYQY&t=49m26s
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[F█sces] revisited

Considering what all we’ve learned, let’s take another look at the Roman-Babylonian Kabbalist
[f█sces], the symbol of [f█scism], because it gives us a diagram of their basic control formula…
and how to undo it.

We know what a [sc█pter] represents; an apostate system-aligned overt authority posi on.
Similarly the [r█ds] of the [f█sces] are [stra█ght l█nes] indica ng a counter-Divine Will basis in
an overt mode of opera on.  Individually, each would be weak.  They’re grouped together in a
large number around an [ax█], and then [l█shed] together with a str█p, a [w█vy l█ne]
reference to [Tiam█t], a counter-Divine Will basis in a non-overt format.

It’s similar with prac cally any rhetoric-propaga ng effort on their part, whether it’s the
rumormongering during the original French ‘Rev█lu on’, the modern corporate hype machine,
the alt-right ‘conserva ves’ of whom some are genuinely ‘extremist’, the organized crime-run
hyperlib█ralism franchise viola ng Divinely-conferred rights through ‘social jus ce’ and shu ng
down en re c█ es either through ri█ts or through government policies, or the ‘troothers’
themselves who dispense and rehype the rhetoric of the apostate system’s non-overtly
organized ‘limited exposure’ prop█gandists.

Individually, if someone came out with most of these narra ves all on their lonesome they’d get
only jeers of scorn and scoffs of contempt in response.  But when a lot of people are pu ng out
the same narra ves, it starts to sound like it makes a lot of sense to a fair number of people.

And the non-overt organizing symbolism and the organiza onal structure it enable is what
keeps these ‘influencers’ [l█shed] together.

Remove that [b█nding] through exposure, and they’re back to individual [r█ds] which can be
contended against using reason, evidence, common sense, mutually-respec ul debate, and a
People who’ve learned enough to reject their hype.

That [l█shing], their non-overt organizing methods, have been able to thrive and subvert the
People and whole socie es… provided how it works is not exposed.

Once it’s exposed, it becomes vulnerable to an overt response.  And in con nuing to use it, all
the apostate system’s personnel are going to be able to do is generate more overt evidence of
treason which can be adjudicated fairly in a court of law once the People manage to restore
them.

Now that I’ve shown you more about how their symbolism works, you can see their formula via
their own symbolic diagram of the [f█sces].

But without knowing how that [l█shing] works, the People didn’t have much of a chance of
genuinely sor ng out what’s been oppressing and defrauding them.
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Which is the heck of it with the ‘troother’ sc█ne in par cular, and the massive amounts of
prop█ganda and hype it’s been producing.

Some mes, all you need is some genuine truth.
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Term symbolism transla ons

“Woke”

Since many of the more advanced ‘troother’ prop█gandists are int█lligence and Department of
Def█nse-aligned, as well as full knowing Babylonian Kabbalists, it’s customary for them to use a
more advanced method of organizing symbolism, namely signaling in ‘inverted’ mode.  It’s
basically speaking as though it were ‘Opposite Day’, and their symbolism requires one or more
symbolic ‘inversions’ to translate the intended meaning.  “Woke” is one example of this; it
‘inverts’ to “asl██p”, or more specifically the Babylonian Kabbalist [dre█m] symbol.

It has everything to do with the [d█rkness] symbol, in which an organiza on, person or thing’s
actual nature remains the same but is not apparent.  It also adds in the concept of [fant█sy] or
[halluc█na on]; that is, ge ng someone to experience something, a set of circumstances, that
isn’t actually so.

Examples of this strategy can be found prior to the ‘troother’ psyop.  “The American Dre█m”.
H█llywood as “The Dre█m Factory”.  And when Rome deployed [Mar n Luther] [K█ng] (now
there’s an interes ng concatena on of concepts and symbolism!) to promote their federally-
controlled ‘civil rights’ counterfeit ideology (’civil rights’ are legally government-conferred
benefits and privileges, rather than actual God-given rights) in order to regain control of the
situa on as the People were organically star ng to cast off the ves ges of sl█very and bl█ck
‘second class ci zenship’, his f█mous “I have a dre█m” speech.  And more recently, the
“DRE█M Act” and ‘Deferred Ac on for Childhood Arrivals’ policy, in order to promote the next-
itera on version of “The American Dre█m” for a whole new immigrant-oriented genera on of
Americans arriving in dr█ves, who are even less interested in learning and upholding our
Common Law system, founda onal principles of God-given rights, and a limited government
with only those authori es legi mately delegated to it by the People, than the na ve-born
white folks themselves had been within the last cent█ry.  Hilarity ensues.

SHTF ('When the s██t hits the f█n')

Let’s start with the easy bit.  [F█ns] are a deriva ve Babylonian Kabbalist symbol of
[rota on]+[air].  ‘An effort in process’ + ‘beyond the ken of the general public’.

Among the apostate system’s lower-rung personnel, [f█ns], [w█ndmills] etc. are just
convenient visual depic ons of the [sw█s ka] which is read as a rather blatant Knights of Malta
group iden fier.

Of course the Knights of Malta franchises’ lower-level use of the [rota on] symbol is as an
‘inversion’ symbol, either ‘using up’ an exis ng ‘inversion’ called for in ‘inverted mode’, or
adding another of its own.
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adding another of its own.

Next, the somewhat unpleasant bit.  [Sc█tological references] have been hyped by the apostate
system’s own personnel as being a reference to the ‘expulsion’ of Establishment officials and
like oppressors, and thus as a ‘resistance effort’ group iden fier.  Personnel have been ac vely
encouraging its symbolic use by the sincere ‘resistance’ independents and iconoclasts who
typically have absolutely no concept about what Rome and the Babylonian Kabbalists have
been pulling on them and the general public.

So of course they’d have no familiarity with the counter-Divine Will implica ons the symbol has
for those Babylonian organizers.

This has enabled the Babylonian Kabbalists to ‘get the drop’ on sincere, well-inten oned
patriots and resistance effort independents, systema cally a emp ng to replace any genuine
an -Establishment effort with their own counter-Divine Will public fraud, which pa erns its
appearance easily a er whatever the situa on calls for.  Apparent resistance, in this case.

Sincere resistance effort independents have unwi ngly been using [l█ ers] as a deriva ve
symbol of [m█gic], just as they’ve been encouraged to do by the Babylonian Kabbalists.
Resistance folks suppose it to be a symbol of either misdirec on, or symbolic ‘inversion’ similar
to the way the Knights of Malta use the [rota on] symbol.  They’re largely unaware that it was
selected by the Babylonian Kabbalists because it’s an ‘effort in process’ symbol for themselves.

The result is a symbolic organizing term that, depending on the situa on, conveniently presents
itself as either a depic on of the sincere resistance folks and the Knights of Malta’s f█scists in
genuine conflict, or as members of both affilia ons un█ ng for the common cause of ‘downing
the Establishment’.  The apostate system rou nely relies on the inherent hypocrisy of
individuals accep ng this kind of prevarica ng message and uses that lack of asser veness to
their own strategic advantage, incrementally marginalizing and manipula ng whatever remains
of a sincere countereffort.  What’s more, the organizing symbolism of the term implies that the
conten on or supposed coopera on between ‘resistance effort’ iconoclasts and the Knights of
Malta personnel is meant as ‘busywork’ to keep the sincere resistors occupied, and that the
formula is likely planned to eventually be resolved by the Babylonian Kabbalists via higher-level
strategies at a later date.  That does not bode especially well for those ‘resistance effort’
independents caught up in the thing.

[While we’re at it, the Babylonian Kabbalists use corporate [br█nding] as a deriva ve [f█re]
symbol, which is why we’ve been seeing a lot of memes, etc. using corporate depic ons of
supposed ‘resistance’ imagery and concepts, such as “T█co B█ll”.  They’ve been organizing the
effort to ‘sell’ the genuine non-overtly aware resistance effort independence on the bogus
counterfeit and into accep ng a counter-Divine Will posi on.]

Dr█ining the sw█mp

We’ve all heard this one.  Babylonian Kabbalist, [earth] + [w█ter] + [p█trifac on] + d█nger
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We’ve all heard this one.  Babylonian Kabbalist, [earth] + [w█ter] + [p█trifac on] + d█nger

(thus poten al for [de█th]) + [dr█gon] (via [r█p les)

[earth], referring to an overt basis.

[w█ter], referring to a non-overt basis.

[p█trifac on], as in corrosion being implemented via a counter-Divine Will basis

poten al [de█th]: a dissocia on from alignment with valid, fair and internally-consistent Divine
Will-derived moral values, and the resul ng loss of agency that Babylonian Kabbalism has
become so de  in ensuring results from that choice

[dr█gon], a Babylonian Kabbalist ‘group iden fier’ symbol which also is in common usage as
implying that the speaker is using an ‘inverted mode’ of non-overt speech.  Fundamentally, a
counter-Divine Will posi on iden fier.  Refrain from usage.

Now for the less immediately no ceable elements of this term’s symbolism.

[in container] represents a situa on being organized ‘in s█cret’, typically because it either isn’t
ready for pr█me me yet or because the general public and outside interests would shut it
down vigorously.  To [loose from container] refers to condi ons being clement for releasing the
project upon the w█rld.  To [dr█in] something describes transi on from one state to the other.

In the case of [flu█ds], it also references the opera on of [gr█vity].  In the Babylonian
Kabbalists’ symbology, [air] and [up] generally refer to promo ng efforts ‘beyond the ken’ of
someone else (the general public, usually) or to promo ng something in general; a group,
ideology, cause or effort for example.  [Down] generally means the opposite.  In this case
‘inversion’ converts [gr█vity] to [up], and counter-Divine Will prop█gandist personnel are
promoted for their efforts to ‘mainstre█m’ the ‘troother’ rhetoric and ideologies.

[Dr█ining] a [liqu█d] or [flu█d] also typically produces a [vort█x], also known as a [sp█ral].  A
[sp█ral] is a [w█vy l█nes] mo f expanding from a central point.  A [w█vy l█nes] mo f is a
Babylonian Kabbalist visual geometric deriva ve symbol of their [Tiam█t] idol, which
represents [f█re] + [w█ter].  [F█re] represen ng w█r, c█nquest and primarily a counter-Divine
Will basis, and [w█ter] represen ng a non-overt basis.  [Tiam█t], and its deriva ve [w█vy
l█nes] symbol, represents a Babylonian Kabbalist effort to get the People to accept a counter-
Divine Will basis, which is either organized, implemented or both on a non-overt basis.  So the
symbol of a [vort█x] or a [sp█ral] represents an expansionist non-overt effort to get the People
to accept a counter-Divine Will basis, that’s being implemented by personnel who already have.
Just like their overt Akkadian, Babylonian Kabbalist non-overt organizing symbolism u lizes a
very sensible ‘modular’ deployment of symbols, where something can generally be easily
translated by reducing it to its component symbols.  (The inevitable result of this of course is
that to someone who’s learned Babylonian Kabbalist organizing symbolism, everything in
existence is evaluated and reduced to their scheme of symbolism.  This produces an intensely
totalitarian ideology, and when you know many of those hearing you will default to interpre ng
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totalitarian ideology, and when you know many of those hearing you will default to interpre ng

it all in Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism, a very firm effort is required to counteract that
assump on.  To refuse to make every reasonable effort to do so would passively enable their
subversion, because their efforts have relied on the People being unable or unwilling to make
and maintain a clear dis nc on on that.)  When you encounter an instance of the [sp█ral],
what you’re nearly always looking at translates as is, ‘Here’s this great new counter-Divine Will
ideology, cause, group or effort!  Learn about it and get in on it soon, because early adopters
gain seniority and the chance at a promo on!’.  It’s effec vely a marke ng adver sement for
the Babylonian Kabbalists’ latest counter-Divine scheme against Divine Will, the People, and
their own True Nature.

“White H█ts” and “Bl█ck H█ts”

[white] and [bl█ck] are standard Babylonian Kabbalist color references for their designated
‘h█roes’ and ‘villains’ in their narra ves.  Just like in the old ‘W█sterns’ their Jesuits invented.
They were assigned color references, so everyone could easily iden fy who to cheer for.  It’s the
same here.

[Cl█thing] is an [in fr█nt of] symbol, referencing an occl█sion of someones’ True Nature just as
a [m█sk] does, which is derived from ritual and the█ter use.

Items w█rn ‘up’ on the body present as an [air] symbol, meaning ‘efforts as yet unmanifested’,
‘things beyond the understanding of the common rabble’, or ‘promote this cause or effort’.

Pu ng the mind [in container] would reference using strategy to get the thinking of the public
under control, where it can’t func on openly and effec vely.

Just like the Babylonian Kabbalists’ overt Akkadian language, it starts off with a few basic
premises and then everything else is just an extrapola on or concatena on of them.  This
allows the symbolic equivalent of English’s ‘compound words’ quite easily.

“t█nfoil h█t”

Ah look, another [h█t] as with the previous symbol.

[T█n] appears to be an alchemical reference, which is associated with [Jup█ter], the ‘f█ther of
the gods’, which represents their actual professed ‘elites’, and more func onally symbolizes
‘new orders and direc ves’ from them.

So it’d translate as ‘a new direc ve to surround and gain control over the thinking of the
segment of the public who are researching conspiracy theories’.
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“InfoW█rs”

Alex Jones’ show is called “InfoW█rs”, which of course is a contrac on of ‘Informa on W█rs’.

The Babylonian Kabbalists use [de█th] as a symbol for those who’ve opted into a counter-
Divine Will basis, thus pu ng them under their influence and eventual full control.  [Life] would
reference people who haven’t yet done so.  The choice to ‘sell out’ is deemed permanent, or at
least it’s implied as such from their counter-Divine Will basis which is inherently non-credible.
Symbols like [m█rder] for example reference their various efforts to get people to ‘sell out’ or
abandon solid values and principles, and Choice to align with Divine Will, which is why for
example we get so many “m█rder myst█ries” from them; it’s organizing symbolism.  [W█r] as a
symbol refers to a large-sc█le effort to concoct a situa on in which a perceived struggle
between their various shills and franchises is ul mately just being used to manipulate the
People to accept a counter-Divine Will basis, usually in the hopes that in je soning
fundamental principles, they’ll ‘win’.  They don’t of course; it’s just an effort to get significant
propor ons of the general public to accept a ‘the ends jus fy the means’ posi on, which is just
another descrip on of ‘selling out’.

Tellingly, the term ‘informa on w█rfare’ is a military term and pre y aptly describes what
they’re doing with the ‘troother’ effort against the People.  It’s very likely that AJ is aligned not
only with the Babylonian Kabbalists in general but with their military franchise in par cular, just
as the ‘Q’ informa on looks to be.

All of a sudden the term ‘informa on w█rfare’ started to publicly trend in the early N█ne es,
as these date-range-constrained search results show.  Isn’t that interes ng?  Back in the early to
mid-E█gh es the corporate media had been pu ng out symbolism organizing the basic
‘troother’ effort, as I’ll show in the Media Evidence sec on, and by the mid-N█ne es they were
already star ng to fl█sh it out a li le and had already propagated it enough that the overt
trend for it had started to trend.

Also in the early N█ne es, Jesus █ones used the term ‘informa on w█rs’ in their lyr█cs in a
s█ng called ‘Z█roes and Ones’, which not only contains pre y blatant organizing symbolism for
it (in retrospect), but which also inadvertently managed to overtly depict the kind of formula
that anyone who’s encountered the ‘troother’ effort which has appeared in the interim will
immediately recognize.  I’ll have to expose more about this in the Media Evidence sec on.

“down the rabb█t h█le”

People assume this is a reference from ‘The Matr█x’… or is that ‘Alice’s Adventures in
W█nderland’?  In actuality it’s neither.  It’s Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism.

You’ll remember their use of [r█bbits] from their E█ster holiday symbolism, because along with

https://www.google.com/search?q=%22information+wars%22&safe=off&tbs=cdr:1,cd_min:1/1/1985,cd_max:12/31/1998&ei=_jE-YMblJITS-gTIlb7gDA&start=0&sa=N&filter=0&ved=2ahUKEwjG3Oyy0JHvAhUEqZ4KHciKD8w4KBDy0wN6BAgFEDU&biw=1600&bih=793
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rFrfgfg6Rc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rFrfgfg6Rc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rFrfgfg6Rc
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You’ll remember their use of [r█bbits] from their E█ster holiday symbolism, because along with
[ch█cks], etc. they’re a fer lity symbol.  Those are typically used to describe ‘newly-established
and growing’ efforts they’re promo ng.  Which effort?  The one which involves the [z█ro]
numerology, which I’d just referenced a moment ago, and which is depicted by their [h█le]
symbol in the other part of this reference.  The ‘nothingness’ [c█rcle] that means either [The
S█n], an effort to publicly present “Light” of truth and Divine Will-alignment on a counter-
Divine Will basis, or to present some other substance-free fant█sy on a counter-Divine Will
basis.  In this case, the ‘troother’ sc█ne they’ve been f█brica ng.

Of course the Freudian symbolism of something entering a [h█le] is standard [male]+[f█male]
symbolism, which the Babylonian Kabbalists use to reference their own group since their
primary mascot, [Isht█r] or [In█nna], is a [h█rmaphrodite].  [Male] symbolizing overt methods,
[f█male] symbolizing non-overt methods, and they’re an organiza on which uses both.

No ce that this is a symbolic term which can be used either in regular or in ‘inverted’ mode.  If
‘inverted’, [down] inverts to [up] which translates as ‘promote this cause or effort’, just like their
[air] symbol.  If used in plain mode, [down] would describe the diminished posi on of the
public who buy into their fant█sy efforts and narra ves.

“[r█d] [p█ll], [blue] [p█ll]”

Pills, recrea onal substances, food… anything that’s typically intended to be cons█med or
internalized into the body, is used by the Babylonian Kabbalists as yet another instance of their
[food] symbol.  That is, things which are meant to be accepted or internalized.  Those can be
‘gi s’ (and you know what their mythology so frequently says about accep ng proffered [food]
or gi s from untrustworthy p█r es), bribes, anything of value or perceived value… and ideas
and doctrines.  In those la er instances, it means they’re trying to pull a fast one on people by
presen ng fraudulent narra ves, but it’s the ‘free Choice’ of the People if they decide to buy
into them.  Caveat emptor, indeed.

The rest of this phrase is just [color] symbolism.  [Colors], represen ng an ‘effort in process’,
since it’s a deriva ve symbol of their ritualwork.  [R█d], meaning ‘sin’ or ‘sacr█fice’, typically
represen ng a counter-Divine Will basis or personnel on such a basis.  [Blue], an effort,
organiza on etc. (such as the ‘troother’ sc█ne) which is designed to be implemented for only a
very limited amount of me; [blue] effec vely means, ‘just kidding!’, ‘we’re not serious about
this’, or ‘it’s only temporary’.

Moral: Stop accep ng unlabeled pharmaceu cals from shi y looking strangers in the middle of
the n█ght.  And then calling the effects, ‘truth’.

http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
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“li ing the ve█l”

What a blatant [m█rriage] symbol.  That’s used to refer to permanent acceptance of, and
enj█inment with, the apostate system.

And [li ], [raise], [up], [air], etc. mean ‘promote this group, cause, ideology or effort’, ‘beyond
the ken of the common rabble’, or ‘a plan which hasn’t manifested yet’.  With their ‘troother’
sc█ne, that could refer to all thr██.

Symbolically a [v█il] is like a [m█sk], represen ng a dissocia on from someones’ True Nature
or actual iden ty.  Except it has added symbols; [Tiam█t]’s [w█vy l█nes] symbol, and the
[h█nging down] symbolism which is usually used by them to reference a supposedly ‘counter-
gl█balist resistance effort’.  Probably because in this w█rld, any me you get something which
is [h█nging down] it’s prac cally always supported by a structure which is [poin ng up], and
that hearkens back to their [ob█lisk] symbolism indica ng group all█giance to them, or
government all█giance to them.

[M█sks], [d██rs] and [in fr█nt of] symbols in general are used to refer to a formula in which
people are incen vized to accept them or their personnel on some basis other than their True
Nature or their actual iden ty, or in the pretext of some presented franchise without knowing
they’re aligned with the apostate system, because they think they’re ge ng what they actually
want.  Like the truth or genuine freedom, in this case.  What a repugnant, unconscionable and
uncivilized organiza onal methodology.

“Discl█sure”

Apostate prop█gandists of their ‘ALIENS!’ and ‘New Age’ persuasion such as David Wilcock
have been on about ‘the Discl█sure effort’ for absolutely years now.

The Babylonian Kabbalists use a system in which nega on concepts such as ‘non’, ‘not’, ‘an -’
etc. are not held to apply, since the mind and will only focus on the concept itself, not whether
it’s supposedly negated.  If I tell you not to think of [thing] for example, you just did.  Similarly,
ancient ch█rms of supposed ‘banishing’ would recite a litany of all the details, names and tles
of a given nifferous en ty that was supposed to be expelled.  If you were doing your best to get
rid of something like that, what on earth would cause you to name it in its every detail, aspect
and par cular?  That’s not a ‘banishing’.  That’s an invoca on presented in a socially-acceptable
format.  And this is how their symbolism works.  Few people like ‘t█rror’ or ‘w█r’, but have a
“w█r on t█rror” and suddenly you’ve got mass support.

Their franchise Rome has long used the etymological meanings of words, usually La n, to
organize their efforts without the common man c█tching on.
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organize their efforts without the common man c█tching on.

So what these guys would read the term as, is “Encl█sure”.

To surround a thing or group of people, and strategically gain control over them or put them
into a submissive posi on.  The venue they’ve Chosen for this is ideological, so they’re talking
about ideologically surrounding the People, not en rely unlike the standard w█rfare tac c.
They’re just referencing their tac c in their ‘informa on w█r’ against the People.  And we’ve
currently got large swaths of ‘troothers’ who are so taken in by it, that they rehype that
organizing symbolism and its accompanying narra ves as though they were finally ge ng ‘the
truth’ exposed.

You can see why I decided they could use some reinforcements.

‘I DO NOT CONS█NT’

This one uses their same ‘no an -’ concept I’d just men oned with the last.  They’ve actually
got many of the ‘troothers’ convinced that by pu ng this statement out on social media,
they’re ‘telling the mean old gl█balists that they reject their system’, and that without their
cons█nt the apostate system can’t con nue to do what it does.  What the statement they’ve
been induced to say actually translates to for the apostate system is that they do indeed
cons█nt.  And it’s pre y apt.

The apostate system has go en these people to conflate the proclama on of non-cons█nt with
its genuine substance.  When these people Choose to remain ignorant in that they don’t do
their research, learn and study, cri cally evaluate, have mutually-respec ul evidence-based
debate about these things and just blithely rehype what are actually narra ves and fant█sies
invented by ‘the gl█balists’, they’re resis ng in word but cons█n ng in deed.  They’re not just
cons█n ng, they’re ac vely suppor ng the efforts of the gl█balists through their intellectual
laziness and unwillingness to actually apply themselves.

It’s just like vo ng.  We’ve been told all kinds of hype about how vo ng is ‘our civic duty’, and
how nice it is when our part in keeping government func onal and healthy is to: subsidize it
with taxes, give it a list of ‘I Wants’ every few years, let it do whatever it decides it’s actually
going to do instead, and then obey whatever decrees and edicts it has decided to put out.  It
takes more than those things.  Vo ng is one component of a system which requires all its
components present, legi mate and func onal in order to be meaningful.  Where are the
Common Law courts and juries of, by and for the People, which would enable them to
effec vely impeach, indict and try their representa ves when the People, not other
representa ves, decide they’ve gone rogue?  Where are the elected, not appointed,
Commi eemen as the Peoples’ means of guaranteeing that whoever wants to campaign for
office both knows and will uphold the Cons tu on, and yank them out of there if they don’t?
Where are the elected Sheriffs, accountable directly and only to the People, as the only lawful
local law enforcement in a Common Law system?  Where is the mass par cipa on in the state
mili as, which guarantees that if the government resists the orders of the Peoples’ Common
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mili as, which guarantees that if the government resists the orders of the Peoples’ Common

Law courts and juries, the People have something to put it back in its place with besides waving
around a legal dic onary at them?  None of those things are prevalent anymore, but we’re told
that vo ng s ll ma ers.

The People have been making their Choices known every single day.  Not through their passive-
aggressive posts and comments on social media; not through what they put on the li le ballots.
Through what they actually Choose to accept and invest themselves and their me, effort,
credulity and other resources into.  So the Choice to remain ignorant by refusing to study, the
Choice to refuse to organize effec vely and instead wait for ‘the patriot military to save us’, is
the ‘cons█nt’.  Ge ng them to make comfor ng, indignant statements with no actual backing
is just the gl█balists’ means of promo ng hypocrisy and ineffec veness, since their actual
Choice is obvious in their deeds rather than their words.

Don’t tell Me you support freedom, truth, rights and dignified, mutually-respec ul behavior
towards others.  Show Me.

“p█do symbols”

This is what I mean about the ‘troother’ gurus making claims (’[symbol] means [thing!]’)
without evidence.  And no, repeated instances of reuse of these very conspicuous symbols by
the obvious Establishment personali es doesn’t establish what they mean.  So it wouldn’t be
credible even if we didn’t know those Establishment personali es and the ‘troother’ gurus were
working together on it.  Just as with the ‘Q’ corrobora on by Establishment shills’ behavior, it’s
an easy ma er to have the Establishment shills deliberately perpetuate a given pa ern of
ac ons and symbols, precisely to enable the ‘troother’ gurus to ‘expose’ it and sell a narra ve
and a mindset with it.

The so-called ‘p█do symbol’ is a concatena on of tw█ very basic and standard Babylonian
Kabbalist symbols, the [f█re] [tri█ngle], and the [sp█ral].

[F█re] represents, to them, w█r (such as ‘informa on w█rfare’, subversion, and overt brute
force), and a counter-Divine Will posi on.

As for [sp█ral], remember their [w█vy l█nes] symbol which is a deriva ve of their [Tiam█t]
which has everything to do with [f█re]+[w█ter], or a non-overtly organized effort by their
personnel on a counter-Divine Will basis?  Right.  Their [sp█ral] or [n█xus] or [vort█x] symbols
are that, but they’re emana ng from a c█ntral point and spreading outward.  They’re what
these guys use when they want to alert each other that, ‘Guys!  There’s this new non-overtly
organized effort on a counter-Divine Will basis that’s just star ng out!  Get in on the ground
floor, and get yourself established, because this is the new stuff the organiza on is promo ng,
and there’s plenty of room for the early adopters to make a name for themselves and have
seniority once they get established!  With this new strategy the place is ours for the t█king!
Hurry up and get your piece of it!’.  It’s the non-overt equivalent of a land grab or a g█ld rush.
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So to what is their [f█re]+[sp█ral] thing apparently referring?  What’s the ‘great new effort’?
It’s the ‘troother’ disinfo effort itself, including the effort to miseducate the public as to the
meanings of their own non-overt organizing symbols, even as they con nue to use them to
organize.  As stated, they’re in the process of ‘pulling up the ladder behind them’ to prevent
genuine exposure.

And so far, the majority of the ‘troother’ public have been like, ‘Yup!  [Symbol] means [thing],
because everybody’s saying it does!  I don’t need to think cri cally about the claim, or what the
repeated use of the symbols by Establishment shills actually proves or doesn’t prove.’  The
‘influenced’ among the ‘troothers’ have been making it absurdly easy for the apostate system to
perpetrate this stuff.  And these are the guys who’ve been resis ng the apostate system?

Next, the “r█d sho█s” claim.  If that were true, Ronald McDon█ld would be in on it and we’d
all have to ask ourselves what’s actually in those b█rgers.  Woo, scary.  Do you see how easy it
is to make spurious claims and put together this thing with that thing and create a new mental
model?  When it comes to anyone, Myself included, making claims about symbolism
defini ons, start by examining all the instances in media where that symbol appears and see
whether any of them corroborate or disprove the pa ern.  Because these ‘troother’ gurus
aren’t going to provide you an internally-consistent pa ern that’s been consistent across the
last several dec█des and even cent█ries; they can’t.  They’re going to claim some bogus
defini on purely on their own collec ve sayso, and it’s usually going to be dissociated from any
coherent pa ern because they’re inven ng this disinfo on an ad hoc basis and then hyping it
out through the non-overt social n█tworks, relying on the cumula ve effect for it to be
convincing.

Let’s examine the symbolism as used by the usual suspects, beginning with the Babylonian
Kabbalists.  As stated already, [r█d] means ‘sin’, and s█crifice, and a counter-Divine Will basis
(which is inherently non-credible by defini on, but which their middle-manager types purport
to be using as an ‘inversion’ symbol).  [Sho█s] would be [cl█thing], which is that [in fr█nt of]
symbol referring to a franchise or a degree of separa on away from their True Nature.  They’d
also necessarily be an [in container] symbol indica ng efforts which ‘aren’t yet ready for public
release’, an [earth] or [down] symbol which refers to overtly-implemented projects, things
which are ‘already manifested’, efforts which are ‘already accepted by the general public’, or
which ‘are now being deprecated’.  Addi onally, they’d necessarily be an example of their
[Gem█ni] or [tw█n] symbol which they tend to use when a emp ng to establish a counterfeit
to some genuine, legi mate effort.  Such as the legit patriots and freedom-lovers and their
efforts to research and expose the truth.  Just like their overt Akkadian language, their non-
overt symbolism establishes a few very basic symbols to start with and then expands that
context to apply to everything.  Meaning there’s a very coherent and consistent symbolic
pa ern, once you know which groups are involved and how to reduce the symbolic ‘compound
words’ to their basic component symbols.  That’s how ‘their’ personnel have been able to so
effec vely organize without being constantly given overt updates with new defini ons all the

me.  They just infer it from the organizing symbols which are put out, and from exis ng
context and build on that.
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And now let’s get into the [p█zza] stuff.  [f█re]+[food]+[c█rcle]+[low].  An a empt to get the
People to accept into themselves a counter-Divine Will-based fant█sy narra ve.  [Low] inverts
to [high], as in ‘promote this effort’.  It’s pre y simple.  And it corroborates the pa ern of
symbolism, just as I’ve been presen ng.

‘St█rm is Coming’

How o en we’ve seen this in their faux-’patriot’ effort.  In Babylonian Kabbalism, [st█rm] is
that [sp█ral] or [n█xus] or [v█rtex] symbol I’ve just described in the last item, plus [air], plus
connota ons of [l█ghtning] which would be another [Jup█ter] reference.  Addi onally, on the
lower ‘layers’ it would be a Germanic [Th█r] reference to their Knights of Malta franchise, thus
making it a kind of group iden fier, or rather franchise iden fier.  The corporate media have
been using it all the me; don’t you recall how they keep going on about this or that being “a
perfect st█rm”?  Of course in terms of Divine Will-alignment, I’ve yet to encounter a literal
‘st█rm’ which I’d describe as ‘perfect’; usually they’re a great big h█ssle and inconvenience.

So given that this is their [sp█ral] or [v█rtex] symbol with a few addons installed, what’s the
‘great new non-overtly organized project’ their personnel are being alerted to ‘become early
adopters for’?  Their faux-patriot and ‘troother’ disinfo expansion, of course.

We also see the textbook-standard and rather arrogant mentality of the Babylonian Kabbalists
at work here.  As in, ‘this thing we intend is just plain going to happen, regardless of whether or
not you get in on it.  We’re not over here desperately trying to organize it, we’re just aler ng you
that it’s already a fact and a given’.  Stuff and nonsense.  Things don’t just happen without
support.

“k█yboard w█rriors”

The lack of self-awareness with this one is pre y amusing, given that it was originally a
demeaning term used for those people who con nually and vor█ciously support causes and
talk big over the intern█t, but who don’t actually, tangibly support them in their lives.  People
who talk big, yet do effec vely nothing.  Except that’s not en rely a lack of self-awareness,
except on the part of those who aren’t in on the symbolism.  Because the senior military and
int█lligence guys rou nely use Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism in its supposed ‘inverted’
mode.

As for the component symbolism, remember what I’d said about the Babylonian Kabbalists
using [de█th] to refer to the Choice to reject a Divine Will- and True Nature-aligned basis, and
thus place themselves into posi ons where they’d basically get maneuvered into accep ng
[sl█very]?  And the use of terms like [comb█t], [f█gh ng] and [w█rfare] as the means to bring
that kind of situa on about?  Right, that’s present here.  Addi onally, Rome uses [de█th] on
their own sub-’layer’ of symbolism to refer to ‘permanent and total submission and complicity’.

https://www.google.com/search?q=%22perinde+ac+cadaver%22+jesuit
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their own sub-’layer’ of symbolism to refer to ‘permanent and total submission and complicity’.

K█yboards themselves are a deriva ve of the symbols a er which they were named,
specifically the very Babylonian Kabbalist symbol of “k█ys” (and “l█cks” and “d██rs”).  All very
Freudian, they’re a [male] symbol describing overt efforts, a [rota on] symbol indica ng an
‘effort in process’, and a [m█tal] symbol which perhaps would be [earth]+[f█re], or specific to
the par cular [m█tal] involved, usually referencing [ir█n] or its modern deriva ve [st██l]
which references [M█rs] or Rome which has assumed that ‘crowd control’ posi on for them.
Addi onally the Freudian symbolism of [k█ys] as ‘male’ and [l█cks] as ‘f█male’ would result in
that ‘non-binary’ combina on of ‘both genders’ which derives from their primary mascot idol
[Isht█r] or [In█nna], who’s a h█rmaphrodite.  So it translates roughly as, ‘An overt effort in
process by counter-Divine Will personnel, likely aligned with the franchise Rome, to gain
peoples’ acceptance of the Babylonian Kabbalists’.  And then in a more cursory sense it uses the
military’s standard ‘inversion’ rou ne to fl█p ‘talks big yet isn’t actually a w█rrior or much of a
par cipant in all this’, to ‘talks like they’re not involved with all of it, yet in actual fact are out to
ensl█ve the People’.  And of course [M█rs], er, Rome-aligned personnel tend to make preferred
use of the [w█r] symbols for obvious reasons; it’s their actual ‘day job’.

“Th█y Live”

This is a f█lm that’s been hyped primarily by the apostate system’s military and int█lligence-
affiliated ‘influencers’, and that became even more apparent when I read the symbolism it
contained.  Let’s start with their use of [the█ter], [media], “sh█w”, and similar references.  The
apostate system typically uses them to indicate that something’s being done purely for public
effect purposes; that it’s substanceless or inauthen c, rather than legi mate.  Much like their
[z█ro] symbol, essen ally.

Let’s start with the “s█ngl█sses”, which are a lower-’layer’ franchise symbol of int█lligence-
aligned personnel, and the Knights of Malta, due to their associa on with “spi█s” and as what
you we█r in public to keep people from no cing that your p█pils are dilated from using
s mulants (which is apparently why the Knights of Malta p█pularized them as being
synonymous with being ‘a cool guy’).  And on these lower ’layers’, they typically indicate that
the person is using ‘inverted’ mode symbolism used by someone more experienced, prac ced
and comfortable with the system.  But let’s come at this symbol another way, from the
Babylonian Kabbalist component symbolism on through to the lower-’layer’ stuff.

[S█ngl█sses] are [eyewe█r], but they’re [m█sk]+[gl█ss].  We’ve already described the
defini on of the former.  What’s [gl█ss]?  [Part█culate]+[f█re].  ‘A betrayal which, through the
efforts and strategies of those on a counter-Divine Will basis have implemented, no longer
presents as a lapse of integrity but rather as a cohesive thing again’.  Also, as ‘a counter-Divine
Will strategy or effort which distorts or misrepresents the Light of truth’.  So we’re talking a
public fraud intended for effect, which is presented by those on a counter-Divine Will basis, to
make a history or posi on of betrayal seem legit.  Can you see why their franchise Rome is so
big on stained gl█ss imagery?

https://www.google.com/search?q=%22perinde+ac+cadaver%22+jesuit
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
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The protagonist thus purportedly ‘sees the truth’ when he’s we█ring the sh█des, but not when
he doesn’t.  It refers to an effort by their counter-Divine Will military and int█lligence-aligned
personnel to create a percep on of freedom on their part (or the ‘limited exposure’ narra ve
on the part of the Deep State).  Because they’ve chosen a public [the█ter] symbol to present
this organizing symbolism, and to them it’s ‘all a sh█w’ for public effect.

Incidentally, the grotesquery presented by the antagonists in the thing is another major
instance of counter-Divine Will symbolism.  When it blatantly affr█nts the dignity to encounter
it, it’s a pre y reliable counter-Divine Will signifier.  Their ‘p█do’ and ‘spirit c██king’ stuff is as
well.

“showdown”

This one, even the corporate media have been using a lot.  Not only is it a term from their
‘W█sterns’, in which the ‘h█roes’ and the ‘villains’ were clearly indicated for maximum public
effect, and another use of their [media] symbolism, the term “sh█w” is yet another [the█ter]
symbol which means ‘for public effect purposes only’.  And it’s apparently used in both standard
and supposed ‘inverted’ mode; in ‘inverted’, [down] inverts to [up] and thereby means
‘promote this cause or effort’.  If used uninverted, the [down] refers to what appears to happen
to the ‘villains’; they get ‘deprecated’ or ‘defeated’.

“tableflipping”

A [t█ble] would be [food]+[up], on a ‘layer’ ‘beyond the understanding of the common rabble’.

To [flip] something is to [rotate] it.

The emo onality with which it’s being done is yet another of their ‘efforts in process’ symbols,
a deriva ve of the emo onal frenzy used in ritualwork.  It’s addi onally a symbol the apostate
system purports to use as a [mag█ck]-deriva ve symbol by ‘counter-gl█balist resistance
groups’, which are typically just franchises of the apostate system.

Taken altogether, can you see what the [food] is they’re trying to proffer people to accept and
internalize?  The idea of the ‘counter-gl█balist resistance effort’, of course.  The ‘troother’
effort, and the ‘patriot insiders versus the nifferous Deep State’ psyop.

“game ch█nger”

[Games] and [recrea on] symbols are yet another of their ‘efforts in process’ category of
symbols.

http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-23
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-23
https://www.google.com/search?q=showdown&safe=off&source=lnms&tbm=nws
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
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Not sure whether it’s just on the Freemasonic ‘layer’ or not, but the symbol [ch█nge] is used to
indicate literal ‘de█th’, probably because the [De█th] Tarot c█rd actually refers to literal
‘ch█nge’.  Perhaps that’s just how I’d learned it.  But there is precedent for the apostate
system’s use of it to indicate to the rank and file that genuine a empts to ‘ch█nge’ their system
are considered a capitol offense.  They subvert groups, but they’re certainly not going to put up
with efforts to have their own subverted.  And they’re too familiar with how it’d done not to
no ce people trying it anyway.

But the idea that ‘this thing we’re hyping is going to dras cally and fundamentally alter the
situa on’ is, per the symbolism, just part of the [g█me] for them.

‘Make it go vir█l!’

Takes on a whole new meaning now that we’ve all encountered [c█ronavir█s], does it not?

It’s actually symbolism reuse; it has to do with the originally-intended meaning.

Contagious diseases have been given a counter-Divine Will significance ever since the Middle
Ages, when the public believed they were transmi ed by dem█ns or ‘ev█l spirits’.  They’ve
since been used by the apostate system to reference supposed ‘resistance’ efforts organized
non-overtly, but which are actually just unworthy pretenses at it because they’re on a counter-
Divine Will basis which is inherently untrustworthy and non-viable.

Since their ‘organized crime’ franchise makes one of its primary methods purpor ng to provide
assistance and support to outside ‘resistance’ and ‘an -Establishment’ groups, in return for
their acceptance of a counter-Divine Will basis themselves and permanent loyalty to their
franchise (and thus the parent groups, whether or not the outsiders are aware of ‘organized
crime’ being their pet franchise), part of the ‘services’ it offers is to propagate and hype vague
approxima on of the messages the outsiders want to spread to the People… there’s a reason
‘organized crime’ liken themselves to a ‘t█lephone service’ or the intern█t… several in fact,
since the physical structure of these are both a [Tiam█t] symbol and a “n█t” in which to ‘c█tch’
people.

So this phrase refers to spreading or promo ng a message, but on a counter-Divine Will basis.
Usually a message that’s being spread as a ‘favor’ to those outside groups and interests, in
order to gain their permanent complicity and buy-in to both the apostate system and to the
counter-Divine Will basis on which it operates.

‘dr█nking the K██l-Aid’

This one’s easy.  It means to take into oneself or internalize a [l█quid], meaning things going on
in the non-overt part of the situa on, that are on a counter-Divine Will basis.  Typically
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in the non-overt part of the situa on, that are on a counter-Divine Will basis.  Typically

[bev█rages] are the non-overt equivalent of their [f██d] symbol.  The counter-Divine Will part
of it comes from the [r█d] symbol, and also due to the use of a [br█nd] name.

As I’ve men oned elsewhere, the apostate system (through its usage context) has been using
corpora on and product names, imagery and adver sing slogans as a counter-Divine Will
signifier.  I’m not sure why but it could be due to the fact that since their Freemasons and
Jesuits control the corporate and commercial environment now, in order to succeed in business
with any significance the people controlling the various corpora ons have to ‘sell out’ to the
apostate system and its counter-Divine Will basis, and declare that via their product names,
slogans, logos, etc..  That used to be an op onal thing which provided addi onal support and
benefits in the business w█rld back in, say, the F█ ies (which is when that [Tiam█t] c█rsive
wr█ ng in the ads started trending everywhere in the States, remember?), but now since the
‘selling out’ caught on whoever isn’t doing it isn’t ‘pl█yed nicely with’ by the overwhelming
majority who are.  And finding yourself at a significant disadvantage in the business realm
versus your compe on, such as ge ng less preference in terms of marketability, loans, etc.
means you’re not going to be as successful, but your compe on is.

Then there’s the reference to their mascot [bre█king] through a [w█ll], and he’s made of
[gl█ss].  The Babylonian Kabbalists use [bre█k] as a deriva ve symbol from a [cr█ck], which
due to its shape is a reference to [l█ghtning], which is a symbol of their [Jup█ter] and describes
‘new direc ves’ from their self-professing ‘elite’.  It’s used with an ‘inversion’ connota on, and a
[w█ll] is just an elongated [ob█lisk] shape, indica ng complicity with their system implemented
on an overt basis.  Overt because it’s all [str█ight l█nes]… and it’s the kind of thing you see in
the labyr█nth of the minota█r for example, or in the f█lm ‘Labyr█nth’ for that ma er: an
overt, apostate system-collusive effort to misdirect the public and keep them b█fuddled in
trying to understand the actual nature of the overt situa on.  Effec vely a ‘baffle’, just one
designed for human beings.

‘posi vity’, ‘higher vibra on’, ‘5D’, etc.

We’ve been seeing quite a bit of ‘troothers’ rehyping ‘New Age’ concepts as part of the spiel
about the ‘Great New Age’ that’s going to come about when ‘humanity aw█kens’ as part of
‘ge ng rid of the gl█balists’, or from the learning passed on by the ‘ALIENS!’, or both.

What these ‘troothers’ don’t seem to no ce is that this ‘New Age’ stuff is just a rep█ckaging of
the concepts of Theosophy organized by ‘the gl█balists’ occult assets like Alice Bailey and
Madame Blavatsky, the la er of whom did a book called “Is█s Unve█led” for example.  This is
just a massive sales campaign for gl█balist ideologies, and the ‘troothers’ are so unfamiliar with
the source of these ideologies that they’ve been ac vely rehyping them because they’ve been
presented as being part of our ‘lib█ra on from the gl█balists’.  But rather than all the hyped
‘sw██tness and Light’, have a look at the unconscionable pogr█m ‘the gl█balists’ have in the
making here, and have been ac vely planning for at least the last cent█ry.  This is a modern
Inquisi on that’s in the works, and quite possibly the last one they need to implement in order

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Script_typeface#Casual_scripts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Age#Terminology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Age#Antecedents
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dqczX3qYF4&t=57m3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dqczX3qYF4&t=57m3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dqczX3qYF4&t=57m3s
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Inquisi on that’s in the works, and quite possibly the last one they need to implement in order

to achieve comple on of their agenda.

Meanwhile, the ‘New Age’ concepts serve as a transi onary ideology which tries for a
‘comeback’ of the same kinds of doctrines the apostate system enjoyed back in historic Egypt
and Babylon.  Once their ‘ALIENS!’ are presented, with their ‘advanced scien fic
understanding’ of both tangible science and less tangible ‘spiritual ma ers’, the plan is for this
stuff to not only trend throughout the secular public, but to them be considered as provable,
factual and indisputable as the technologies like c█rs and comp█ters which ‘prove’ science…
and which are regarded as thus proving the various Establishment versions of the scien fic
narra ves.  A er all, the apostate system’s had enough dec█des keeping them private as
proprietary knowledge that they’ve surely managed to ‘stre█ml█ne’ the various hypotheses,
narra ves and explana ons into a coherent ideological model which is designed to keep the
public’s thinking along ‘the right l█nes’.

“R█p lians”

We’ve all heard it, even from the likes of Alex Jones.  ‘The gl█balists are actually r█p lian
aliens, assuming human form via disgu█se or advanced ‘ALIEN!’ technology like hol█graphic
proj█c ons!  Soon, when the ming’s right, the benevolent ‘ALIENS!’ are going to use their
advanced technology to disable those units, and their true r█p lian nature will be exposed for
all the public to see!’

Let’s start with the fact that through context clu█s, the organizing symbolism of the apostate
system uses symbols like [outer sp█ce], [h█lography], [ALIENS!], and [dr█gons] and as a
deriva ve symbol [r█p les], as indicators of supposed ‘inverted mode’ symbolism.  Meaning
the symbols or the overt transla on has to be ‘inverted’ in order to get at the intended
meaning.  In which case, the summary I’ve just described above makes complete sense as a
presenta on of their strategy: when the ming’s ‘right’, the apostate system will turn on their
‘hol█graphic proj█c on units’ and whatever else, to present the appearance that the Qu██n
of England, etc. are ‘actually’ ‘r█p lian ALIENS!’.  But it’s a total c█n job that’s in the
prepara on st█ges.  Incidentally, they appear to use [hol█graphy] as an ‘inversion’ symbol
because it’s [Light]+[tr█ck] or [ill█sion].  Something which appears to be, yet in truth is not.

Next, let’s expose the nature and origin of their [r█p le] and [dr█gon] symbols.  A [dr█gon] is
a mythical creature which only exists through the ‘belief’ in it of the People.  As such, the
Babylonian Kabbalists’ more advanced and experienced personnel tend to use it, and use it as a
standard iden fier as a supposed ‘inverted’ mode of symbolism.  When you invert the concept,
you get something like, ‘You only exist because I believe in you’, or, ‘You only con nue to exist
because you believe in me’.  As in, ‘to believe’, ‘to con nue to support’.  That’d be the kind of
systema c arrogance and top-down authoritarianism we get from the apostate system.

To the Babylonian Kabbalists, a [dr█gon] would appear to be a symbolic reference to their
original [dr█gon], [Tiam█t], who was part of their crea on myth.

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Tiamat
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Tiamat
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Tiamat
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When their franchise the Roman Empire would establish [br█dges], they’d frequently put
[dr█gons] all over them.  A [br█dge] is a symbolic [handsh█ke] between areas of land, done in
the [air] over the [w█ter].  That symbolically depicts a non-overtly organized arrangement
between the authority figures of different regions, done in the [air] ‘over the heads of the
common man’.  Once that kind of a situa on was arranged, all that was le  was for the apostate
system and its new authority figure inductee to conspire together to arrange events and
narra ves to incrementally subvert the People in that foreign authority figure’s command
structure or na on, pre y much as the Asian dynas c leaders are doing with their own People
right now.

“gl█balists”

Now to finally explain why I’ve been redac ng the term whenever I’ve been using it, because
this is a term the apostate system has designed itself, to enable their ‘troother’ prop█ganda
about themselves.

Remember that their [c█rcles] and [sph█res] are a geometric ‘count the sides’ bit of symbolism
to their numerological symbols?  In this case specifically [z█ro], or ‘nothingness’, or ‘things
which are created for appearances’ sake, but which have no actual substance unless people buy
into them’?  There you have it.  It’s symbolism designed for use by their counter-Divine Will
aligned personnel, to enable them to present all manner of prop█ganda concepts and hype
about what the apostate system are up to, while s ll maintaining dis nct standards through the
use of counter-Divine Will-based symbols.  And of course as such, I can’t freely use them
without failing to keep and maintain a dis nc on between My own posi on and all that
inherently non-credible hype.  That wouldn’t leave Me in a par cularly trustworthy posi on
when it comes to actually exposing the apostate system and its various schemes and plans, so I
necessarily have to keep a clear dis nc on between My legi mate posi on and their counter-
Divine Will basis.  In fact we all do, or ‘their’ counter-Divine Will personnel will just infiltrate
and subvert our effort to research and expose what’s been going on.  And that’s been exactly
what’s been happening.

“Gl█balist” is a term we should absolutely deprecate in favor of some term which doesn’t have
counter-Divine Will symbolism inherent to it (‘the apostate system’ would certainly work), but
I’ll occasionally use it in its safely redacted form so that the nascent ‘troothers’ will be able to
recognize what I’m talking about.
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Media evidence

Best I’ve been able to tell, the apostate system’s organizing symbolism for their most recent
bout of French ‘Rev█lu on’-esque public fraud started in the mid-E█gh es, with the broad
concepts coming out first, then ge ng more detailed and intricate.

Before we get into the specific instances of media symbolism evidence, I should probably
describe a bit about how their long-term planning system appears to work.

Suppose you’re an organiza on making long-term plans.  You don’t just make one plan, because
situa ons ch█nge.  What seems great right now might not seem quite as desirable if the
circumstances fl█ctuate.  So you make a bunch of mul ple plans in advance, with ‘outs’
designed into them, and then as things mature you can get a sense of which is the more
appropriate con ngency to implement.  They have a ‘financialist and ins█der tr█ding’
sub-’layer’ which uses this kind of thing in their implementa on of apostate system plans, and
the symbolism and imagery they use to describe it there o en has to do with [tra█ns] and
[ra█lro█ds]… not only because since the whole thing is [m█tal] and being pulled along by
[f█re] it makes for both a great counter-Divine Will symbol and reference to Rome in its
capacity as [M█rs] and its associated [ir█n], but also due to the nature of [ra█lro█d junc ons]
and [tr█ck sw█tches].  You can build up significant mom█ntum with the thing, and only
determine which future ro█tes it’s going to take, from a number of them predetermined by
where the [tr█cks] have already been placed, by adjus ng the [tr█ck sw█tches] to alter the
co█rse of the thing once you get there, rather than having to establish it all before se ng out.

Their ‘troother’ psyop is one planned con ngency.  Their training Me in Divine Will principles so
I could serve as a genuine [Light] and provide the truth to the People was another.  So we’re
going to see quite a bit of overl█p in the organizing symbolism they’ve used throughout much
of this media symbolism evidence.  And most of it’s presented so that it can be ‘read either
way’, because eventually one or the other of their con ngencies would be deemed ‘the right
op on to implement fully’, and un l then there’s just uncertainty about which of those,
specifically, it will be.

We see the same kind of thing with the narra ves they’ve been cra ing even now.  For example
there’s been an apostate system effort in the making to present various poli cal figures, du ful
shills of theirs, as supposed ‘Avatars of the Divine’ who have ‘incarnated to advance through the
ranks of the gl█balists and shut down the nifferous Deep State from within’.  Whether this is
just implemented as part of their a empt to sell government officeholders as supposed ‘gods
incarnate’, or as a means to familiarize ‘their’ rank and file personnel with the Divine Will
principles training they’ve inculcated into Me so that I could help the People genuinely uphold
Divine Will and sort themselves out, becomes in part a ma er of which alterna ve the apostate
system deems most appropriate to commit to.  And in part, perhaps a ma er of how much
public support My effort to assist the People actually gets.  If My effort doesn’t get enough
support from the apostate system (through yielding to Divine Will-aligned authority) or from
the People (by recognizing the more worthwhile op on and propaga ng and inves ng
themselves in it), then presumably we get the ‘bogus Avatars’ alterna ve scenario instead.

http://redefininggod.com/obama-and-the-2nd-coming/
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themselves in it), then presumably we get the ‘bogus Avatars’ alterna ve scenario instead.

No ce that the People have an op on here regardless of what the heck the apostate system
decides to do itself.

Not that this alleviates the duty of the apostate system to do what’s right on its part, but it’s
vital for the People to recognize that they have their own Choice here regardless.

At the moment the apostate system, on an inherently non-credible counter-Divine Will,
counter-True Nature basis, have been purpor ng or implying to be in ‘assessment mode’ with
Me.  So the jury’s s ll out on what specifically they’ll decide to do here.

Meanwhile, I can’t just rely on a premise which has been presented on an inherently non-
credible and untrustworthy counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis, and I’m therefore
doing the best I can to assist the People and get this thing sorted with or without the yielding of
recognized authority to Me by the apostate system.  ‘Jus ce delayed is jus ce denied’.

The apostate system allegedly wanted someone who understood Divine Will principles, would
uphold them, would present the genuine truth to the public, and thus be a legi mate authority
figure who could get both themselves and the People out of this counter-Divine Will, counter-
True Nature predicament they’ve created.  I’m doing My part.  I’m teaching the People about
Divine Will principles, I’m presen ng the whole truth, I’m showing them the pa ern of apostate
system organizing symbolism to equip the People to comprehend and sort out what’s been
going on here.  The self-professing ‘elites’ who are ‘at the top’ of the apostate system don’t
genuinely want a counter-Divine Will basis.  They understand Divine Will principles and the vital
importance of living in accordance with both it and the True Nature we’re all Divinely given.
And it’s not in accordance with their True Nature to want a counter-Divine Will posi on,
because that’s not in accordance with anyones’ True Nature.  I’m trying to help ‘rescue’ them
from all this just as I’m trying to ‘rescue’ the People from their predicament, however much it
contradicts their seeming organiza onal interests in the short-term.

It begs the qu█s on of who is ul mately Working in the interests of the apostate system more:
their rank and file personnel, adop ng a counter-Divine Will basis and implemen ng the
agenda items and direc ves that the self-professing ‘elites’ say they want, or the larger Divine
Will and True Nature interests which those principals genuinely want?  I’ve been a emp ng to
serve their genuine interests, the Peoples’ genuine interests, and My own in terms of upholding
Divine Will, True Nature, and the intrinsic rights of all which that Divine Will has conferred.

Of course, the apostate system doesnn’t need Me to do all this in order to ‘rescue’ them from
their own Choices.  They could just ‘do the right thing’ all on their own.  So far they haven’t
implemented that Choice, but the People s ll have that Choice for themselves and deserve to
be equipped with enough informa on to Choose that op on for themselves, regardless of what
the apostate system does or does not do.

Readers, it’s your part to read this informa on, evaluate and cri cally examine the evidence,
see if the pa ern holds, and if you think it does to promote My effort and this informa on, so
we can get back into Divine Will alignment and sort out what the apostate system’s doing.  To
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we can get back into Divine Will alignment and sort out what the apostate system’s doing.  To

sort ourselves out as a People, and collec vely sort out the social, poli cal and economic
subversion the apostate system have caused with your inadvertent support.  It just takes
sufficient knowledge, and the Choice to support an inherently worthy situa on for once
instead.

I didn’t create the pa ern of symbolism you’ll see throughout the media evidence I’ll present.
I’m just exposing it so you can see it.  And in doing so, you’ll be able to see that what I’ve been
presen ng throughout is corroborated systema cally.  That should establish sufficient
creden als to enable the support of the public for the genuinely worthwhile op on.
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‘Thr█ller’ [1982,3]

Here’s where, to the best of My knowledge, the apostate system’s ‘troother’ psyop began to get
its first major corporate media organizing symbolism.*  I’d thought it was ‘Gr█mlins’, but on
considering the me period and Mr. Jackson’s eventual [bl█ck]-to-[white] tr█nsforma on, had
to do an evalua on of this slightly earlier piece.  Depending on the context, in Babylonian
Kabbalist lingo [bl█ck]-to-[white] would either reference a ‘credibility restora on’ effort, which
their ‘limited exposure’ effort with the ‘troothers’ most definitely is, or a sincere a empt to shi
from a counter-Divine Will to a Divine Will-aligned basis.

Jackson released the alb█m in [1982], and the m█sic v█deo in [1983].  The v█deo received
massive hype, making the alb█m the bestselling alb█m on the pl█net.

The symbolism in the lyr█cs gets pre y interes ng.  Given that [de█th] indicates a rejec on of
Divine Will and True Nature and the Choice for [sl█very], why is equal me given to [life]?
Both in “f█gh ng for your life”, and in the “living de█d” presented in the v█deo.  And if [f█re]
indicates a counter-Divine Will basis, why the equal me given to the symbol [cold] in the
lyrics?  We also have the symbols of both [n█ght] and [day].

This appears to correlate with a standard Babylonian Kabbalist symbolic trope, where if the
outcome is uncertain or dependent upon the Choices of an outside interest, both alterna ves
are typically presented as a sort of ‘either-or’ symbolic grammar.

We also have the [w█nder] symbol in the lyr█cs.  [W█nder] and [myst█ry] are major
Babylonian Kabbalist symbols to indicate some new thing they’re trying, which plenty of people
don’t yet understand the nature of.  Here, it’s used with the symbol of [the S█n].

The v█deo prominently features a [the█ter], indica ng either a just-for-public-effect apostate
system effort with no genuine substance to it, or a literal reference to ‘the media’ as the
telepaths and propheciers had used it with Me, as a communica on and teaching device (since
they’d know well in advance where I’d happen to be looking, when I’d be looking at it, and
could pre-arrange relevant symbolism to be used there to show up at just the right me).
Addi onally, [the█ter] falls under the category of ‘the █rts’, which would symbolically put it
under [Aphr█dite]’s purview.  That’s a counter-Divine Will basis.

The v█deo also features [rom█nce], indica ve of an effort the People will genuinely love, as
well as what the apostate system use when they want to cause the People to love a franchise of
theirs, such as a bogus ‘resistance’ franchise.

It also emphasizes [tr█vel], and [coming out of container] in the case of the animated [de█d].
Also [w█rew█lves], which typically refer to when personnel alternate between presen ng
themselves in mul ple capaci es, such as iden fying with one cause or group, and with a very
different one.  Non-overtly, it’s pre y much the equivalent of interac ng with someone who’s
got [m█l ple personality disorder], which is a more ‘normal-sounding’ symbol they also use for
that method.
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that method.

The v█deo emphasizes the lack of dis nc on of whether the protagonist is actually sincerely
out for the best interests of his date and she’s just ‘imagining’ that he’s not, or whether his love
and provision of sec█rity for her is actually the pretense.  That ‘either-or’ symbolism again.

The Vincent Pr█ce monologue in the v█deo presents the ‘soul’ to d█nce as a metaphor for the
literal human ‘soul’, and suggests that those who lack it can be le  to det█riorate in their
m█rtal sh█ll of a [de█d] man. It addi onally uses an [up]+[down] (ie., “h█nd” and “f█lls”,
specifically] Babylonian Kabbalist symbolic trope with regard to [d█rkness].  The [up]+[down]
gramma c device is used to indicate that, as with the ‘either-or’ grammar, ‘We’re not yet sure
whether to promote or deprecate this thing, op on, cause or individual.  We’re giving it a
chance.’  Mr. Prices’ monologue also contains quite a lot of grotesque imagery, which is
indica ve of a counter-Divine Will basis.  And quite a lot of allitera on as well, which is a
Babylonian Kabbalist [Gem█ni] or [tw█n] symbol they typically use when they want to
promote a counterfeit of some genuine and legi mate group, cause, effort, authority structure
or ideology.  The middle-management layer of the Babylonian Kabbalists at least imply that
counter-Divine Will symbols are used to ‘invert’ the symbols they accompany, in which case the
opposite of [Gem█ni] or [tw█n] would be [div█de] or [c█t], that is, to make a dis nc on
between tw█ mutually-exclusive posi ons.  Such as the [either-or], [Light] or [d█rkness], [Life]
or [de█th] symbolism they’d been presen ng throughout the rest of the piece.

The v█deo closes on an iconic depic on of Mr. Jackson’s [eyes], made to look like those of the
threatening creature in his date’s [dre█m].  [Eyes] are typically a reference either to someones’
percep on of the situa on, or to the psionically-aware telepaths and propheciers of the
apostate system.  I.e., those who’d trained Me in Divine Will principles.

It should be no ced that the Babylonian Kabbalists use [fear] as a symbol to mean ‘we’re just
presen ng the possibility of this terrible outcome in order to provoke a desired response from
the public; we won’t actually go through with it’.  Not, to My dism█y and their chagrin, that it’s
thus far prevented them from actually implemen ng some inordinately unconscionable things
all throughout history.

* [There’s perhaps an earlier reference in the Knights of Maltas’ ‘M█nty Pyth█n’s Flying Circ█s’
episode ‘Sc█  of the Antarc c’, with Van█lla Wh█re’s rade-in-a-[tr█nch] naming some very
historically-relevant figures most of which we should recognize by now, and the either-or
grammar about [s█nd] or [sn█w], but [1970] could be too far back and I’m less than certain
about it.]

https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-lyrics-to-Thriller-that-were-recited-by-Vincent-Price
https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-lyrics-to-Thriller-that-were-recited-by-Vincent-Price
https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-lyrics-to-Thriller-that-were-recited-by-Vincent-Price
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‘W█ll of V██doo - Mexican R█dio’  [1982,3]
[lyr█cs]

Here we see use of [r█dio], which we’ll see again in ‘P█mp Up the Volume’.  Thanks to the
[w█vy l█nes] inherent in [r█dio] [w█ves], it makes for a convenient [air]+[Tiam█t] symbol
which necessarily includes the [ob█lisk] symbol as the group iden fier for the Babylonian
Kabbalists as its point of origin and propaga on.

[M█xico] is, at least in the States, a symbol the apostate system have designated for use to
reference supposed ‘resistance’ efforts.  They’re ‘underground’ you see, and when you look at a
map North is [up] and South is [down].  But they’re ‘the underground’ because they’re typically
regarded by the apostate system as [de█d], for having je soned Divine Will principles
alignment in favor of their agendas, and because [down] indicates ‘efforts among the common
rabble’, as well as, ‘efforts which are to be suppressed, deprecated or marginalized’.

Here we see them used together, in an [up]+[down] symbolic trope by which the Babylonian
Kabbalists mean, ‘we haven’t decided whether to promote or deprecate this group, ideology,
cause or effort; let’s give it a chance’.  Not the actual m█lcontents per se, but this effort they’re
organizing to counterfeit them with the apostate system’s planned ‘limited exposure’ or
‘troother’ effort.

The repeated deployment of the [r█p le] symbol both in the lyr█cs and the v█deo are a
deriva ve of the [dr█gon] symbol, indica ng a purportedly ‘inverted’ mode of symbolism used
with their more advanced personnel who are more familiarized with the organizing symbolism.

The v█deo makes great emphasis of [b█llf█gh ng].  I’m not overly familiar with their [T█urus]
symbolism, but this does seem to represent their efforts with the ‘resistance’ m█lcontents; to
[pen█trate] someone or something is to symbolically get them to accept a counter-Divine Will
basis and thus, make them complicit with the Babylonian Kabbalists as the inevitable result of
their various de  schemes and processes designed to make use of such an inherently unstable
posi on.  I also no ce the [r█d] cl█th [h█nging down] [in fr█nt of] it, designed to gain its
a en on and get it to invest its massive str█ngth, bulk and force in a strategically-intended
direc on favorable to the [b█llf█ghter].

You’ll recall in Greek mythology that their [S█n]-aligned [M█thra] defeated the [b█ll] [in a
c█ve].  It’s his Phrygian c█p, originally made from the scrot█m of a b█ll, which the apostate
system trended during their French ‘Rev█lu on’.   Their bogus ‘lib█rty’ effort successfully
defeated the French People.  The coincidences just start to accumulate, don’t they?

The sp█s c [w█nking] done by the lead s█nger in the v█deo is a standard-usage bit of
symbolism by which the apostate system, via their [All-Seeing Ey█], [Ey█ of Hor█s] symbol,
have their personnel purport to be ‘resistance’ personnel who, while supposedly only giving
‘l█p service’ to the apostate system by using their symbolism, are nevertheless ‘actually’ on the
side of the People and the ‘resistance’.  Of course when m█lcontents fail to establish a
dis nc on between those posi ons and permit that kind of lack of clarity through their own

https://www.google.com/search?q=mexican+radio+lyrics
https://www.google.com/search?q=mexican+radio+lyrics
https://www.google.com/search?q=mexican+radio+lyrics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mithraism#Bull-slaying_scene
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mithraism#Bull-slaying_scene
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mithraism#Bull-slaying_scene
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dis nc on between those posi ons and permit that kind of lack of clarity through their own

low stand█rds, they invariably ‘lose’.

The lid is removed from a [p█t] of [be█ns], and what was once [in container] is now [open to
the public].  Alright, so what’s c██kin’?  [Be█ns] are another common-usage symbol the
apostate system use when they want to present as supposedly legi mate ‘resistance’ members.
Their [food] is meant to gain acceptance and internaliza on, while they’ve condi oned sincere
‘resistance’ personnel to accept a ‘layer’ of symbolism in which their desire to ‘exit a corr█pt
system’, etc. is typically represented by human waste products.  In this, those ‘resistance’ effort
personnel have inadvertently accepted counter-Divine Will symbolism from the apostate
system.  Since [be█ns] are a ‘g█ssy’ food item, we get ‘supposed resistance group
iden fier’+counter-Divine Will symbol+[air]+[food].  Transla on: ‘Promote this effort to get the
public to accept our counter-Divine Will-based ‘limited exposure’ effort as legi mate.’

Are you star ng to see how this organizing symbolism works?  Not only are there ‘layers’ of
context involved here, each of them tend somewhat to present allusions to this or that concept.
When used in accumula on, it becomes fairly easy to glean what the in mated concept is.  And
when they’re prac cally everywhere, and the concepts are presented consistently, it’s easy to
p█ck up the current agendas, strategies and direc ves through dr█ps and drabs through the
cumula ve effect alone.  ‘Why is this symbol used rather than the more common that symbol?
What’s the meaning?  Why the emphasis on this par cular subject ma er or topic?’  These are
the sorts of things the apostate system personnel ask themselves constantly, because their lives
have become an effort to learn the organiza onal will of the group before their peers and not
only be ‘the first kid on their bl█ck’ to hype them, but also to be er emplace themselves by
implemen ng them more, be er, than the people around them.  I guess they figure they might
as well; if they don’t do it, someone else will anyway.  And it’s not as if there’s anyone going to
c█tch them at it, so the buy-in price is inconsequen al… un l now, that is.

You’ll no ce the [dre█m] symbolism in the lyr█cs, via ‘sl█mber’.  This is a mass public fant█sy
they’re striving to establish.  The New “American Dre█m”, since the previous one has obviously
worn out.

We again have the [foreign language] symbol which the Babylonian Kabbalists use as a
deriva ve symbol of ‘speaking in t█ngues’, indica ng an ‘effort in process’ symbol via
ritualwork, while the ‘resistance’-aligned personnel use it as a [gibberish] symbol to indicate
‘pu ng one over on the Establishment’ by making their plans less than clear… they use it as a
[tr█ck] or ‘inversion’ symbol.

We see a [piñ█ta], a [childrens]’ [p█rty] toy on a [str█ng] (a [Tiam█t] symbol) which they
[b█sh] un l it’s open and they get a reward.  ‘Resistance’ personnel use this as an an -
Establishment symbol, for reasons which are presumably obvious: ‘if they try to assimilate you
into the System (I.e, the [food] symbol), you retaliate! ([b█sh], [a █ck])’.  But for the
Babylonian Kabbalists, it’s an effort [in container] to organize something which ‘resistance’
personnel will accept into themselves: a leader, a doctrine, a narra ve, an ideology.  A ‘limited
exposure’ psyop.  Like the [p█t] of [be█ns], this [container] is now open and ‘ready for public
hype’.  What’s in it?  Another [r█p le].
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For the b█nd’s name symbolism, a [w█ll] is an elongated [ob█lisk]; it [points █p], it’s [stra█ght
l█ne]-oriented meaning it’s overt, and we can see its effects for example in f█lms such as,
‘L█byrinth’.  It’s a baffle and misdirector for the People and it architecturally keeps the ‘higher
layers’ up and out of the public’s accessibility.  Organized crime addi onally use it and [f█nces],
par cularly [cha█n l█nk f█nces], to indicate a group effort where all personnel are called to
par cipate.

[V██doo] is a form of [mag█ck], indica ng an ‘effort in process’, which relies on [d█lls] (that is,
counterfeits of an exis ng group, cause or effort) and more [pen█tra on], this me by Rome
(that is, [ir█n] or [st██l]) personnel who are already on a counter-Divine Will basis (if that isn’t
redundant; it’s inherent in the [f█re] component symbol of [m█tal]).

So it’s again an effort to simulate an exis ng group, cause or effort in an a empt to get its
par cipants to accept a counter-Divine Will basis.
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‘Greml█ns’ [1984]

This one’s loaded up with symbolism, because it’s systema cally a emp ng to organize at least
fo█r dis nct and separate things at once:

Using [Asian] symbolism, it’s a emp ng to present as a sort of ‘distress call’ from the States to
the Asian People for the infiltra on and subversion the apostate system had been
implemen ng there, including a general presenta on of what the formula is, how it’s produced,
and how to avert it.

Using [Asian] symbolism, it’s presen ng a blueprint for the subverts among the Asian People
who have recently ‘sold out’ to the apostate system, or soon will.

Using Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism, it’s a emp ng to symbolically organize the ‘make the
Establishment as awful as you can using the proliferated non-overt social n█tworks’ scheme,
which neatly allows their ‘f█lse Light’ crew to present as c█rdbo█rd ‘h█roes’ and ‘rescue us all
from the nifferous Deep State’.  The apostate system uses blatant ‘villains’ in order to establish
perceived credibility for their spurious ‘h█roes’, and then when they succeed you get ‘A New
Age of Enlightenment’ which is just as collusive as what the People had just go en rid of.  It’s
their French ‘Rev█lu on’ all over again.

Using Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism, it’s a emp ng to symbolically organize their efforts to
use the media to train Me in Divine Will principles, so that I can sh█w up and ‘rescue’ us all
from the situa on using genuine “Light” and truth.  You’ll see plenty of media and other
[Aphr█dite] symbolism throughout which helps present either of these Babylonian Kabbalist
scenarios.

Fo█r dis nct con ngency efforts, and it ‘c█vers all the b█ses’ with them.  This is why the f█lm
presents overtly as such a disjointed montage of brief scenarios; each of them use symbolism to
depict what could be said about all of those con ngency scenarios.  And when there’s this
amount of emphasis on symbolism, the amount of focus and a en on on the overt format
tends to fall by the w█yside, which is why this one can’t seem to decide whether it wants to be
an adorable children’s m█vie or a g█ry h█rror fl█ck.  For symbolic reasons, it’s also why it can’t
decide whether it wants to emphasize ‘Christm█s’ (the pagan “W█nter S█ls ce”) or
‘Hall█ween’ (the pagan “Samha█n”), given that they have effec vely opposite symbolic
meanings.

In standard parlance, a ‘gr█mlin’ is an imaginary, semi-mythological creature supposed to cause
equipment to malfunc on or “bre█k”.  And symbolically, to [bre█k] is synonymous with a
[cr█ck], which is a deriva ve symbol of [l█ghtning] due to the shape.  And [l█ghtning] is
associated with [Jup█ter], so-called ‘f█ther of the gods’, represen ng the apostate system’s
professed ‘elite’ and in more typical usage, ‘new direc ves’ coming though the apostate system
from them.  ‘Gr█mlins’ would also necessarily be a counter-Divine Will symbol, as in ‘making
things go wrong’.
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It’s worth no cing that the la er ‘state’ of the creatures is [r█p lian], which is a deriva ve
symbol of [dr█gon], indica ng or at least implying that the Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism is
being presented in supposed ‘inverted mode’.

‘The rules’ the f█lm presents for the ‘greml█ns’ is totally consistent with what I’ve been
presen ng in terms of apostate system’s organizing symbolism and methods:

If you expose them to [w█ter], meaning allow them to operate on a non-overt basis, they just
proliferate.

That prolifera on isn’t in and of itself terrible, just as there are some legi mate reasons for
people to want to interact on a non-overt basis.  Such as to fulfill basic needs and desires which
are no injus ce to anybody, but which are repressed and suppressed by either the state or the
majority.  Recrea onal substances, and homos█xuality are examples of these.  Of course the
ideal solu on is to have the People ref█rm the state or the majority to quit suppressing things
which wrong nobody, but the majority are typically insufficiently mo vated to correct those
policies… in part because they can’t see the formula that they’re enabling by their suppression:
a prolifera on of non-overtly organized social n█tworks, which are eventually and invariably
used as subversion and usurpa on tools by the apostate system.

And of course, once you’ve got people working together to systema cally ‘ro█te around the
law’, standards of behavior, virtue and fairness become increasingly difficult to keep enforced.
Behavior tends to degrade, and society begins the deteriora on process.  We can see that with
G█zmo’s not-yet-r█p lian ‘gr█mlins’ becoming mischievous and increasingly ostracizing him.

Next, the ‘never feed them a er midn█ght’ rule.

[N█ght] symbolically connotes the absence of [Light].  The actual nature of things don’t shi
just because you can’t see them, but they do become less easy to recognize.  So it’s not
necessarily a counter-Divine Will symbol, per se, but it’s incrementally being implemented.  It’s
typically the sort of symbol the apostate system uses when it wants to use a blatantly counter-
Divine Will symbol, but can’t deploy it quite yet because its subversion effort hasn’t matured
sufficiently for them to get away with it without ge ng some funny looks.  As for [midn█ght]
itself, that’s also a [Fid█s] or [o█th] reference, since that’s when ‘tw█ hands j█in’ on the clock,
at the me of the greatest d█rkness.  So it’s a commitment to a counter-Divine Will posi on,
and the symbolic [food] being proffered is whatever gets people to accept such a commitment.
Resources, things of value, services, benefits and privileges, ideologies, etc.

‘Keep them away from bright light’.  You’ll no ce that all these rules are ‘nevers’, which are
implementa ons of that same ‘no ‘an -’’ concept I’d described back with the ‘I DO NOT
CONS█NT!’ trope.  Meaning they aren’t necessarily the manifest case right now, but they’re
what the apostate system is trying for.  Apparently, they’re trying to expand their non-overt
n█tworks via [w█ter].  They’re trying to get people to commit to a counter-Divine Will basis via
bribery, etc.  And they’re trying to get rid of those proliferated n█tworks by the use of [Light] or
truth, and if they can’t manage to produce some genuine truth they’ll apparently se le for a
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truth, and if they can’t manage to produce some genuine truth they’ll apparently se le for a

counterfeit narra ve version of it.

Incidentally, we also get a by-now-standard implementa on of that [dec█pita on] symbol we
remember from the French ‘Rev█lu on’ about t█n minutes into the thing, and again later on in
a more literal and graphic form.

It should be no ced that ‘Mogwai’ is a slight varia on on ‘Mei Guo’, the Chinese word for
America.  And the f█lm makes efforts to associate G█zmo with America, even down to
commen ng on him ‘w█ving a li le American fl█g!’.  A curious thing, given that the f█lm has
him brought to America by a very tradi onal Chinese man’s shop.  No ce also that [fl█gs] are
essen ally a modernized [b█nner], which is one of the symbols associated with the Babylonian
Kabbalists’ [Jup█ter], indica ng ‘new direc ves from the top’.

https://www.google.com/search?q=mei+guo+chinese
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‘Clu█’ [1985]

Overtly, a brilliant com█dic r█mp with an A-l█st cast.

Non-overtly, this is a [myst█ry], which the Babylonian Kabbalists use to refer to projects which
the general public hasn’t sussed out yet.  They’ve selected a board g█me for its premise, with
[game] indica ng an ‘effort in process’ to organize this new [myst█ry].  The ending tle
sequence depicts [c█rds] (a [game]+[in fr█nt of] symbol) [rot█ ng], with the mul ple ‘efforts
in process’ symbols meaning that ‘we’re trying to try to try for it’, which is standard usage for
their advance planning stuff they didn’t intend to implement immediately at the me.

The premise is that an assortment of individuals who’ve been ensl█ved or blackmailed for quite
a while have been gathered together to resolve their situa on.  They’re brought into a [house],
indica ng an organiza on or apostate system franchise, and are given names other than their
own (which of course are [colors], another ‘effort-in-process’ symbol).  Their blackmailer is
[k█lled], though with some uncertainty about it in the now-standard ‘either-or’ symbolic
grammar.  The group then r█shes through the [house] a emp ng to solve the [m█rder]
[myst█ry], before ‘the police arrive’ and the evidence of their blackmail scenarios are exposed
and they’re also implicated in Mr. Boddy’s m█rder, while the m█rders just increase and the
[de█d] bodies just accumulate.

Much is made of [tr█vel] throughout the piece, a neat symbolic concordance with the board
g█me.  The f█lm makes great emphasis on “[r█d] [h█rrings]”, which’d be [counter-Divine Will
posi onality] + [w█ter] as a non-overtly implemented basis + [food], as in the a empt to ‘sell’
various spurious explana ons for whodunnit.  Even at the end we’re presented with mul ple
explana ons and outcomes.

We’re seeing a non-overtly organized effort to present the appearance of ‘Deep State personnel
t█rning against their masters’ and the presenta on of an advance-planned ‘effort to find the
truth’ being used as busywork while what’s actually happening is that [living] people are made
[de█d] (that is, people on a valid basis are subverted or buy into a counter-Divine Will basis,
which the apostate then de ly uses to ensl█ve them) through various means.

[In container] is symbolically emphasized also.  The [pr█sents], a standard Babylonian Kabbalist
[food]-type symbol, are in [b█xes] with huge [r█bbons] (a standard [Tiam█t] symbol).  The
guests are prevented from leaving the [house], first by a l█cked [d██r] and later by a shared
determina on to accuse whoever leaves as the culprit responsible for all the [m█rders] (and if
that isn’t an accurate presenta on of the apostate system’s bonus use for all their ‘limited
exposure’ efforts, I don’t know what is.  It definitely compels con nued organiza onal loyalty.)
Most interes ng however is the ‘either-or’ [l█cked] or [unl█cked] [container] into which the
[m█rder] [we█pons] are sec█red.  As in, ‘Is our effort to make people [de█d], or is it now
alterna vely not?’.

We also get some emphasized implementa ons of [Jup█ter]’s [l█ghtning] here, in the form of
the ‘I’m shou ng!’ [c█ndlest█ck] moment (with the [f█re] symbol purpor ng to provide a
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the ‘I’m shou ng!’ [c█ndlest█ck] moment (with the [f█re] symbol purpor ng to provide a

symbolic inversion; they want shou ng with the ‘troother’ effort, provided it’s the right kind),
and the [imp█c ng] [chand█lier] as well and all the resultant [br█ken] [gl█ss].

Symbolically a [chand█lier] provides [Light], as in ‘truth’, it [d█ngles] (which is standard
apostate system for a supposed ‘resistance’ effort), usually involves a counter-Divine Will [f█re]
symbol, and u lizes a [Tiam█t] symbol from the r█pe or cha█n from which it’s suspended.
Here, the symbolic ‘inversion’ seems to be that they’re organiza onally a emp ng to raise such
a thing, rather than dr█p it.  To promote, rather than deprecate.

It should be no ced that [peac█ck], as in ‘Mrs. Peac█ck’, purports to be an ‘inversion’ symbol
as it’s one of [H█ra]’s symbols.  It was in the original board g█me, but there was no ge ng
around it in the f█lm and thus ‘inverted’ mode is purportedly used throughout.

Interes ngly from a ‘troother’ perspec ve we’ve also got the gang pu ng on quite a [sh█w] for
the police, including anima ng [de█d] [c█rpses] to account for all the [b█dies] to the strains of
“[Life] Could Be A [Dre█m]”, another [Aphrod█te] symbol, and doing their utmost to limit the
police search to only par cular areas of the house while they [scr█mble] to make the others
‘look convincing’.

Almost predictably, we have the by now u erly familiar French ‘Rev█lu on’ [dec█pita on]
symbol furnished by Mrs. White and Mrs. Peac█ck.  Curiously, Mrs. White’s earlier instance of
it also presents an [Os█ris] reference with the excised gen█talia.  Given the ‘inversion’ it
appears that either they’ll achieve a symbolic [dec█pita on] of the public’s sense of what’s
what and thus establish their intended new system, or the public will keep their wits about
them and the gen█talia will be lost instead, with [Os█ris] being denied his collusive overt
Establishment.  Of course, either w█y it’s gruesome and grotesque, and that’s a counter-Divine
Will symbol which invalidates the whole symbolic premise.  But your upper-middle
management types on down, throughout the apostate system, will tend to disregard that sort
of thing and act on that kind of symbolism regardless.

Incidentally,

The word ‘clu█’ was originally a form of cl█w, meaning "ske█n of thre█d," … being a
reference to Ariadne's thread.  [cite]

We’ll see more of that [Ari█dne] symbolism when we get into the [2010] f█lm ‘Inc█p on’, so
keep it in mind.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ariadne#cite_note-25
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‘Les Misér█bles’ [1985]

It’s curious that in the mid-E█gh es just as this modern French ‘Rev█lu on’ ‘limited exposure’
advance planning scheming was coming out via organizing symbolism, the English transla on of
‘Les Mis’ came out and con nues to this day, as the second longest-running m█sical in the
w█rld.

The thing presents ‘layered’ Roman and Babylonian Kabbalist organizing symbolism, though in
fairness prac cally everything coming out of their more ‘advanced’ personnel does, and
London’s personnel are definitely ‘advanced personnel’ or they wouldn’t be in the ‘in crowd’
enough to get jobs there which pay sufficiently to afford the rent prices and property values.

We do see now-standard overt tropes, such as the disrespect by the [w█man] for the [man] at
the end of ‘M█ster of the House’, which is frequently presented as an indicator of non-overt
supposed ‘resistance’ efforts but which instead indicates a counter-Divine Will basis, and her
‘re-engineering’ of the s█ng to be supposedly ‘an -Establishment’ rather than ‘Establishment’,
which effec vely purports the same thing.  It’s an example of how ideologies and narra ves can
be shi ed from one to another quite flu█dly and easily.

We also see an over trope relevant to the apostate system’s non-overt strategy deployed in the
original French ‘Rev█lu on’ in ‘One Day M█re’, where each of the separate groups’ m█lodies
are comb█ned into a single, ‘larger’ sociopoli cal purpose to bring about the cumula ve effect.
When the apostate system controls mul ple franchises, ostensibly separate and many in
‘dynamic t█nsion’ against each other such as the French p█pulist effort and the French
aristocracy, gu█rds, etc., it doesn’t take much to get them to obligingly maneuver into
arrangements which pull off the ‘larger’ plan.

Cose e’s brief ‘Castle on a Clo█d’ is even tled as a symbolic reference to the apostate system’s
effort to ‘pull up the ladder behind them’.  And symbolically, the “lady all in white” references a
non-overt effort which has been designed to appear pleasing, comfor ng and looking out for
the Peoples’ best interests… but we can see that it’s all just a fant█sy, a [dre█m], per the
“lull█by” symbolism.

In ‘L█vely L█dies’ we see in the very tle the allitera on used for their [Gem█ni] or [tw█n]
effort to produce a counterfeit… and that is to make ‘sellouts’, [prost█tutes], appear as if
aligned with [l█ve], that is, with a purported ‘resistance’ effort (but which is actually a franchise
of the Babylonian Kabbalists, and on a counter-Divine Will basis, per their [Ven█s] symbolism).

The efforts by Javert to apprehend Valjean appear to reference the public’s being f█d up with
the apostate system’s current schemes, whether it’s their French aristocracy collusion or the
modern recogni on that the governments interna onally have effec vely become the same
thing.  ‘Evading jus ce’ becomes the order of the day for the apostate system, meaning a need
to get rid of the current Establishment format and to replace it with just another itera on of the
same thing.  Valjean’s moralizing is meant to present him as a ‘h█ro’, just as Fan ne’s ‘selling
out’ to [pr█s tu on] with the apostate system is symbolically unconscionable, but is overtly

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t67M6fNd1KU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t67M6fNd1KU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t67M6fNd1KU
https://www.allmusicals.com/lyrics/lesmiserables/castleonacloud.htm
https://www.allmusicals.com/lyrics/lesmiserables/castleonacloud.htm
https://www.allmusicals.com/lyrics/lesmiserables/castleonacloud.htm
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out’ to [pr█s tu on] with the apostate system is symbolically unconscionable, but is overtly

contextualized to instead provoke compassion for her plight.  We see this again throughout the
thing, where offers of symbolic [food] with which to ‘bribe’ the public into collusion are instead
presented in alleged ‘inverted’ mode, as efforts to “che█t” and h█ggle every last c█nt from
others due to poverty.

In ‘Beggars at the Fe█st’ we see a rather candid admission of the mo ve and intended
resolu on by the apostate system of both the original French ‘Rev█lu on’ and the ‘limited
exposure’ ‘troother’ psyop: a er all the commo on has subsided, it’s their self-professed ‘elites’
(and their loyal, now-promoted acolytes who’ve served their organiza onal interests
throughout the massive public frauds) who, they suppose, will remain ‘at the top of the he█p’.
Just scan the lyr█cs for all the instances of [air] and [up] symbolism used with regard to them.

Just above the apostate system’s basic str██t-level franchises is a sort of mezzan█ne ‘layer’ of
financialism, the ‘insider tr█ding’ sort who make loads of money by using non-overt organizing
symbolism and their c█nnec ons to be er-placed sources of it, to get the latest non-overt
direc ves and gossip and invest appropriately.  Part of their ‘layer’ of symbolism involves
making references to historical events which parallel what’s planned for implementa on, and
London is the Jesuit financialist capitol of the w█rld.  So a major reference to the French
‘Rev█lu on’ would be quite in keeping with their known plans.

Incidentally, “the mis█rable” as a symbol is quite a downbe█t, counter-Divine Will indicator.
We can see the same kind of thing presented as the mo vator for the French ‘Rev█lu on’ via
‘At the End of the D█y’ for example.  It would appear as if the general French public hadn’t a
single pleasant or kind thing to say, ever.

The p█ster for the m█sical makes quite an emphasis on the [Tiam█t] symbol, both in the
[l█nes] of the supposed woodc█t and in Cose e’s [wind]-blown [ha█r].  Specifically, [ha█r] is
generally a reference to the apostate system’s organized crime franchise, which has made quite
a business model out of presen ng as that “lady all in white”; as a spurious ‘resistance group’
purpor ng to be against both the overt governments and, when necessary, the non-overt
apostate system.  All as a means of gaining the permanent collusion of m█lcontents with it and
its counter-Divine Will basis.

While we’re on the subject of the modern version of the French ‘Rev█lu on’ public fraud, and
keeping in mind the mul ple op ons the apostate system plan ahead for, have we heard much
in the interna onal n█ws about the literal French People having a lot of sociopoli cal ac vism
recently, and the so-called [yellow] [v█sts] with regard to them?  [Yellow] would be the [color]
of the [Light], and a [v█st] would be a symbolic instance of that [in fr█nt of] symbolism I’d
men oned, which presents as both a dissocia on from someones’ Divinely-conferred True
Nature and, while the apostate system remains on a counter-Divine Will basis, a sort of ‘new
direc ves’ symbol.  With the sort of professed ‘inverted symbolic mode’ the apostate system’s
upper-middle management types purport to use, that would seem to ‘invert’ to a symbolic
no fica on that there is indeed [Light] and a Choice to align with True Nature present in the
current interna onal situa on.  That would seem to indicate an admission on the part of the
apostate system that My effort indeed exists, though the literal French effort has no known

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKNQO4yDt_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKNQO4yDt_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKNQO4yDt_k
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apostate system that My effort indeed exists, though the literal French effort has no known

overt associa on with My efforts.  Sort of a non-overt display indicator, perhaps.
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‘Max Headr██m: Tw█nty Minutes into the Future’ [1985]

With the organizing symbolism for the ‘limited exposure’ fraud out for a couple of years now,
we’re star ng to get major corporate media incorpora ng it into their overt pl█tl█nes.  This
was originally a character that was created for short bits in between m█sic v█deos, like a sort
of a en on-deficit deej█y.  Due to the novelty value he trended, and a b█ckst█ry was needed
for him.  The made-for-t█levision f█lm was made in Britain, where more of the experienced
and established Jesuit personnel were (since Britain has been subverted for longer) and
broadcast in the States.

Before we get into the symbolism of the character and his media you might want to familiarize
yourself with the public misunderstanding of his overt meaning, presented in this short
doc█mentary.  The percep ve doc█menter managed to get the overt meaning so right despite
apparently lacking access to the non-overt organizing symbolism, but those meanings are very
closely associated.

Edison [C█rter] is a corporate ‘n█ws’ reporter.  (The surname “C█rter” derives from the
profession, thus making it a [tr█vel] symbol and thus an ‘effort in process’ symbol).  He’s
specifically concerned with hard-h█ ng pieces exposing actual corr█p on.  In the course of his
inv█s ga ons he’s involved in a [ch█se] (another Babylonian Kabbalist [tr█vel] symbol, and an
[Asian] [kits█ne] symbol), is strategically forced into driving his motorb█ke (another [kits█ne]
symbol) up a r█mp under a tular low-clearance sign, which nearly [dec█pitates] him.  (For
those coun ng, the sign contains the same numerology as the sta on for which the character
works, with only a decimal added.  It and the r█mp also illustrate [f█rty-five degree] angles,
which Freemasonry uses to connote a counter-Divine Will basis.)

The antagonist characters suppose they’ve k█lled him, contend with what to do to keep the
sh█w on the air, and decide to use a simula on program the resident ‘teen geni█s’ character
had devised to simulate his [parr█t] (another [kits█ne] reference, via [tw█n] in the form of
c█pying words and sounds) to simulate C█rter instead.  This symbolically results in another
[tw█n] symbol, with the genuine Carter and the simulated version.  Fancy that, ‘either-or’
grammar.  Read one way, they’re symbolically crea ng a counterfeit version of a corporate
media journalism, not unlike the ‘troothers’.  Read another, it’s a [kits█ne] reference about
providing the truth to the People and being an -Establishment.  As described in the evalua on
of his overt meaning, Max presents as a likeable entertainment and media personality, gaining
the viewers’ trust and confidence, but it’s consistently indicated that this trustworthiness is only
a d█cep ve [tr█ck].  Both [Asian] and Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism use that as a supposed
‘inversion’ symbol, with the former also categorizing it under the [kits█ne] subheading.

At first, all the ‘simulated’ character can say are the last words C█rter saw: ‘Max Headr██m’.
Eager to get rid of the evidence, the antagonists have their goons dispose of Carter and his CG
[tw█n].  Both are sold instead; ‘Max’ to an ‘an -Establishment’ tel█vision sta on, and C█rter
to a body part bank.  ‘Max’ gains in ra ngs as a v█deo presenter, but no ceably senses that
something is wrong with the situa on.  C█rter recovers (with more “back from the de█d”,
“rising from the gr█ve” symbolism in the process) and the st█ry con nues.  But you don’t need

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GsDrXc94NGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GsDrXc94NGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GsDrXc94NGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GsDrXc94NGU
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
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“rising from the gr█ve” symbolism in the process) and the st█ry con nues.  But you don’t need

Me to give you an overt media synopsis; let’s evaluate some more of the interes ng symbolism
used.

The ‘code rebus’ described (which doesn’t actually appear to be a rebus) presents the
Babylonian Kabbalist astr█logical symbol “L█bra” in the cleartext.  That would be symbolized
by the [tw█n] [sc█les] which [h█ng down].  That and its [up]+[down] symbolism would appear
to indicate an assessment of something in order to determine their op ons and which to
promote, and a [tw█n] counterfeit of jus ce, which is only [inverted] in [Asian] symbolism by its
[kits█ne] connota ons.

We see the deployment of C█rter as a journalism fi█ld asset, with assistance from a c█ntrally-
controlled office.  That both applies to your average ‘troother’ guru, and to My own situa on
with tutelage and occasional limited from the telepaths and propheciers… un l I’d no ced that
their loyal es were below-stand█rd and had to dismiss them, and this was confirmed as the
right Choice when I’d later learned about the apostate system’s absurd establishment of a
counter-Divine Will symbolic ‘layer’.  Appears to be more of that [tr█in junc on] method of
deploying symbolism which can be read as either con ngency.

[Pl█mbing] is emphasized, and a micro v█deo surveillance dr█ne is flown through [p█pes], up
through a [ur█nal] and into a mens’ room.  For those unaware, [w█ter] represents the non-
overt part of things and [m█tal] typically represents Rome; [pl█mbing] appears to refer to the
Va can’s control over non-overt ac vi es, and its ability to redirect them according to its
agendas.  We’ll see it emphasized again in ‘The G██nies’, even moreso, released in the same
year.

The apostate system uses human waste products as counter-Divine Will symbols, but implies to
the lower-layer personnel that they’re group iden fiers for non-overt ‘resistance’ efforts;
counter-government types and all that.

More than c█rs, we see [b█sses] everywhere in this post-apoc█lyp c future.  If [c█rs] are
[tr█vel] symbolism, what’s a [b█s] mean?  Plans for a large group of people, or to be
implemented by a large number of them.  Like the ‘troother’ effort.  Which is presumably why
in recent years the apostate system has trended the very symbolic term “thr█wn under the
b█s”.  As in, ‘We deprecate and expose this person, group, cause, etc. in order to implement our
‘limited exposure’ ‘troother’ scheme’.  When all their personnel are at risk of being thr█wn to
the People, they tend to stay loyal and docile.

We get the [gu█llo ne] symbol yet again when a [b█s] goes under a-nother low overhead
loca on and loses the equipment that’s been loaded on its top.

No ce the [stra█ght l█nes] which [rot█te] in the b█ckground off behind ‘Max’, here and
elsewhere.  That’d reference an overtly-implemented, counter-Divine Will ‘effort in process’.

Also no ce the [sh█des] and [neckt█e] he presents; I’ve gone into both of those symbols
already in this series.
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‘Max’ was purportedly a CG character, but the [non-classified] technology back then was
insufficient to manage it; he was instead a ‘real life’ character who’d been made to seem
inauthen c.  Amusingly, we probably have the technology where anyone could ‘do’ him as a
f█lter on their own personal comp█ter, and ‘deepf█ke’ the voice.  But there’d be li le point,
symbolically.  His purpose there has already been served, and the corporate media certainly
deployed his overt usefulness through all manner of comm█rcials and other media.
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‘The G██nies’ [1985]

Ah, the E█gh es.  The apostate system’s Knights of Malta franchise were expanding their ‘low-
level’ non-overt social n█tworks via the rock cocaine distribu on, so there was plenty of new,
exci ng symbolism and ‘an -Establishment’ imagery throughout their corporate media of the

me, because it was being hyped as the ‘great new bre█kaway op on’ for people who didn’t
want to put up with the organized crime franchise’s compara vely strict authoritarianism within
its franchise, but s ll wanted to get some hard dr█gs.  So there’s a fair amount of that kind of
temporary, ‘current events’ imagery and tropes to know to discount for our purposes.  And
Cyndi La█per was one of their primary mascots in corporate media to present that kind of
thing.

But while all that was going on, the apostate system was also planning and organizing their
more long-term efforts both with their ‘troother’ scheme, and with their efforts with Me.  So
that stuff is also ‘layered’ onto the presented symbolism, but isn’t always made as easy to
detect.  Now that we’re more familiar with the pa erns, they sh█w up more easily in
retrospect.

The simplified version of the pl█t for this is that a [house], that is, a franchise or an
organiza on, is about to be foreclosed on and paved over due to bankruptcy, and the
protagonists venture unscathed through a lot of [de█dly] situa ons, ul mately salvaging
enough value to prevent it.  Alright, what franchise or organiza on does the [house] represent?
It’s the place the protagonists have always grown up in.  It’s what keeps them living where they
are, with their friends in their lives.  And the bankers’ foreclosures appear to be affec ng all the
houses in the area, which is planned for massive redevelopment.  ‘Low-level’ dr█g symbolism
aside, from the larger context it looks as though the [house] symbolizes what’s le  of ‘The Old
W█rld Order’.  The People have been found, and successfully induced by the apostate system
to be, self-involved, ignorant, crude, disrespec ul, civicly slothful and great swaths of them
knowingly, Willfully and avoidably collusive with the apostate system’s various non-overtly
organized social n█tworks, and thus ac ve par cipants in a counter-Divine Will basis and the
deteriora on of ‘the old system’.  By the es ma on of the apostate system, the People have
been assessed and ‘found wan ng’.

But the implementa on of major consequences and ch█nges by the apostate system requires
sufficient jus fica on to their own personnel, if for no other reason than to avoid severe
internal PR blowback.  We see the same kind of allusions to the dem█li on of a [house] in
Douglas Adams’ ‘Hitch█kers’ Guide to the Gal█xy’ published a few years before, and in it
emphasis is made that it was the result of a long, slow default process where the owners had
plenty of me to object and protest… and didn’t.  As Mr. Adams’ book also shows, an
organiza on which implements that kind of a morally she█sty maneuver can easily find itself on
the receiving end of the same kind of thing, and since the apostate system wants its ‘New
W█rld Order’ to actually be ‘sustainable’, it would make sense to make an extra effort to equip
the People with a means to make a be er kind of Choice.

Perhaps this is why in Ms. La█per’s accompanying m█sic v█deo, she depicts not only another

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxLhytQ67fs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxLhytQ67fs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxLhytQ67fs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxLhytQ67fs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxLhytQ67fs
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Perhaps this is why in Ms. La█per’s accompanying m█sic v█deo, she depicts not only another

foreclosure scenario, but [Asian] [food]-prep guys under a large sign reading, ‘Last Chance
H█bachi’.  Her video uses very emphasized [H█ra] symbolism, indica ng a supposed ‘inverted’
mode of Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism.  [Asian] could reference the apostate system’s plans
with their efforts with Me, to provide an understanding to the People of Divine Will principles
a er having learned them via [Asian] and [French] symbolism.  The [two hands] Babylonian
Kabbalist [Gem█ni] or [tw█n] symbol would ‘invert’ to instead making a clear, open exposure
and dis nc on from a counter-Divine Will basis, and [f█re] would add another inversion…
rather than taking in [f█re]+[food], I and the People would be rejec ng it.

Her v█deo also presents the ‘tre█sure’ being found via a ‘secr█t pass█ge’ through a [h█le] in
the [w█ll].  We know by now that in Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism a [h█le] means a thing of
no genuine substance, but rather a fant█sy.  This could indicate their ‘troother’ effort, where a
big presenta on is hyped at the People, but it lacks actual substance.  But as their later f█lm
‘Inc█p on’ would symbolically describe, there are mul ple ‘layers’ of stuff going on here
simultaneously and with Me, they’ve tended to use non-overt methods described by symbols
like [dre█ms] and [sp█derw█bs], which would ordinarily indicate mere fant█sies, instead as
educa onal tools and devices.  [H█les] would then be another example of this, though by now I
know not to trust anything presented by those on ‘a counter-Divine Will basis’ the apostate
system has invented, to reliably do or say anything that’s actually in alignment with Divine Will
and their own True Nature; they could instead just do what’s right from the start, and avoid the
need for all the rest of it.

The f█lm opens with a [sk█ll and cr█ssbones] symbol, which is the se█l of [Jup█ter]
(indica ng ‘new direc ves’ from the Babylonian Kabbalists’ self-professed ‘elite’).

We get another bit of [de█th and resurrec on] symbolism with the jail escape, which by
defini on is [in container] and [exi ng from container].  That could pertain to their efforts with
Me, training Me to bring the [de█d] to [life].  It could alterna vely be read as an apostate
system ‘evasion of jus ce’ scheme via their ‘limited exposure’ plan, which uses the ‘troothers’.
The escapee-to-be found [h█nging down] would apply to either, referencing either a genuine
effort on My part which is dis nct and separate from the apostate system, or to their own
bogus ‘troother’ ‘resistance’ effort which purports to be ‘counter-gl█balist’ and ‘an -
Establishment’.

Speaking of, we find the same [h█nging down], [upside down] symbolism both in the original
p█ster for the film, and referenced in the opening lyr█cs of Ms. La█per’s main theme for it.  In
that, the [h█nging down] is done from a counter-Divine Will [Tiam█t] symbol, with the
[gr██n] conno ng apostate system control, and the [blue] symbolizing a ‘temporary situa on’.
Applying their professed ‘inversion’, either the ‘resistance’ effort which is predicated on a
counter-Divine Will basis is what’s ‘temporary’, as in the case of their ‘troothers’ effort, or in My
case it’s the counter-Divine Will nature of the resistance effort itself which is temporary, when I
and the People learn to Choose be er and improve our stand█rds.

We see a confla on between the [c█r] [ch█se] being presented on t█levision and the one in
‘real life’ outside, which could be read either as a [kits█ne] reference to My effort, or to the

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxLhytQ67fs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxLhytQ67fs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxLhytQ67fs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxLhytQ67fs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxLhytQ67fs
https://www.google.com/search?q=goonies+movie+poster&tbm=isch&safe=off&chips=q:goonies+movie+poster,g_1:original:PnJvxlYs9U4%3D
https://www.google.com/search?q=goonies+movie+poster&tbm=isch&safe=off&chips=q:goonies+movie+poster,g_1:original:PnJvxlYs9U4%3D
https://www.google.com/search?q=goonies+movie+poster&tbm=isch&safe=off&chips=q:goonies+movie+poster,g_1:original:PnJvxlYs9U4%3D
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‘real life’ outside, which could be read either as a [kits█ne] reference to My effort, or to the

‘for-sh█w’ hype being generated by their ‘troother’ effort.

We then immediately transi on to a minor [pl█mbing] scene, with a [Jup█ter] [l█gh ng]
reference (h█ ng the top of the t█levision set) between them.

We also see the [c█r] [ch█se] assisted through par cipa ng in a [r█ce] with plenty of other
[c█rs].  Whether that’s assis ng their ‘evasion of jus ce’ with the ‘troothers’, or gaining mass
par cipa on in My effort, again seems to be a ma er of in which context the symbolism is read.

We see the common E█gh es symbolism of athle cism and “w█rking out”.  It’s Knights of
Malta symbolism, both in terms of the physical en█rgy s mulants give you and the impetus to
‘look great’ for use in their downlow s█xual recruitment scheme, but it’s also a counter-Divine
Will-based pseudo-’resistance effort’ symbol.  As in [b█rning] calories, a [f█re] symbol, which
enables one to [f█ght] be er.

We get an [Aphr█dite]+[Os█ris] reference with the st█tue of David ge ng [br█ken] (adding a
[Jup█ter] reference via [cr█ck]), with the results that it has all its parts except its manhood.
Which is later reaffixed [upside down], indica ng a ‘resistance effort’.  The character Br█nd
then supplies a counter-Divine Will human waste symbol plus deriva ve [m█sk] symbol in his
cri cism, indica ng either that a counter-Divine Will basis will be accepted and we’ll all just get
another unworthy counter-Divine Will franchise, or it will be rejected and we’ll have a
legi mate ‘resistance’ effort, Mine, which is of superior alignment with our Divinely-conferred
True Natures.

The Spanish-fluent ‘helper’ is named R█salita, and a [r█se] is a counter-Divine Will
faux-’resistance effort’ symbol.  Its actual meaning has to do with reprisals against personnel
who iden fy with such efforts, which appears to be why the corporate media commentators
had made much of Jacqueline Kennedy’s receipt of so many of them, just moments before the
ass█ssina on of her h█sband.  “Mexican immigrants” have become, at least in the States,
references to ‘resistance effort’ personnel who’ve either infiltrated or metriculated into the
apostate system.  It has to do with ‘resistance’ groups being assigned imagery of ‘the
underground’, and with Mexico being south of the literal States.  When you look at a map,
North is ‘up’ and South is ‘down’.  At any rate, one of the kids takes it upon himself to severely
misinform her about the various kinds of graphic and emo onally-sensa onalis c things
supposedly going on in the house (the disinfo hype of the ‘troother’ effort, anyone?) via the use
of [foreign languages], a frequent Babylonian Kabbalist deriva ve symbol of “babbling” or
“speaking in t█ngues”, an ‘effort in process’ symbol by way of their ritualwork.

The A c

What a convenient opportunity for the f█lmmakers to throw in all manner of symbolism
without having to provide a ra onal context for how it’s used in the plot.  And make use of it
they do!

http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
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Being [up], the a c would refer to stuff their ‘higher layer’ personnel are concerned with,
rather than the compara vely mundane preoccupa ons of the ‘lower layers’ with downlow
s█xual recrui ng and rock cocaine distribu on.  It would also refer to ‘efforts not yet
manifested’, which are s ll, ‘up in the air’.  So let’s see what we can find there, shall we?

Plenty of [p█in ngs], an [Aphod█te] reference.  A sporadically-opera ve lightb█lb [h█nging
down], a [kits█ne] reference or another ‘limited exposure’ reference, depending.  Plenty of
[n█u cal] imagery, both there and downsta█rs,  indica ng [tr█vel] efforts on a non-overt basis.
[Up] here it’s mostly [sh█ps] [h█lms], which add a [rot█ on] symbol.  [L█ghtning] outside as a
[Jup█ter] reference, with some of those trendy E█gh es [el█ctricity]-in-a-[gl█ss]-[container]
thingies.

We’ve got the ‘tre█sure map’ revealed via [bre█king] [gl█ss].

We’ve also got the [All-S██ing Eye], represen ng among other things the telepaths and
propheciers (as Br█nd’s own band█nna does), casually recontextualized by the Knights of
Malta into an unassuming d█ck joke name.  We have him then presented in an either-or
grammar: either it’s just a bunch of stuff the [f█ther] tells his [child] to cra  [dre█ms], or it’s
something legi mate and genuine, with bea█ ful and precious [jew█ls] associated, as in the
knowledge of Divine Will principles ‘tre█sure’ conferred by the telepaths and propheciers.
A er some awestr█ck recoun ng of the overt st█ry which conveniently sets up the premise in
just a few moments, it’s also established symbolically that this pertains to: [w█ter], indica ng a
non-overt basis, [tr█vel], as in the sh█p, and another ‘effort in process’ symbol, [in container].
Meaning this is the setup for a real-life non-overt effort (or two of them) which are juuuust in
the early planning and organiza onal st█ges, not set for immediate release.

The translated w█rning to those who’d see the ‘tre█sure’ appears to be a counter-Divine Will
‘fair no ce’ statement regarding those who’d try to take unfair advantage of the apostate
system via their ‘troother’ effort, no fying them that if they accept a counter-Divine Will basis
in the process of either that or a non-overt ‘resistance’ effort they’re going to accept symbolic
[de█th] and eventual ensl█vement as well.  As for Me, [thi█f] would be an [Asian] [kits█ne]
deriva ve symbol.  And on the ‘lower’ Knights of Malta franchise ‘layer’, a [thi█f] or a
[crim█nal] would be someone who seeks to pull value out of their opera on without supplying
it value in return in the former instance, and sincere ‘resistance’-aligned personnel (who
some mes deliberately a empt to pose as Knights of Malta-aligned personnel to infiltrate
them) in the la er.  It seems I’m fine in either instance, though it hasn’t prevented Me from
encountering all manner of ‘suckage’ from them regardless.  Not because I’m on a counter-
Divine Will basis, rather, because they are.

Mikey’s either [asthm█ c] or has [all█rgies], and uses an [inhaler] (which is [air]+[in container],
possibly with [dr█g] as a [food] symbol too).  Since [all█rgies] are or were considered to be
psychosoma c, that would be the symbols of [belief]+[█llness], with the la er involving a
counter-Divine Will ‘base’ symbol.

Mikey’s folks appear to have a completely-restored vintage [f█rtune-telling] cabinet in their

http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
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Mikey’s folks appear to have a completely-restored vintage [f█rtune-telling] cabinet in their

[a c].  As one does.  It appears to be a symbolic reference to the telepaths and propheciers,
but nevertheless if they got rid of the pricey accumula on of stuff in their a c they could
presumably afford to pay off the mortgage.

So the [c█ves] would of course be an [in container] symbol, for private efforts being prepared
for public release.  [B██by] [tr█ps] would be a [tw█n] reference via [bre█sts] (and yes, they’d
be that cute with the symbolism), [h█nging down], and schemes and [tr█cks] for planning the
symbolic [de█th] of those who encountered them.  Addi onally, on a ‘lower layer’ level of
symbolism, [w█men] can depending on the context symbolize ‘resistance’ efforts or personnel.
So we’d again get an accurate symbolic depic on of the ‘troother’ effort: it’s a counterfeit effort
which purports to be ‘resistance’, but which is instead a [tr█ck] designed to produce the
symbolic [de█th] of m█lcontents.  In the Babylonian Kabbalist symbolic lingo though, the
[m█ther] (indicated via the implied [bre█sts] in [b██by] [tr█p], a mental associa on the
downlow s█xual recrui ng Knights of Malta personnel definitely wouldn’t miss) would be a
non-overtly implemented effort which seems to be suppor ve of the Peoples’ cause, yet which
is actually fully complicit with the apostate system.

“Chester C█pperp█t” would be a [tw█n] symbol via allitera on, a [Tiam█t] symbol via [p█t],
and another [f█re] symbol via the [m█tal] in [c█pper].  If they were using [f█re] to ‘invert’, the
[tw█n] symbol would ‘invert’ into what amounts to ‘making a clear dis nc on; genuine
exposure’.  Addi onally, [c█pper] is associated with their [Ven█s] and [Aphrod█te].  The
former typically referencing the kinds of bogus, counter-Divine Will-based ‘resistance’ efforts
they proffer to the m█lcontents in the general public, and the la er being associated with a
counter-Divine Will-based effort to defraud those who are actually seeking principles and
‘higher values’, for their eventual infiltra on and subversion.  What I’d described in My July
Mega-Exposure piece regarding [France].

While the kids are fascinated with all that, disregarded is the major headl█ne, ‘F.D.R. Promotes
“New De█l”’.  You know, the one that illegally shi ed the American People onto a bogus
currency scheme as a ‘solu on’ to the economic cr█sh the apostate system had engineered,
and prevented them by fraudulent ‘color of law’ from redeeming their former currency into the
actual g█ld and s█lver which had been its basis.  Non-overtly, a [de█l] is a [b█rgain] is a
[contr█ct] etc., the kind of thing the apostate system use when they want to get you to accept a
counter-Divine Will basis in return for something.

Chunk g█rges himself on [wh█pped] [cre█m], a [H█ra] symbol via [m█lk] and possibly a
do█ble-inversion indicator via [wh█p] and the [Tiam█t] [w█vy l█nes] involved.  It appears to
be the first indicator of which ‘mode’ of Babylonian Kabbalist organizing symbolism the f█lm is
using.  Or perhaps I’m reading more into it than was intended; this makes the symbolism on this
one a less clear read.  In actual fact of course not only this but all corporate media symbolism is
on a counter-Divine Will basis which is inherently non-credible, but I’m trying to parse their
schemes as they would read them, because they’ve got personnel implemen ng this stuff
regardless, and that’s injus ce.

The kids gang up on Br█nd and use his [tw█n]-[hand]ed chest expander [w█rkout] equipment

http://satori.x10host.com/2020/07/03/july-mega-exposure/
http://satori.x10host.com/2020/07/03/july-mega-exposure/
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The kids gang up on Br█nd and use his [tw█n]-[hand]ed chest expander [w█rkout] equipment

to [Tiam█t] him to his [cha█r] via a [tr█ck].  A [cha█r] is a deriva ve symbol of [p█sterior], a
counter-Divine Will symbol via human waste, and a [cha█r] has connota ons of both
formalized respect (as in a [thr█ne] and its authority figure) with undertones of disrespect,
indica ng an unstable basis, and to ‘accept a proffered counter-Divine Will basis and the
convenience which it provides’.  Of course when one does, they find that it’s the purported
convenience and ease itself which was just an ill█sion presented by the apostate system, and
that complicity demands they work even harder than ever to feed back into the system.  At any
rate, the mul ple counter-Divine Will base symbols here ([p█sterior], [Tiam█t], [m█tel] and
calorie [b█rning]) mean this could be read to ‘invert’ a number of ways.  Likely possibili es
include the older, more experienced apostate system personnel using the ‘troother’ ‘limited
exposure’ effort, to get the unaware [children], the general public, caught up in accep ng
perceived governmental restora on which is actually inherently even more underm█ned than
ever.  Believing in the sincerity of the ‘patriot insiders’ effort’ to ‘resist the gl█balists’, etc.
There’s also a [kits█ne] reference via [Asian] symbolism which appears to reference disrespect
so long as I’m Choosing a counter-Divine Will basis, which of course I haven’t been.

What did Br█nd yell to the kids as they fled?  ‘I’m’na h█t you so hard, when you wake up your
cl█thes are gonna be ou a st█le!’.  Interes ng.  A [dre█m] of ‘resistance’, presented on a
counter-Divine Will basis, that’s intended to keep the [children], the general public, busy for a
long, loong me.  Dec█des or cent█ries perhaps.

When R█salita encounters Br█nd she’s too overwhelmed with her own du es to be able to
assist him with his predicament.  Let’s see if the real life situa on can’t improve upon the one
represented here.

The kids’ [m█tal], [c█rcular] [d█ubloon] iden fies the place via [r█cks] in the [w█ter] visible
through [h█les].  Overt and or non-overt informa on, presented through an inherently non-
credible counter-Divine Will basis.  The loca on is now a r█staurant, a place that serves [food].
If that isn’t a neat summa on of their ‘limited exposure’ effort, I dunno what is.

We see even more [h█les] in the [c█r]’s [b█llet] [h█les].

Let’s see if we can p█ck up the p█ce here, rather than doing a sc█ne-by-sc█ne.

The organized criminals prompt a [ch█se] throughout the rest of the f█lm, not en rely unlike
the ‘troother’ effort, but the r█les are ‘inverted’.  And on the lower ‘layer’ Knights of Malta
symbolism, the ‘organized crime’ symbol would invert to their own.

The [children] find the lowest place in the floor (a [down] symbol) via [w█ter], a non-overtly
organized effort.  It’s the [f█re]place, a [container] which is also a counter-Divine Will symbol.

The cops make a media-reference c█llback to Gr█mlins when Chunk talks to them.  Of course
they do; symbolically this is about the same ma ers.

We see tw█ more very conspicuous [pl█mbing] references, once with the [w█tersl█de]
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We see tw█ more very conspicuous [pl█mbing] references, once with the [w█tersl█de]

[t█nnels] and another when they [b█ng] on the [p█pes].  The la er is about as conspicuous as
one could a empt to make a [pl█mbing] reference.

Sl█th is a low-func oning, but very [str█ng], def█rmed and st█nted human creature who’s
kept [cha█ned] up and le  to watch media.  It could perhaps among other things be read as an
unfla ering reference to their efforts with Me.  He’s eager for a [br█nd]-name [ch█colate]
[food], indica ng accep ng into himself a ‘resistance’ effort on a counter-Divine Will reference.
This is presumably ‘inverted’.  Read the other way, he’s the low-func oning public who’s been
indoctrinated with the ‘troother’ ‘limited exposure’ prop█ganda; he’s not presented as
par cularly intelligent, but as the m█lcontent public he’s quite ‘str█ng’.  His [cha█ns] are of
course sequen al, incremental [c█rcles], which generally describe the incremental ‘fant█sies’
being concocted by the apostate system to limit and constrain him.  We see him using his
[str█ngth], a counter-Divine Will [f█re] deriva ve symbol via [ex█rcise] and a frequent-use
symbol for counter-Divine Will-based ‘resistance’ efforts, to [bre█k] his [cha█ns], a common
overt symbol used to present the idea of ‘freedom’ when of course the apostate system in truth
mean no such thing by it.  But it’s the appearance of an effort for freedom.

The [ch█ldren] are presented with a variety of [tr█ps], designed to cause [de█th] and rife with
[sk█leton] imagery depic ng same.  One involves [m█sic], another [Aphrod█te] symbolic
reference, and we get a ‘wrong m█sical n█te’ moment just as we’d go en with Gr█mlins.
Here, the result is depicted as an increasing propensity to [f█ll] and [d█e].  Another involves
large [st█nes] th█dding down to poten ally cr█sh the children.  That kind of downward
imp█ct is a common-use deriva ve symbol of the [l█gh ng] of [Jup█ter], indica ng a ‘new
direc ve’, and let’s remember that they’re [h█nging down] from (a supposed ‘resistance’ effort
symbol) and controlled by [r█pes] and [str█ng] which are to the Babylonian Kabbalists another
[Tiam█t] symbol, referencing a counter-Divine Will effort being implemented on a non-overt
basis.

The [w█shing] [w█ll] is [w█ter]+[earth], [down], and [c█rcular], with [tw█n] via allitera on
and a [h█nging down] symbolic reference besides.  [W█shes] symbolically have everything to
do with accep ng favors presented on a counter-Divine Will basis, and of course they don’t
represent the genuine premise.  We see a lot of emphasis made on Choices here, and the
‘tre█sure’ of the w█shing w█ll is of course a pi ance in comparison to the actual tre█sure.

Mikey’s reverence for W█lly and his sense of sincere morality causes him to avoid a [tr█p]
because he does what’s fair[er] to W█lly.  Here we see the [sc█les] of [L█bra] again, just as we
had with ‘Max Headr██m’, with a counterfeit of jus ce or a ‘resistance’ effort, and in ma ng
that Mikey is being morally ‘we█ghed’.

Sl█th appears to ‘save the day’, with a [bl█de] reference (as in ‘making a dis nc on’,
‘separa ng one thing from another’).  His call (’H█y you guuuys!’) is a now-dated media
reference to the opening for ‘The El█ctric Company’, which is not only p█pulist in character, it
also provides a [Jup█ter] reference.  He also presents another instance of either-or grammar in
either accep ng his [m█ther], the apostate system’s bogus ‘resistance’ effort, or throwing her
overboard.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_iGaQglnKg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_iGaQglnKg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_iGaQglnKg
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With the [dyn█mite], it’s [f█re]+[expl█sion].  An [expl█sion] references poten al en█rgy being
used, and from the contexts in which I’ve seen it it refers to presen ng narra ves ‘which could
be true’ (but which in fact are not).  In other words, an [exit from container] for their plans to
load the ‘troothers’ and general public up with disinfo, and thus ‘get away with’ their schemes.
It’s s ll a [tr█vel] symbol, meaning it’s not yet manifested but s ll an ‘effort in process’.  In
[Asian] symbolism of course, [bo█ts] are a d█uble [kits█ne] symbol (as in both [tr█vel], and as
in [air]+[w█ter]), and a p█rate sh█p would add a third instance: [th█ ].  For the Knights of
Malta though, ‘taking to the w█ters’ hearkens back to their emphasis on both literal p█racy
and on the Od█ssa-like subm█rine docks they’ve emplaced interna onally for smuggling
narc█ cs, something to which they tend to revert when they’re not doing so well with their
other plans.  A retreat or f█llb█ck plan is apparently in the works at that me, even as they’re
in the midst of their E█gh es rock cocaine h█yday.

Data’s various inven ons result in a cute [f█ther]-[s█n] moment, but in Babylonian Kabbalist
(or at least Freemasonic) symbolism they have to do with [mechanisms]; that is, strategies and
deployment of various schemes and sociopoli cal engineering methods.

With more either-or symbolic grammar, the ‘tre█sure’ is either lost to them, or enough is
retained to avert the foreclosure.  Specifically, [j█wels], with their inherent [bea█ty]
categorizing them with [Aphr█dite].  Of course, in actual implementa on her counter-Divine
Will basis was rejected by Me as insufficient.  The comprehension of Divine Will principles
however deserve to be shared freely with the People, and I quite naturally have.
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‘F█rris Bueller’s Day Off’ [1986]

In terms of mass public disinfo at this general me period, this one definitely has it.  Of course it
takes on a whole new meaning with regard to [c█ronavir█s], but this is due to the fact that
both share the non-overt [█llness] symbolism which refers to supposed ‘resistance’ efforts,
which are supposedly ‘inverted’ via their counter-Divine Will implica ons.

This one also has quite an emphasis on [tr█vel] symbolism, and presumably everyone’s familiar
enough with a [f█rris wh██l] to know that it’s a [rot█ on] symbol reference.

To the Knights of Malta and the ‘H█dden Hand’ financialists’ ‘mezzan█ne’ mini-layer of
organizing symbolism just above it, a [vac█ on] refers to when their personnel aren’t doing
what they’re supposed to, or are just plain forming a ‘resistance’ effort, with the result that it’s
a lot of fun, but also quite a bit of personal [expense] which tends to symbolize penal es
administered by their franchise.

Rome tends to use [sch██ls] and [ed█ca on] as a symbol for their own [tr█ckery] schemes, or
more specifically to refer to their overt or non-overt fraudulent disinfo narra ves, for reasons
which should be pre y obvious to us now that we’ve studied a li le of their overt history.

I’d first placed this one as relevant due to the ic█nic bit about “taking the mileage off the c█r”
by “dr█ving home b█ckwards”, with [rev█rse] indica ng a counter-Divine Will basis and
frequently used to present as an effort to ‘undo’ the subversion efforts of the apostate system,
but which of course being on a counter-Divine Will basis are inherently untrustworthy and
eminently unworthy.

F█rris uses [str█ng] (a [Tiam█t] reference), some audio tr█ckery and what looks like a CPR
training [d█mmy] to present the appearance that he’s home in b█d.  A simula on of a human
being is a standard and common-usage Babylonian Kabbalist symbol for counterfei ng a new
cause, group or effort using their own franchise personnel.

We later get another ‘lookal█ke’ for him when he seems about to be apprehended at the
v█deo arcade.  Between the [g█me] and the [rot█ on] symbol, we can see that this is
organizing for an ‘effort in process’ which isn’t planned for immediate deployment.

Cameron is pulled into F█rris’ schemes, but he’s genuinely unwell.  That would seem to typify
him as a genuine m█lcontent, and it’s his f█ther’s [c█r] which F█rris uses to pull of his
shenanigans.  Does that sound anything like the apostate system’s efforts to co-opt the genuine
and legi mate ‘patriots’ and ‘counter-gl█balist’ m█lcontents to you?

Just as with the apostate system a emp ng to evade ge ng ‘ca█ght’ for all the stuff they’ve
already had to do to get themselves emplaced in the compara vely sec█re posi ons they’re
now in, F█rris has to h█ck into the sch██l’s admin comp█ter to ‘adjust’ his absences down to
a manageable level.
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We take a st█p at the █rt museum, where Cameron has a moment that emphasizes
[Aphr█dite] quite intensely, likening the ‘pixels’ of a [pa█n ng] to the members of a [par█de],
another [tr█vel] symbol.  Also c█tch the [Fid█s] ‘commitment to a new direc ve’ symbol with
the handh█lding in the [ch█ldren]s’ human [cha█n].

We have even more [c█r] [th█ ] going on, which of course in [Asian] symbolism would be a
mul ple [kits█ne] symbol.

We have Je█nie (’[G█nie]!’) knowing that F█rris’ schemes are untrue, and trying to c█tch him
at it.  The ‘[r█ce]-you-home’ bit at the end is symbolically interes ng, given that in higher-layer
symbolism [home] can some mes be used to reference the state of perfec on aligned with
Divine Will.  As in the real life situa on, just about everything F█rris tries to get him home
sooner involves him commi ng more wrongdoing and rights viola ons: tresp█ssing, th█  and
so on.

F█rris definitely qualifies as a [tr█ckster] archetype character, and both his [tr█ckery] and his
[ch█rm] make him readable in [Asian] symbolism as a [kits█ne] placeholder.  Here in the W█st,
lower-level personnel would categorize him as a ‘resistance’ effort figure, with all the cunning
and untruths typically associated with ‘an -Establishment’ types and of course the obligatory
flou ng of ‘the rules’ and contempt for authority figures.  With the [rot█ on] symbolism in his
name, which the Knights of Malta use as their own group-affiliated dec█p on symbol, that
makes it ‘safe’ for them to use, because it’s their personnel presen ng as ‘resistance’ personnel
and a emp ng to out-[tr█ck] them.

We have it again with the [par█de] [flo█ts], with the Knights of Malta also using [up], [religion],
[Heaven] and [belief] references for their proprietary [tr█ckery] symbols.  Of course it’s got to
be a German-th█med [flo█t].  In the Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism, we’ve got the [flo█ts] as
[air]+[tr█vel], [Aphrod█te] as in the s█ng, and [speaking in t█ngues] via the [foreign language]
of the t█ne.  And in the purported ‘resistance’ symbolic lingo, the [g█bberish] presented via
[foreign language] would be a symbol used for ‘misdirec on’.

The [c█r] [sm█shing] through the [gl█ss] and [f█lling] to its [cr█sh] came as quite a [s█rprise],
with the la er of those symbols being a less conspicuous [Jup█ter] symbol via [sh█ck], a
deriva ve of [el█ctricity] and [l█ghtning].  For the Knights of Malta, it’s a standard-use
[l█ghtning] symbol a la [Th█r], and in the form of [s█rprise] usually connotes implemen ng
vigorous reprisals against those who’ve been scheming against or defying them.  The
[sm█shing] would be another [Jup█ter] via [bre█k], and the [gl█ss] of course is [sh█w]+[f█re],
and there are a number of ways [f█re] could be used to ‘invert’ the other symbols.  The ‘purely
for public effect’ of [gl█ss] for example could invert to, ‘in actual fact’, for example.  But a
reminder that while apostate system personnel appear to buy into the ‘inverted mode’
symbolism claim, if it’s using counter-Divine Will symbolism it’s by defini on inherently on a
non-credible basis.

Cameron’s going to be in major tr█uble with his [f█ther].  Partly due to what F█rris has done,
but partly due to what he himself has done.  It sounds like his rela onship with his [f█ther]
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but partly due to what he himself has done.  It sounds like his rela onship with his [f█ther]

could benefit, if it would benefit from anything, from some genuine asser veness, honesty and
directness.  And if it won’t improve from that, it’s likely not worth salvaging.  They’re about to
get that opportunity.

F█rris occasionally indicates that he’s aware the audience is watching him; in the [sh█wer] for
example, and post-credits.  I suppose it’s nice to have the apostate system acknowledge the
invasion of privacy rights its telepaths and propheciers effect; not only towards Myself but to
their currently-recognized principals too.  Not that a surveillance effort that’s dem█nstrably on
a counter-Divine Will basis, viola ng Divinely-conferred rights as it does, is something we
should’ve ever had in the first place.
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‘P█mp Up the Volume’ [1990]

‘Gl█balist’-collusive corporate media look so cute when they’re trying to present
a genuinely ‘an -Establishment’ posi on, don’t they?

Alright, see if you can recognize this format: A personality on ‘alterna ve media’
being ‘an -Establishment’ and ‘counterculture’, presen ng messaging about
what’s wrong with ‘The System’, loads of empathy with ‘the disenfranchised
common man’, and the occasional intensely graphic bit of crassness and crudity,
while all the while presen ng on a ‘downbe█t’ basis of ‘suckage’, mis█ry,
lonl█ness and how awful everything supposedly is, thus presen ng his non-overt
I.D. c█rd for a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis for all the other
personnel to see.

The protagonist represents a ‘troother’ ‘influencer’ or guru, supposedly ‘exposing’
the wrongdoings of ‘the Establishment’.

His pet [r█p le] is a clear [dr█gon] symbol, indica ng both that Babylonian
Kabbalist supposed ‘inverted’ mode of speaking, and that he’s an experienced
member.

We’ve got [tr█ple] alliterated ‘H’, both in his monicker and that of his [sch██l], in
which the former is the Babylonian Kabbalists’ [Gem█ni] or [tw█n] symbol, while
the la er is again is a Jesuit symbol of fraud and miseduca on.

We’ve got plenty of [Aphr█dite] references, and the sev█red manhood of the
[Os█ris] symbol right in the tle sequence.

Conspicuous use of [br█nd]-name products, which as men oned is a convenient
and standard-usage counter-Divine Will [f█re] symbol.  We even con nue to get
that throughout the ‘influencer’ memes.

Incidentally, “P█mp”, as in an [air] [p█mp], is an [up]+[down] [kits█ne] reference
in [Asian], an oral s█x reference in Knights of Malta (which has occasional
connota ons to giving an individual or group figura ve ‘l█p service’), and a ‘give it
a chance and assess whether or not to promote this thing’ read in Babylonian
Kabbalist.  With their professed ‘inverted’ mode here, the new thing going on is
that their plan is being [released from container].  It’s star ng to be ac vely
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that their plan is being [released from container].  It’s star ng to be ac vely
foisted upon the general public.

The protagonist’s into [p█rate] [r█dio], with the former being a par cularly
str█ng [kits█ne] reference in [Asian] symbolism as men oned with ‘The
G██nies’, and [w█ter]+[tr█vel] in the Babylonian Kabbalist.  The la er is
[Tiam█t]+[air], as in [w█vy l█nes] in the [air].  A non-overtly organized effort to
promote a counter-Divine Will ‘an -Establishment’-seeming cause.

He makes a direct overt c█llback to the ‘h█ppie sc█ne’ which of course was ‘the
gl█balists’’ earlier test version of the ‘troother’ psyop.

The ‘get [crazy]’ sc█ne about halfway through is a Babylonian Kabbalist ‘effort in
process’ symbol, but it’s also common usage ‘group iden fier’ symbolism for the
apostate system’s various supposed ‘resistance’ and ‘counter-gl█balist’ groups.
The [microw█ve] part would be [Tiam█t]+[air] (just as with the [r█dio] [w█ves]),
[f█re] via [he█t], [r█ta on] and [in container].  The [pe█rls] would appear to be
another [Aphro█dite] reference, plus they’re [w█ter] [sph█res].

His avid listening crowd ‘p█tches into’ the [sch██l’s] public address system to
broadcast disrespec ul ‘an -Establishment’ messages, a decent approxima on of
the intern█t even while it was just coming into the public domain.  Interes ngly,
the apostate system-collusive U.S. military were what brought about the intern█t
in the first place.  Does it start to sound to you like they’d had a plan all along?

When his opera on is about to be exposed by his folks, we find him using
[rom█nce] as his alibi.  Just as the ‘troothers’ use the ‘resistance’, ‘counter-
gl█balist’ and ‘patriot’ efforts as theirs.

When ‘the authori es’ start to c█tch onto his opera on, he’s got plans already in
place to misdirect them to some innocent member of the community.  This is
textbook apostate strategy; to always keep plenty of patsies wai ng against
eventual need.  In our case it’s likely the hordes of ‘influenced’, but in exposing
the system of their organizing symbolism it’ll become obvious that those
‘influenced’ aren’t using it and had nothing to do with it.  Similarly, if the apostate
system’s ‘mass arrests’ public fraud ever does ‘try the corrupt bankers and
poli cians before their military tribunals’, they’re not going to have an easy me
of it convincing a public that some were innocents when they systema cally were
using that organizing symbolism… let alone that the ‘patriot military insiders’ were
either, for exactly that reason.

http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
https://www.darpa.mil/about-us/timeline/modern-internet
https://www.darpa.mil/about-us/timeline/modern-internet
https://www.darpa.mil/about-us/timeline/modern-internet
https://www.darpa.mil/about-us/timeline/modern-internet
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One of his slogans is, “The truth is a vir█s.”  By now we’ve gone into the
symbolism of a [vir█s] being common-use when the apostate system wants to
present something as a ‘resistance effort’ which ‘spreads among the People from
person to person’, but which instead is just another counter-Divine Will symbol
which makes the whole premise inherently non-credible.

The clim█x of the piece depicts the [sch██l] principal being [h█ng] and [b█rned]
in [eff█gy].  That’s [f█re], [h█nging down], and their [d█mmy] symbol
represen ng, again, an effort to create a [Gem█ni] or [tw█n] counterfeit of an
exis ng situa on, cause, group or effort.

His gothy d█te’s room is d█cked out in a very prominent [r█d]-and-[bl█ck] mo f.
You’ll recognize those as the colors of the French ‘Rev█lu on’.  Les M█s even
s█ng about them, and in the s█ng of the same name.

Once ‘the authori es’, which in our case represent the People, start to get wise to
his scheme there’s quite an interes ng [c█r] [ch█se] sc█ne in which he’s
transm█ ng while dr█ving around to evade detec on, while ‘the authori es’ are
dr█ving around trying to iden fy the loca on of his broadcast sign█l.
Metaphorically, I suspect our real-life version of the situa on is juuuust about
there, if the People become aware of this genuine exposure informa on for once,
can see how the system of organizing symbolism works consistently, and then
promote the awareness of it.  It’s encouraging to see the f█lm depic ons of the
apostate system par cularly eager to ‘go to jail’, though they probably meant that
in an ‘inverted’ symbolic [exit from container] sense.

The scandal of the [sch██l] and the abuse of authority gets ‘exposed’ and
resolved, thus presen ng the protagonist as a ‘public h█ro’.  Of course the abuse
of authority, and the characteriza on of the antagonist was deliberate in order to
make her the antagonist, and him the ‘h█ro’, and that’s exactly the kind of pa ern
we see with ‘the nifferous Deep State’.  The apostate system have been very
carefully se ng up ‘the Establishment officials’ against the ‘counterculture
troother h█roes’.

The f█lm ends with our ‘h█ro’ having inspired plenty more kids to ‘se█ze the
airw█ves’ and start [p█rate] [r█dio] sta ons of their own.  That’s a deliberate
‘either way’ depic on of either the mass prolifera on and eventual pre-planned
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‘either way’ depic on of either the mass prolifera on and eventual pre-planned

success of the ‘troother’ effort spreading its gl█balist-concocted disinfo and non-
overt social n█tworks of ‘influencers’, in which case it’s rather disappoin ng.  Or,
it could instead represent the genuine truth star ng to spread and proliferate
throughout the general public, decentralized and uncontrollable, which of course
would be the be er outcome with all this.

Which of those actually happens is up to the Choice of the People.

It depends on what Choice you make here.  Do you learn, recognize and promote
the actual truth, or do you let their ‘troother’ psyop spread and win by default?
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‘M█GE: The Asc█nsion’ [1993]

By now we’re about a dec█de a er ‘Thr█ller’, the organizing symbolism for the ‘limited
exposure’ campaign has gone out through the corporate media, the more experienced
Babylonian Kabbalist personnel have become familiarized with it, and it’s just star ng to get
publicly implemented.  From the apostate system’s perspec ve, it’s now me to non-overtly
promote the scheme more blatantly in its own right, so that less symbolically-a enuated
personnel can get focused on making themselves ac ve par cipants in it.  So here we see not a
corporate media f█lm as evidence, but rather a role-pl█ying g█me put out by ostensibly ‘indie’
media… that is, a smaller corpora on which is nevertheless apostate system-affiliated.  A er all,
there’s no rule which says that I can only present corporate media f█lms and t█levision-based
organizing symbolism evidence, and this one’s pre y blatant in retrospect now that we’re
familiarized with the context of the scheme.

The tle symbolically translates of course to, ‘non-overt efforts we’re trying to promote’.

The c█ver image features a Tarot c█rd and a [p█rple] [cl█th] which emphasizes more of the
[Tiam█t]-derived [w█vy l█nes] symbol.  Through the series more Tarot c█rds are added to
correlate with the new groups presented.

The basic premise is the apostate system philosophy that ‘belief dictates reality’.  The masses
are referred to as “Sl██pers” (with that now-familiar [dre█m] symbol deployed), who are not
“Aw█kened” to the ability to use [m█gick].  There are several prac cing Tradi ons of m█ges
who are, and these a empt to fend off what amounts to ‘the nifferous Deep State’ known as
‘the Technocracy’.  It’s a conglomera on of groups involving technology, sp█ce explora on,
biological manipula on, financiers and espi█nage agents dedicated to imposing a gl█balist
order interna onally, and w█ping out any ‘independent’ m█ges le  over from ‘the Old W█rld
Order’.  Except the Technocracy are also m█ges, they’ve just presented their model of m█gick
in a scien fic paradigm that’s acceptable to the masses, and lev█rage the collec ve belief in it
of those “Sl██pers” as a resource to metaphysically fund their m█gickal paradigm.

Tw█ fac ons of [m█gick]-users, in a supposed ‘gl█balism, counter-gl█balist’ conflict, with the
masses in a [dre█m].  A Babylonian Kabbalist public fant█sy.  And prac cally everyone who’s
not caught up in it, ac ve par cipants in the supposed conflict on one ‘side’ or the other.  Is this
star ng to sound familiar yet?

For the Babylonian Kabbalists, [m█gick] of course is a symbol used to reference non-overtly
organized strategies and their deployment.

We see various Tradi ons of supposedly ‘independent’ m█ges presented, with some roughly
analogous to: the [Asian] dynas c prac oners, the Goths, the Roman Catholics, the Na ve
Americans or New Agers, the oldskool stereotypical occul sts just shy of the Babylonian
Kabbalists proper, the ‘ravers’, the T█sla and suppressed technology aficionados, the Wiccans
and neo-Pagans, and the ‘informa on just wants to be free!’ h█ckers.  So it’s fairly clear who
they’ve set up to be the ‘h█roes’ in this contrived dichotomy.  Each Tradi on has familiarity

http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
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they’ve set up to be the ‘h█roes’ in this contrived dichotomy.  Each Tradi on has familiarity

with one general area of mag█ck, referred to as a [Sph█re] in what should by now be
thoroughly familiar Babylonian Kabbalist ‘fant█sy narra ve’ organizing symbolism.

[M█gick] use comes in tw█ f█rms: discreet (or ‘coincidental’), and blatant (or ‘vulgar’).
Discreet effects are generally preferred, because they can be ‘explained away as coincidence’
and thus don’t seem too out of place to the “Sl██pers”.  When ‘vulgar’ effects are produced
they tend to ch█llenge the sense of reality to any “Sl██pers” in the vicinity, with the result that
the disbelief causes a disturbance in the structure of reality due to the inconsistency, and this is
called ‘Paradox’.  If enough of a disturbance is produced, reality tends to generate a ‘Paradox
spirit’ to sh█w up and a end to the ma er, sor ng out the disrup on… and whoever caused it.

Throughout the g█me, pl█yers are generally constrained to try to use their abili es to
accomplish their various agenda items and thwart their opposi on, all without producing too
much ‘Paradox’.

With the genuine ‘truther’ effort, that stark recogni on of the inherent inconsistencies being
presented to the People, that ‘Paradox’, is exactly what we’re trying to produce.

What a l█vely thought.  Now there’s a genuine ‘Aw█kening’.
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‘Jesus █ones - Z█roes and Ones’  [1993]

Voila, ‘the Technocracy’’s plans for the great new ‘Informa on Age’… cute young guys p█ncing
around and m█gging for the cam█ra in fr█nt of a [wind] machine (’promote this cause or
effort’), interspersed with a b█mbardment of fast-p█ced digital imagery alternately (either-or
symbolic grammar) referencing ‘Truth’ and ‘Li█s’.  And the occasional image of [Sat█rn],
indica ng a counter-Divine Will basis, and [c█ es], which are a symbolic reference to Babylon.
‘Gee whiz, ain’t the future great and exci ng?’

I mentally associated to this one because it overtly depicts so perfectly a situa on which
modern ‘troothers’ will by now find instantly familiar and recognizable.  It doesn’t take a lot to
see the planning for it here, including the military term ‘informa on w█r’ in the lyr█cs.

The informa on ‘have-nots’ described in the lyr█cs are of course the ‘influenced’ ‘troothers’.

We know that ‘t█ke us there’ is a by-now familiar [tr█vel] symbol indica ng an ‘effort in
process’, and what [z█roes] represent.  We can even see the symbolism presented on the
[fr█nt] of Mr. Edwards’ sh█rt, and in a [bl█ck-and-white] [sp█derw█b] mo f at that.

Alright, but what are the [ones]?  The Babylonian Kabbalists use the number in standard,
common usage to indicate the supposed ‘primacy’ of their authority, due to purportedly being
the most Divine Will-aligned and civilized organiza on that’s out there at the moment
(excluding those whose principals have quietly ‘sold out’ their own People, who are in the
process of being infiltrated and subverted into a dysfunc onal and counter-Divine Will basis
themselves, of course.)  Their ‘number one’ hand gesture is something that apostate personnel
have by and large deprecated in recent years, because the apostate system (even including the
telepaths and propheciers) quite fairly recognizes and admits to their own personnel that they
currently lack that primacy in comparison with My effort.  As that public admission is quite a
proper, fair and civilized thing on their part to do, I want to make sure to emphasize it.  It’s
commendable, though their current lack of yielding to Divine Will-aligned primacy is not, and
their ongoing and systema c viola on of Divinely-conferred rights in the mean me is s ll a
widespread crime spree which detriments us all.  You’ll s ll find personnel using the symbol
here and there, occasionally either lower-rung members who aren’t familiarized with the
situa on, personnel doing it through habit or inadvertently, or applying it with ‘inversion’ or
‘either-or’ symbolism.  In fact a while back I was successfully able to iden fy that an image of a
major poli cian was a few years old, since he was throwing the now-deprecated symbol.  It’s
easy when you know how, and have the context.

In case you’re w█ndering why [Asian] personnel have been fl█shing the ‘peace sign’
conspicuously for dec█des, par cularly while being interviewed and sm█lingly cheering to the
media that their fav█rite American b█nd is, ‘Num-bah One!’, now you get it.

As for the apostate system, now we know what will ‘t█ke them there’.  Divine Will-primacy,
which they currently lack, as the [ones].  And ‘limited exposure’ disinfo for the [z█roes], which
I’m busily working to displace with the truth and the evidence for it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rFrfgfg6Rc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rFrfgfg6Rc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rFrfgfg6Rc
https://www.google.com/search?q=jesus+jones+zeroes+and+ones+lyrics
https://www.google.com/search?q=jesus+jones+zeroes+and+ones+lyrics
https://www.google.com/search?q=jesus+jones+zeroes+and+ones+lyrics
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‘An█stasia’  [1997]

Under the auspices of an entertainment cartoon made for li le g█rls to enjoy aspiring to
grandeur, we get quite a lot of densely-p█cked symbolism, including some exceedingly
reprehensible counter-Divine Will symbolism and the now-familiar ‘read it either way’ symbolic
trope organizing their ‘limited exposure’ effort and their efforts with Me… and what appear to
be the start of plans to emplace their new post-’rev█lu on’ Establishment.

I first mentally associated to this one because, ‘A Rumor in St. Pet█rsburg’ presented such an
accurate overt par█llel to what the vast majority of the ‘troother’ sc█ne has been doing: avidly
passing on hype without evalua ng it or ch█cking its eviden ary basis, and ge ng sold quite a
lot of ideological c█n jobs in the process.  So I reviewed it again, and found plenty of symbolism
throughout the whole thing relevant to this.  Just in this s█ng alone we’ve got: [crystal b█lls]
held alo  in the form of [sn█w] [gl█bes], [white birds] symbolic not only of [air] but of the
[d█ve] representa ve of [J█no] (the same ‘nice-seeming’ kind of effort they use with the
‘Un█ted Na ons’ for example), tw█ separate instances of [Aphrod█te] (the [p█in ng] and the
[the█ter]), a [tr█lley] dinging its [b█ll] (a passable [tr█in] reference), a deriva ve of the
[dre█m] symbol (the pyj█mas), and plenty of [r█ta on] symbols in the factory blips.  We also
have the [up]+[down] either-or symbolic grammar of ‘we haven’t yet decided whether to
promote or deprecate this; we’re giving it a chance’.  Including having the protagonists slide
down from a [f█rty-five degree angle] r██ op symbolizing a counter-Divine Will basis.
[Str██t] would be another counter-Divine Will [tr█vel] symbol, typically referencing an overt
basis, and [cr█ck] is a now-familiar deriva ve of their [Jup█ter] symbol.  And we’ve got their
[myst█ry] symbol which should get everybody’s a en on.

Due to the Babylonian Kabbalists’ use of [tr█ck] as a supposed ‘inversion’ symbol, and their
efforts to present as ‘resistance’ personnel who use it as either an ‘inversion’ symbol of their
own or a ‘sne█ky’ kind of symbol for their schemes, we have the refreshing trope throughout of
having apostate system use the force of their corporate media to hype themselves and their
organized crime plans as overtly criminal, in gl█rious professional-grade col█r and resounding
s█ng.  It’s amusing how things w█rk out some mes.

The premise has to do with people a emp ng to find and train a counterfeit to present as a
member of a supposedly legi mate aristocracy, and sw█ndle a major reward for having done
so.  The par█llels this has to do with their training of Me, with [tr█ck] symbolism being an
[Asian] symbolic [kits█ne] reference in this context, and the need to take her to [France] (see
My July Mega-Exposure sec on on [France] if that doesn’t sound familiar by now), and some of
the [cold] symbolism, were significant enough to cause Me to watch through the thing again
and sure enough, it’s ‘readable either way’ with their ‘limited exposure’ scheme.  More
specifically, what’s already known about their overt plans to try to sell Pu n as a supposed
‘Avatar of the Divine, incarnated to stop the nifferous Deep State’.  So it makes sense that this
par cular s█ng ends with an emphasis on the either-or symbolic grammar, “[Alive] or [de█d],
who knows?”.  They’re describing con ngency plans, and supposedly won’t implement the
overt gl█balist farce (at least, not fully) unless their effort with Me flubs.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x00XG97HH7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x00XG97HH7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x00XG97HH7Q
http://satori.x10host.com/2020/07/03/july-mega-exposure/
http://redefininggod.com/obama-and-the-2nd-coming/
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Not that this is any reliable implica on on their part.  Anything on a counter-Divine Will,
counter-True Nature basis is inherently unreliable by defini on.  But it’s been their symbolically-
hyped posi on, and they’d encounter quite a bit of PR blowback from their own personnel if
they didn’t keep to it.

Pl█twise they con nue with the either-or by star ng out wan ng an imp█stor for the part… but
what happens if they’re actually sincere and legi mate instead?  Even at the end there’s quite a
Choice involved: [l█ve], or earthly influence and pres ge.

The [m█sic] [b█x] is [Aphrodite]+[rota on]+[in container] and has symbolic associa ons to
[memory], which is an [in container] effort to provide remembrance of Divine Will and True
Nature.  Here, it appears to be a read it either way connota on with [memory] in the poli cal
sense (awareness within [the head] of government), and [f█mily] in the context of apostate
system membership and their preference for ‘important’ g█neological origins for the major
poli cal shills they appoint.

Russia has a unique geopoli cal scenario which is likely the reason it was selected for the
content of the piece.  Within most countries there is an ‘Established government’ fac on and a
‘poli cal resistance’ fac on.  Whenever the ‘resistance’ fac on succeeds and becomes the
‘Establishment’ it typically shi s to that format of organizing symbolism; in Russia, it appears
not to.  The Russian People have by and large been convinced that their ‘Establishment’ is
indeed run by the ‘resistance’ which sincerely cares for their interests, though acceptance for
this idea has been dwindling, or at least that what’s going on in government is predominantly of
negligible importance because there are so many illegi mate workarounds provided by
organized crime groups that what’s going on in their government is effec vely a non-issue.
What actually seems to be going on there instead is that the place is run by the Babylonian
Kabbalists, their Jesuits, and through them the usual organized crime and Marxist ‘l█ ists’
we’ve been seeing on the increase here in the States, along with a state intl█lligence apparatus
which is greatly aligned with the rest of those ‘usual suspects’ I’d just described.

St. Pet█rsburg has some par cularly interes ng symbolic connota ons itself.  When the
Vat█can wants to get up to something par cularly hinky, it will o en reference, “Saint P█ter”.
An in situ enough symbolic reference for those who believe that Roman Catholicism has
anything to with genuine Chris anity, but there’s quite another symbolic meaning for the in-
crowd who know be er: “PTR”, referring to Simon M█gus who was the sorc█ror to Nero.  And
for the Babylonian Kabbalists, “petros” or “petra” are Greek for their [stone] or [rock] symbol,
indica ng overt efforts.

With the f█lm referencing “Paris” we appear to have a read it either way bit of reference either
to their efforts to train Me in Divine Will principles (I.e, [France]), or the apostate system’s
major French ‘Rev█lu on’ psyop and subsequent overt French scheme to gain the support of
the People via a massive disinfo effort which causes them to accept that their poli cal authority
is actually legit, and does ‘the will of the People’ because it’s loyal, rather than because that
‘will of the People’ has been carefully and systema cally engineered.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0Pu9T1UrGI&t=38m33s
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In researching more about the Romanovs for this piece I came across this from the Rockefeller
mo█thpiece The Ec█nomist, associa ng Pu n and using the [sp█rit] or [gh█st] symbolism by
which the apostate system typically means (unless they’re ‘inver ng’) ‘plans which we actually
intend sincerely, as dis nct from those intended for presenta on to the general public for
deliberate exposure’.  And we’re already familiar with their plans to try to sell Pu n among
others as a supposed ‘Avatar of the Divine, incarnated to stop the Deep State from within’.  But
from his major int█lligence and organized crime b█ckground, his involvement with Chabad-
Lubavitch and K█ssinger, his possible l█neage from Raspu n (who appears to have been with a
Jesuit franchise) and the major Jesuit and Babylonian Kabbalist b█ckst█ry that region’s been a
part of for ages, the whole thing is star ng to look like a new apostate system c█n job in the
works.  Also likely deprecated now, given the exposure of their ‘Divine Avatars’ psyop in the
interim.  Even the interna onal corporate media have been announcing how public a tudes
towards Pu n have been deteriora ng; that’s usually less of a statement of fact, and rather
more of a signaling of a new rhetoric shi  on the part of the apostate system.

If the affilia on between Pu n and Raspu n is valid, this would appear to be a standard
Babylonian Kabbalist symbolic trope of using both the villain and the supposed ‘h█ro’ as both
indica ng their efforts.  That would account for the Raspu n character’s efforts against the
Romanovs to [k█ll] or [h█rm] them all being assigned the auspices of [d█rkness], which not
just tends to indicate a counter-Divine Will basis, it also tends to be used as an indicator of
mul ple ‘inversions’ and translate to, ‘we don’t actually want to do this thing we’re describing’.

It threw Me at the me that this f█lm made so many references to [France] and thus seemed
to be ‘in the know’ with the Divine Will principles effort which I, and purportedly the telepaths
and propheciers, were striving for, yet so many unnecessarily unpleasant bouts of emphasis on
‘low stand█rds’ behavior which were mutually-exclusive with that were being used.  So much
counter-Divine Will imagery and symbolism, all the c█ ness and needless b█ckering with the
characters, par cularly with the protagonist Anastasia and Dimitri’s roman c subpl█t.  I’d later
come to learn that this is standard apostate system prac ce between counter-Divine Will
personnel who genuinely love each other, yet are unwilling to present that directly due to all
the ‘resistance’ symbolic connota ons that brings along with it.  We see it throughout so much
of their media, such as with the back-and-forth presented in ‘F█wlty T█wers’ by Sybil and B█sil
for example.  What unfulfilling personal lives these personnel must have.  I also couldn’t get
why here and elsewhere, so many of the telepaths and propheciers seemed to be equa ng My
in-house [gr██n] efforts for genuine jus ce with a counter-Divine Will basis; surely they knew
be er, and there wasn’t much room for misunderstanding on their part.  Nevertheless, in large
part to keep My dis nct and very much Divine Will-aligned efforts clear for them I deprecated
that and focused more on construc ve responses to the situa on; I tend to prefer that anyway,
and while they’re s ll refusing to throw in the support of the apostate system to My obviously
Divine Will-aligned efforts, sh█me on ‘em.

We do have quite a bit of [tra█n] symbolism here, and the con ngency symbolism is
emphasized in the divergent [p█th] op ons presented about twelve minutes in… along with a
rather obvious [Tiam█t] symbol.  Later the [tra█n] symbol has an [expl█sive] symbol added,
indica ng a poten al, including presen ng narra ves to the public which ‘are poten ally true,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IWWAIS-tE4
http://redefininggod.com/obama-and-the-2nd-coming/
http://redefininggod.com/obama-and-the-2nd-coming/
http://redefininggod.com/2016/02/vladimir-putin-the-mobster-who-would-be-the-globalist-messiah/
http://redefininggod.com/2016/02/vladimir-putin-the-mobster-who-would-be-the-globalist-messiah/
http://redefininggod.com/2016/02/vladimir-putin-the-mobster-who-would-be-the-globalist-messiah/
http://redefininggod.com/2016/02/vladimir-putin-the-mobster-who-would-be-the-globalist-messiah/
http://redefininggod.com/2016/02/vladimir-putin-the-mobster-who-would-be-the-globalist-messiah/
http://redefininggod.com/2016/02/chabad-lubavitch-vladimir-putin-and-the-globalist-end-times-script/
http://redefininggod.com/2016/02/chabad-lubavitch-vladimir-putin-and-the-globalist-end-times-script/
http://redefininggod.com/2016/02/chabad-lubavitch-vladimir-putin-and-the-globalist-end-times-script/
http://redefininggod.com/2016/02/chabad-lubavitch-vladimir-putin-and-the-globalist-end-times-script/
http://redefininggod.com/2014/08/vladimir-rasputins-jewish-communist-and-bloodline-connections/
http://redefininggod.com/2014/08/vladimir-rasputins-jewish-communist-and-bloodline-connections/
http://redefininggod.com/2014/08/vladimir-rasputins-jewish-communist-and-bloodline-connections/
http://www.reformation.org/jesuits-against-russia.htm
http://www.reformation.org/jesuits-against-russia.htm
http://www.reformation.org/jesuits-against-russia.htm
http://www.reformation.org/jesuits-against-russia.htm
http://www.reformation.org/jesuits-against-russia.htm
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indica ng a poten al, including presen ng narra ves to the public which ‘are poten ally true,

but which in fact are not’.  Fraud, in other words.

Anastasia finds herself in a lavish if abandoned royal palace, and in her fant█sies about royalty
[gh█sts] or [spir█ts] of that royalty emerge from more [pa█n ngs] (a la their [Aphrod█te]
symbol).  Another read this either way bit of symbolism; either their efforts with Me via
[France] to establish a Divine Will principles stand█rd, or their efforts to emplace new literal
‘royalty’.

We have another [pa█n ng] moment soon a er, when Dimitri no ces her [in fr█nt of] one
depic ng her in her youth and makes the mental associa on.  This results in a neat [tw█n]
symbol referencing [kits█ne] in [Asian] symbolism, but it’s also readable the other way with
regard to their ‘limited exposure’ and ‘new trusted Establishment figure emplacement’ psyops,
where the [Aphrod█te] symbol would instead be an instance of, ‘the great new subtle counter-
Divine Will effort we’re promo ng’.

She’s later on a [sh█p], and due to some of Raspu n’s [m█gick] is sent a [dre█m] where
everything seems pleasant, bright and l█vely, with the result that she begins [sl██p][w█lking]
into the d█nger of a [f█ll] overboard.  In their ‘limited exposure’ fant█sy, the People would
think that, ‘everything has been all sorted out, and it’s just fun and frolic from here on out’…
even while a very proficient, organized and efficient state int█lligence apparatus is ac vely
h█n ng down any m█lcontents and those who refuse to accept the narra ve and ‘get with the
program’.  Accompanying her in her [dre█m] are [thr██] [b█ erflies]; [thr██] is ‘the [m█gick]
number’, indica ng an ‘act of will’ or ‘an effort we’re trying to implement’, while [b█ erflies]
are a symbol of [ch█nge] (which appear to translate into literal ‘de█th’ or ‘m█rder’), + [air] (in
this case, ‘beyond the understanding of the average person’.  Unse ling stuff.  Readable the
other way, with regard to their efforts with Me, they appear to have some ‘inversion’ going on
there and the idea is to promote non-overt narra ves to Me which would be of great concern,
cause Me to ‘p█nic’ and overreact when everything’s actually fine, and in the process
transgress against Divine Will principles, forfeit My Divine Will alignment, and thus lose
perceived legi macy due to My own Choices… and their various fraudulent narra ves.  I’ve had
them present those kinds of things so frequently I’ve easily lost count of them.

Raspu n’s imagery in this one appears to be used as an excuse to put in some par cularly
horrid and blatant counter-Divine Will symbols and imagery, par cularly for a f█lm intended as
a sw██t fant█sy piece for li le g█rls.  We get several lapses of bodily [int█grity], and a
[s█rpent] wr█pped around his [reliqu█ry].  For those who don’t know, that’s a [container] in
which [b█nes] of [de█d] men are contained for their purported spiritual or metaphysical
proper es, and are typically big among Roman Catholics.  If the reported associa ons of the
historical Raspu n with a Jesuit franchise are accurate, then this aligns quite neatly.  And if
Pu n’s du ful subservience to the organized crime-run state int█lligence apparatus and the
known use of organized crime as a franchise of Rome keep this consistent, then we’ve got an
apparent suppor ve response from them planning to ‘el█vate’ him to public acclaim as a
supposed ‘Avatar of the Divine’.  Par cularly with the support of apostate system ‘End Times’-
fulfillment Zionist cult Chabad-Lubavitch, which since the f█lm’s release has been publicly
exposed and the apostate system have had to shi  up their narra ve.

http://redefininggod.com/2019/12/chabad-rabbi-greets-trump-as-a-jewish-king-a-repost-of-israels-chief-sephardic-rabbi-confirms-putin-is-a-jew/
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But this isn’t especially about exposing current plans.  Going back into older media provides us
with a be er systema c comprehension of how their organizing symbolism works, and that
becomes par cularly useful when it comes to detec ng and exposing their current schemes.
We should all familiarize ourselves with their symbolism, because just like a Peoples’ mili a it
will make it unnecessary to rely on ch█kepoint gurus ‘explaining’ it all to us, accurately or not,
which will mean that the general public has ‘go en wise’ to the apostate system enough to
prevent it from regrouping on them yet again.
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‘The Matr█x’  [1999]

It’s a sure thing that readers on a piece about the ‘troothers’ wouldn’t let Me get away without
an evalua on of this piece.

It’s a piece by the apostate system’s ‘organized crime’ franchise to organize and hype the
‘limited exposure’ effort, and readable another way as their efforts to train Me in Divine Will
principles.

Tel█communica ons with its [Tiam█t] [w█vy l█nes] infrastructure is standard referencing to
their ‘organized crime’ franchise (as if the gothy ou █ts weren’t enough), and between that,
the [ste█k] (a symbol of [H█ra]) and all the [sh█des] they’re using the purported ‘inverted’
mode of Babylonian Kabbalist symbolism as they usually do.  As a franchise they tend to
specialize in informa on and proficient use of non-overt symbolism of all kinds, with an
emphasis on using more ‘inversion’ to evade detec on by not only the government types they
claim to be ‘against’, but also to keep the sincere ‘resistance’ personnel who’ve bought into
their schemes from c█tching onto their actual plans and organizing symbolism.

[Comp█ter simula ons] are also one of their major standard franchises for a empts to ‘pull
one over’ on outsiders, as is their ‘layer’s’ usage of [thr██] and when they’re ‘inver ng’,
[religion], a la the character name “Trinity”.  [W█lls] are of course a Babylonian Kabbalist overt,
counter-Divine Will symbol we’ve evaluated before, and this piece depicts the characters as
inside the [w█lls].  Some of the symbolism is pre y blatant; in a f█lm about comp█ters and the
intern█t the main character’s name translates to, ‘Noobie’.  He’s mentored by “Morphe█s”,
another mythological reference to the Babylonian Kabbalist [dre█m] symbol, and the
Babylonian Kabbalist ‘layer’ ‘inversion’ there appears to be the intended interpreta on of
[bl█ck], indica ng apostate system-assigned ‘villains’, to [white], for their assigned bogus ‘h█ro’
designa on.  We also get a couple of references to [Taur█s] in some of the minor character
names, and to [rod█nts] which are standard Babylonian Kabbalist parlance for personnel
who’ve ‘sold out’ and accepted their [food] in return for adop ng a counter-Divine Will basis.

The “Mr. Sm█th”s of course present a [Gem█ni] or [tw█n] symbol, indica ng an effort to
counterfeit an exis ng group, cause or effort.  What a great applica on here; ‘the nifferous
Deep State’ is the apostate system’s counterfeit of their actual opera ons.  For the lower-rung
personnel who aren’t aware of all this, they’ve been pa erned a er the various government
enforcers so typical of the Knights of Malta, the organized crime franchise’s assigned ‘opposite
number’ franchise.

When read in the context of their efforts with Me, the Oracle represents the telepaths and
prophecier con ngent within the apostate system and the training is a pre y clear overt
allusion to metaphysics and Choosing Divine Will principles, what’s genuinely real, over
whatever situa on appears to be currently manifest… and it’s presented with a great emphasis
on metaphors for metaphysics, as if specifically designed and intended to a ract My a en on
given their familiarity with My interest at the me in learning about greater fundamental
metaphysical and occult truths.  When read in the context of their ‘limited exposure’ effort the
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metaphysical and occult truths.  When read in the context of their ‘limited exposure’ effort the

Oracle would appear to represent as someone making [f█re]+[food] for the People (I.e,
counter-Divine Will hype and prop█ganda) and who is ac vely selec ng for prospec ve ‘h█ro’
candidates from among the more diligent apostate ‘sellouts’.  Neo’s training is designed to be
readable in that context as gaining his trust via dispensing all manner of New Age ‘trooths’, just
as the apostate system’s prop█gandists and gurus so frequently do.

Neo’s also told to “[foll█w] the [white] [rabb█t]”.  To [f█llow] a group or ideology is to become
an adherent to it.  And we’ve addressed already the Babylonian Kabbalists use of [rabb█ts] and
other fer lity symbols to indicate a newly-implemented sociopoli cal effort they’re trying to
establish and proliferate.  They might as well told him to, ‘Buy into all our hype’.  It’s the same
with the men on of “[down] the [rabb█t] [h█le]”, with [h█le] being a ‘nothingness’ fant█sy in
a [c█rcle] indica ve of their [z█ro] numerology.  So it’s an indica on of how unlearned the
‘troother’ public is with all this organizing symbolism that they’ve been so prevalently and
rou nely using the term to indicate ‘ge ng some real truth and exposure for once’.  I thought
they deserved being pulled out of all that apostate system public fraud, par cularly given that
Divinely-conferred rights are involved.

I didn’t start out being familiar with all these ‘layers’ of non-overt organizing symbolism either; I
spent a few years buying into the ‘troother’ disinfo, and My usericon was designed ages ago
with the [gr██n] ‘comp█ter code’ of this piece for that reason.  By now of course its
effec veness has been nullified with Me, but I haven’t been able to find anything new to use
that wouldn’t also be interpreted and contextualized with the apostate system’s various ‘layers’
of symbolism.  For now at least, it remains as a sort of digital ar fact le  over from the learning
process.

For all its elaborate special eff█ts, the bit about the apostate system keeping humanity in a
[dre█m] so they can skim off their resources and control their w█rldview is pre y accurate.  It’s
just that the ‘limited exposure’ effort which this piece organizes is part of that [dre█m].  The
next-itera on set of narra ves in fact.  The next-itera on scheme involves ge ng the public so
caught up with trying to sort out the last-itera on schemes that their informa on, and thus
their thinking, behavior, responses and acceptance, is manipulated by the very ‘troother’
‘influencer’ gurus they’ve been condi oned to trust.  Because as usual, the problem is coming
from the last place they’d think to suspect it; from those personnel claiming to help ‘sort out
the gl█balists’.
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‘American Psych█’  [2000]
(graphic content advisory)

I’m specifically evalua ng the symbolism in the f█lm adapta on rather than the b██k; partly
because to make it into f█lm the content has to go through a much more str█ngent evalua on
of symbolism from the apostate system to ensure it conforms to their current efforts, and partly
because the b██k was so grotesque in not only content but professed ideology that I couldn’t
get through it.  The f█lm’s content was horrid enough to get through; I’m repulsed by the
gruesomeness of the horror genre, and the thing of course falls too short of Divine Will
principles alignment to be useful for symbolic communica on purposes on any legi mate level.
But this is evidence research, and here we have a doozy.

This presents more of the now-familiar read either way technique, as an organiza on of the
apostate systems’ ‘limited exposure’ c█n job and as a refreshingly direct mea culpa from the
apostate system with regard to its behavior throughout its organiza onal career p█th,
appealing to the viewer’s comprehension, if present, to depict the absurdity of their posi on
and their lack of any sincere and genuine desire for it.

We open in the tle sequence to imagery evoca ve of m█rder: spl█shes of [r█d] [l█quid],
large thw█cking [c█tlery], and so on against a [white] b█ckground.  Moments later the context
is reve█led: an elegant gourmet [me█l] has been prepared and is served.  Readable either way,
the ‘limited exposure’ psyop with its contrived fraudulent sensa onalis c hype is being
presented to the public, or in My case a statement is being made that whatever the seeming, a
person’s Divinely-conferred True Nature remains a constant.  And the la er sense remains the
context throughout the rest of the f█lm, o en emphasized through exacerba ng its opposite
unto blatant absurdity un l credibility bre█ks down completely.  This is a common teaching
method and I’ve occasionally used it Myself, though it doesn’t pardon depreca on of stand█rds
of behavior and civility.  Nor, when we evaluate the symbolism with this more fully, does the
apostate system: it appears to acknowledge through its standard trope of color symbolism,
[r█d] for a counter-Divine Will posi on, [white] for purity, both presented together, that an
adm█xture of both states together doesn’t result in a pure and valid Divine Will-aligned basis.
As a bonus, at the apostate system’s lower ‘layers’, [r█d and white] are ‘gang colors’
representa ve of their Knights of Malta franchise.  As I wr█te this, Doct█r S█uss’ works are
being trended by the apostate system; the C█t in the H█t presents these colors, in [stra█ght
l█nes], on a [h█t], and it’s the organizing of an overt sense that the Knights of Malta are once
again in asc█ndance and ‘t█king back the mainstre█m’ which is being coordinated there.

The █r ulness of the elegant [me█ls] which is emphasized is of course an [Aphrod█te]
reference, and I had originally reviewed the piece in an effort to ‘hear the apostate system out’
fairly.  Before long we’re shown the boorishness, shallowness and immaturity of the ‘civilized
and refined’ patrons so casually enjoying, but not apprecia ng, the [me█l].  Despite symbolic
appearances, this [me█l] was not intended for the spiritually-minded, Divine Will-aligned.  A
[me█l] is being presented here that’s intended for the masses.

The ‘an -Semi c remarks’ are a standard trope of the Knights of Malta crowd, as a sort of
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The ‘an -Semi c remarks’ are a standard trope of the Knights of Malta crowd, as a sort of

group loyalty iden fier.  Though accepted into the group, Bateman chastens his company about
it which is a very unusual thing for Knights of Malta personnel to do; typically each mutually
encourage the others to push the lim█ts of acceptable behavior even more.  Bateman seems to
have metriculated to a ‘layer’ which is above his companions, and about which they’re
unfamiliar.  Bateman’s character is presen ng himself as in on the apostate system’s next-
itera on strategies.  We’re then shown a [tel█scope] on a [trip█d] in his home, a Babylonian
Kabbalist symbolic indicator.  A poster for Les Mis█rables is also present.

We’re tre█ted to a litany of his physical self-care regimen, which seems inordinately superf█cial
considering.  He dons a [m█sk], an [in fr█nt of] symbol indica ng both ‘newly-implemented
agenda items’ and ‘what we’re doing instead living out of our actual True Nature’, and we’re
told all about the specifics of his [sk█n] care regimen.  [Sk█n] is used as another [in front of]
just as [cl█thing] or [m█sk] is.  His self-care regimen, here and throughout, includes a lot of
vigorous [ex█rcise], which is a symbol we’ve evaluated before.

Now we shi  to the opposite kinds of symbols: [nud█ty], and the removal of a [m█sk].  The
la er appears to be an either-or bit of grammar: his monologue professes that his True Nature
does not actually exist, which is an obvious ex█rcise in absurdity to anyone familiar with Divine
Will principles; this can be a valid teaching device to emphasize a truth by direc ng a en on to
the fact that it couldn’t possibly be otherwise.  But for the ‘limited exposure’ read, we have a
[m█sk] symbol that’s s ll there and relevant despite being supposedly negated (their ’no an -’
concept, remember?), while a narra ve is presented verbally which chills listeners unfamiliar
with Divine Will principles by alluding to ‘elite’ individuals who are so mentally and morally…
off, that they’ve lost all concept of their soul or True Nature.  All compassion, all humanity.  And
that’s a premise which is so an the cal to the human nature that it becomes inostenta ously
emo onally sensa onalis c.  It’s designed and calculated to leave a dis nct and las ng mental
impr█ssion.  This is dehumanizing ‘the elites’ and ‘the rich’ to make them seem like something
totally ‘other’ and unrelatable.  This is driv█ng the w█dge.  And we’ll see it throughout.

We’ll also see plenty of [Aphr█dite] symbolism, par cularly in Bateman’s obsession with m█sic.
The ‘limited exposure’ read becomes obvious here, par cularly in its associa on with the
[m█rders].  The moral-centric read is less easy to see: Bateman’s character is shallow and
preten ous, yet he’s deeply and apparently sincerely affected by the m█sic with which he’s
obs█ssed, and can expound on his analysis of it thoroughly.  He’s a man of h█dden depths,
apparently.  But what he’s listening to and so apparently fascinated with is some of the most
f█cile, corporate, simplis c, overhyped pabl█m out there.  He’s showing the audience that he,
and whoever he was designed to symbolically represent, both has the affinity for and familiarity
with greater spiritual values, but that what he’s purpor ng to invest himself in so thoroughly is
something which even he knows is trite, spurious and unworthy precisely because he’s got that
familiarity.  He’s a character living an “absurdity” and he knows it… and is presen ng
symbolically that he, or rather the apostate system the character represents, does indeed know
it.  Not that that affects his [k█ll] count.

We see the superf█ciality re-emphasized with his preoccupa on with junior high level peer
an cs and trying to get the best reserva ons at the trendiest ‘in’ [resta█rants].
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an cs and trying to get the best reserva ons at the trendiest ‘in’ [resta█rants].

Bateman launches into a litany of quasi-moral humanitarian priori es (which just happen to
correlate with strategic agenda items of ‘the gl█balists’, done with ulterior mo ves; these seem
to be the closest allusions to genuinely moral and noble efforts that they could get away with
pu ng into the f█lm), including an -materialism.  At this his companions scoff, because the
inordinate disparity between the grand efforts he’s recoun ng and the life he’s actually leading
make his lo y monologue lose all credibility with them.

We also see the [r█d and white] symbolic mo f repeated at the [Asian] la█ndry, with some
casual r█cism so typical of the Knights of Malta, and with regard to [b█dsh██ts] which are a
deriva ve of the Babylonian Kabbalists’ [dre█m] symbol.

In general symbolic thema cs, we see a cold presenta on of ‘the rich’ and ‘the elite’ overtly.

We see an unusual, lower-’layer’ concordance of ‘the elite’, meaning wealthy, ‘successful’
Establishment types with the “vi█lence” mo f the apostate system typically reserves for
members of its supposed ‘resistance’ franchise.  Bateman’s character presents as a member of
‘the Establishment’, but as having quite another, ‘resistance’-aligned iden ty in private.  Implied
transla on: ‘There’s a ‘resistance’ effort happening within the ‘elite’.’

We see ‘limited exposure’ narra ves and efforts being symbolically coordinated, while the
apostate system uses its [de█th] symbolism to refer to its actual mo ve for that agenda.

And then we have the Divine Will principles-oriented mea culpa messaging.

Courtney’s told she’s being taken to the currently trendiest, ‘premiere’ [resta█rant] in town, but
that’s unobtainable.  She’s instead so [dr█gged]-out that she’s told she’s there, while instead
actually at some ‘lesser’ establishment.  What a symbolic metaphor for the ‘troother’ public
being given ‘limited exposure’ disinfo narra ves.

Bateman takes Paul Allen to a decidedly un-trendy [resta█rant].  Although miffed, Allen
surmises that there’s some genuine human interest there and begins sincerely fl█r ng with
Bateman in the downlow s█xual methods used by the Knights of Malta; he’s innocent and
oblivious to what’s in store for him.  He also mistakes Bateman’s iden ty for someone else,
which we’ll see as a recurring trope.

When Bateman is p█cking for an imaginary [tr█p] at Paul Allens’ place, we see [tw█n]
[ob█lisks] in the b█ckground.  A counterfeit version of ‘the gl█balists’, a la ‘the nifferous Deep
State’, or a Babylonian Kabbalist group iden fier given an ‘inversion’ via an [Asian] [kits█ne]
symbol.  It’s designed to be readable either way, yet again.

We get mul ple [dec█pita on] references in this, to accompany the Les Mis█rables French
‘Rev█lu on’ reference in Bateman’s place, and a [ch█ins█w] [dr█pped] ([Jup█ter] reference
via [l█ghtning]) down a [sta█rwell] represen ng the lower symbolic ‘layers’.
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And it’s here, in the final tw█nty minutes, that the f█lm presents its most solid denouement of
its messages, both of the ‘limited exposure’ and of the metaphysical Divine Will principles
content.

The automa c teller machine display requires Bateman to “FEED ME A STRAY C█T”.  Without
hesita on or cri cal evalua on Bateman a empts to do so, is no ced by a witness, and [k█lls]
her.  This commences a sequence of events in which Bateman a empts a series of increasingly
r█sky moves and [m█rders] which are unplanned and so unconsidered that no self-respec ng
[k█ller] who’s planned so carefully thus far would deem acceptable.  He just starts w█s ng
people, one a er another, finds himself in a sh██tout with the police, and it’s only when one of
his b█llets h█ts a cop [c█r] and the thing [expl█des] into a kind of overbl█wn [det█na on]
only found in [H█llywood sc█nes] rather than in reality, that Bateman looks askance and starts
to find his situa on inherently non-credible.  Then he just starts w█s ng people unnecessarily,
who’d had no familiarity with the rest of his crimes.

In the ‘limited exposure’ context, we’re seeing the textbook-standard [sh█w] or [perf█rmance]
symbolism the apostate system typically reserve for things which are designed ‘for public effect
only, lacking genuine substance’.  Bateman’s maneuvers become desperate, his plans
abandoned; he’s now out to evade capture and is living in mere seconds and minutes, rather
than in days, weeks or months.  His behavior is now thoroughly erra c and publicly no ceable.
The ‘limited exposure’ psyop illustrated.

In the Divine Will principles context, his Choice to live totally and completely at odds with
Divine Will and his own True Nature have reduced him to circumstances in which everything,
reality itself, has become meaningless and arbitrary.  If someone is going to chuck out
everything that genuinely ma ers to them, what does any of the rest of it ma er?  They’ve
Chosen a bogus and spurious basis for their life, and the natural result is that whatever
circumstances they find themselves in are going to be just as bogus and spurious.  It’s visually a
bit like that ‘Paradox’ concept described in ‘M█GE: The Asc█nsion’, but here it’s a moral and
philosophical depic on of the inherent dissa sfac on with the results of their Choice.

The culmina on appears much like a m█thamphetamine induced m█ntal bre█kdown a er too
long without sl██p: he’s swe█ ng, hyperven la ng, p█nicked, desperate, and is apparently
undergoing rampant par█noia.  With a [h█licopter] searching overhead (symbolic defini on of
that in a moment), he makes a more or less full confession of his [m█rder] spree, deploys the
[food] symbol, and his primary concern appears to be that he’s ‘not sure that [he’s] gonna get
away with it this me’.

The [rot█rbl█des] of a [h█licopter] are a standard Knight of Malta group iden fica on symbol
due to the geometry (just as they use [f█n] and [w█ndmill] [bl█des], with a [rot█ on] symbol
which the Knights of Malta use to represent either an ‘inversion’ symbol or a dec█p on
symbol.  The Babylonian Kabbalists of course use a [bl█de] to represent ‘making a dis nc on
between things’, usually between like quan es by presen ng the idea that they’re actually,
substan vely different (when they aren’t).  And not only is the [h█licopter] an [air] symbol, I’ve
seen their franchises use them to depict [H█ll] via some minor wordpl█y, thus indica ng a
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seen their franchises use them to depict [H█ll] via some minor wordpl█y, thus indica ng a

counter-Divine Will basis.

The [t█lephone] is a standard [Tiam█t] symbol (which depending on context can be used as an
organized crime franchise reference; it seems not to be so here), and is frequently used to
emphasize non-overt communica on on a counter-Divine Will basis.  Specifically, to direct
a en on to the unacceptability of anything said on such a basis, since it lacks a solid, reliable
and constant founda on.  We also get an [eyes] [open] symbol, referencing either the
Babylonian Kabbalist [dre█m] symbol via the symbolic ‘inversion’ by the counter-Divine Will
symbols present, or the telepaths and propheciers.

In a [m█sk], Bateman returns to Paul Allen’s apartment only to find that it’s been emp ed,
[pa█nted] [white], and is being re-rented.  He’s suspected by the landlord, is unwelcome there
and is made to leave.  His secretary finds his n█tebook, filled with [dr█wings] evidencing his
[m█rder] spree.

Unsure what to do, he returns to his peer group who are idly lounging around.  He singles out
Carnes, his lawyer to whom he’d given his [t█lephone] confession, and Carnes refuses to accept
that it was anything but a [j█ke]… nor that Bateman is actually himself, but rather Davis, a
mutual acquaintance.  When pressed, Carnes gives the clincher: he’d had [d█nner] with Paul
Allen twice in London just recently.  Nonplussed, Bateman starts to correct Carnes and then
recognizes, defeated, that he can hardly gainsay Carnes’ direct experience.  Bateman is le
completely unable to account for what’s going on around him.

Bateman returns to his peer group, who are watching the [act█r]-[poli cian] Reagan on
t█levision.  Their casual, idle commentary about the moral failings of the man, Bateman
interprets as a b█nedeep cri que of his own fundamental hypocrisy and lapse of morals.  He’s
profoundly affected by this, but unable to speak openly and directly about it manages only a
pathe c a empt to ‘laugh it all off’.  The surreal conversa on con nues, and the disparity
between external appearances and what’s ‘inside’ a person are brought into sh█rp reli█f.

In the ‘limited exposure’ context, this is about how much someone can actually get away with
provided there’s a collec ve par cipa on from their associates to behave as if nothing had ever
happened.  The surreal, not-quite-accusatory conversa on depicts the ‘limited exposure’s effort
to seem to condemn the guilty, without genuinely doing so.  Implica ons and mental
associa ons are made, allusions to it, but they’re not actually done symbolically, and therefore
not actually relevant; they’re only made to seem to be.  If you look carefully, you’ll find Bryce
presen ng the counter-Divine Will hand gesture known as ‘throwing the h█rns’ just before
Bateman’s conversa on with Carnes.  They’ve also selected a bit from Reagan in which he
men ons, “a blessing in disgu█se”.  Something Divine Will-aligned, [m█sked] into an unfamiliar
appearance and dissocia on from its True Nature.  His specific topic is the [Ir█n]-Contra
scandal, which would add a [tw█n] symbol.

In the Divine Will principles context, this is about how arbitrary, vacant and unfulfilling
someones’ life can become when they know and appreciate Divine Will principles and their
Divinely-conferred True Nature, and have abandoned it.  They’re not recognized in life for who
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Divinely-conferred True Nature, and have abandoned it.  They’re not recognized in life for who

they genuinely are, their interac ons are irrelevant and on a fundamentally unsa sfying basis,
and the disparity between who they are and what they’ve become te█rs them apart.

All this isn’t present in the b██k; it’s specific to the f█lm version.  This is added context and
content, specifically presented to be in keeping with the apostate system’s agenda items at the

me it was made.

The f█lm closes with a summary of the confession, both that of Bateman and, through him,
that of the apostate system which he represents.  But how relevant and worthwhile is it to
present this kind of faux-moralizing, non-overtly, with plenty of counter-Divine Will symbols
thrown in, even while they’re busily making con ngency plans for a new massive ‘limited
exposure’ public fraud to add onto their exis ng crime spree already in pr█gress?  This is just
lamen ng a Choice while con nuing to make it.  That isn’t repentance.  That isn’t atonement.
As Bateman finishes with himself, ‘This confession has meant nothing.’
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EMIN█M - ‘The Real Slim █hady’  [2000]
(graphic content advisory, of course)

‘Emin█m’ started ge ng hyped by the predominant corporate media apparatus right about the
me the apostate system had started making their efforts known to Me personally.  He was

even hyped by ‘Access H█llywood’ at the me, presented by them and in his work generally as
a placeholder for Me.

His symbolism presents him as a Knights of Malta-aligned individual using ‘inverted’-mode
symbolism, and he’s Babylonian Kabbalist-aware as well.  His namesake is of course [ch█colate]
[c█ndy] [in a container], a product of [M█rs] [Ch█colate], and Rome of course occupies the
posi on of [M█rs] in its posi on as a franchise of the apostate system.  From consistent usage
via context, product and corpora on names are standard-use as non-overt counter-Divine Will
iden fier symbols; possibly as an extension of the [f█re] symbol inherent in the term [br█nd],
or perhaps due to the apostate system’s dominance of the corporate realm and the resul ng
inability of companies to succeed anymore without taking on, and non-overtly adver sing, a
counter-Divine Will posi on.

As with the [tra█n] symbol, ‘Emin█m’ simultaneously presents himself non-overtly both as a
representa ve of the apostate system’s ‘limited exposure’ effort, and of their efforts with Me.
He appears to use his crassness and vulgarity as an ‘inverted’ placeholder for the Divine Will-
aligned, virtuous and integrous posi on which they’d known I’d maintain once they’d taught
Me in Divine Will principles, because to know Divine Will is quite naturally to adore it; that’s in
all our inherent, Divinely-conferred True Natures.

Symbolically, [ch█colate] represents as a socially-acceptable human waste symbol and thus as a
counter-Divine Will symbol.  Because of this, it’s also frequently used as a supposed
‘resistance’-aligned group iden fier symbol.  By the me this v█deo was out and ‘Emin█m’
made it big, their ‘limited exposure’ effort was of course no longer [in container], but rather
publicly-deployed.  The apostate system’s implied use of counter-Divine Will symbols as
supposed ‘inversion’ symbols thus makes use of that, inver ng [in container] to [released from
container].

This v█deo features him in a mental ins tu on with plenty of other [cr█zy] people, and that’s
yet another Babylonian Kabbalist symbol (in this case, an ‘effort in process’ symbol) which
they’ve foisted upon self-iden fying ‘resistance’-aligned individuals as another supposed group
iden fier symbol.  By now from our evalua on of their project through the last tw█ dec█des
we know to whom this ‘resistance’ effort refers: the a empted exposers of ‘the gl█balists’, and
the ‘patriot effort’.

We’re also presented with plenty of Babylonian Kabbalist [Gem█ni] or [tw█n] symbolism here.
Specifically, with mult█ple counterfeit ‘Slim █hadies’.  Again they’re hyping to the lower-rung
personnel the effort of counterfei ng the genuine exposers and patriots with their ‘limited
exposure’ ‘troother’ effort.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJO5HU_7_1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJO5HU_7_1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJO5HU_7_1w
http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
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When read in context of their efforts with Me, we get an [Asian] [kits█ne] reference and the
polite request for the genuine ar cle to present themselves openly (which I have now done of
course).  The [st█nd up] [obel█sk]-like Babylonian Kabbalist gang symbol is supposedly
‘inverted’, and we get it in the [Asian] symbolism-inverted [tw█n] symbolism as he describes
‘fl█pping the bird’ with both h█nds.

But we get something else here, which only becomes obvious with some familiarity with their
methods.  Unlike with their presenta on of a single overt public narra ve via their consolidated
corporate media hype machine, when they’re using their non-overt social n█tworks to disperse
‘troother’ narra ves instead, they can have various con ngents present various narra ves.
Then, when they’ve decided on which they prefer, they can standardize that par cular
narra ve.  Which is why for example RedefiningGod is constantly encountering various
apostate system-aligned prop█gandists who are pu ng out this or that new ‘reinterpreta on’
of various religious prophecies to conform to some new effort from the apostate system; if the
apostate system decide to ‘le█n into it’ and support it they can later mainstre█m it.  If not, the
hype about it gradually decreases.  This results in a sort of ‘par█llel processing’ method of
dispensing rhetoric and narra ves.  It also enables the apostate system to test-market various
narra ves and see which pl█ys be er in the crowds before deciding on it for mass
implementa on.  The various crowds of ‘troother’ guru zealots then become effec vely petri
d█shes, and when a crowd of zealots has their par cular favorite personality ‘proved right’
about something, their hype about it gains a en on and it all seems like ‘a great new
informa on source’ by the rest of the ‘troothers’.  It’s a lot of dynamicism and commo on
which comes off as some phenomenal improvement in the situa on, but it’s all just apostate
system logis cs doing just what they were designed to do.

You’ll no ce that not only do we have the [tw█n] symbolism in this v█deo presen ng that
‘par█llel processing’ idea, where among all the op ons just one of them gets promoted (as in
the [up] symbol), we also have sc█nes of an [aw█rds] ceremony which of course are
supposedly about declaring ‘the best’ from all the available candidates… but which are
commonly-known to be merely a selec on made by the in-crowd ‘elites’ for their own reasons.
In this scene, we’ve also got a [d█mmy] symbol represen ng the Babylonian Kabbalists’ efforts
to counterfeit an exis ng cause or group.  Specifically, the [d█mmy] is a [bl█wup] [d█ll]: not
only [air]+[in container], but a less direct allusion to their [expl█sion] symbol, which not only
represents a poten al situa on rather than things as they genuinely are, it’s also used as a
supposed ‘resistance’-effort symbol… and as a means to make humans [de█d].  And given that
Rome occupies the posi on and du es of [M█rs] as a franchise of the Babylonian Kabbalists,
could we expect any less while the whole system remains on a pi ably counter-Divine Will
basis?

https://www.google.com/search?q=site%3Aredefininggod.com+prophecy+propagandist
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‘Inc█p on’  [2010]

If we’re looking for the apostate system’s use of the [dre█m] symbol, this is definitely it.  By
now the ‘limited exposure’ is being very ac vely implemented, and non-overtly hyping it to
‘their’ lower-rung rank and file so they can assist with it becomes their objec ve.  We’ll also get
a few more interes ng symbols which corroborate the system and pa ern I’ve been exposing,
and a bonus new thing they’ve implemented with their efforts with Me.

We open with a character coming to consciousness ([aw█kening]) on a [be█ch], which is both
[earth] and [w█ter].  Or rather, [part█culate] and [w█ter].

With plenty of [Asian] imagery, we’re presented once again with the par█llel of an idea being
[vir█l] and the concept that once an idea has taken hold in the mind, it’s very difficult to get rid
of.  Such as their own ‘limited exposure’ narra ves distributed to the ‘troothers’.  We’re also
given very clear [th█ ] and [tr█ck] symbols, which in [Asian] symbolism are [kits█ne]
references.  We’re also given an offer to give someone [tra█ning] ‘to prevent th█ ’.
Remember how the Babylonian Kabbalists’ ‘no an -’ symbolic mechanism works?

We’re presented with the concept of using m█sic, an [Aphr█dite] symbol, to [w█ke] people
from a [dre█m].  We’re shown [dre█mers] on a [tra█n], symbolically indica ng that this is just
one prospec ve op on the apostate system are considering and evalua ng.

We’re also familiarized with the [dre█m]-within-a-[dre█m] concept which is a major part of this
f█lm, and indeed the apostate system’s ‘limited exposure’ scheme.  As I’d said earlier, the
apostate system corporate media and ‘their’ ‘limited exposure’ prop█gandists do a form of ‘call
and response’ with the narra ve.  The corporate shills present one ‘layer’ of the narra ve, with
a given explana on for what’s going on, and then the ‘limited exposure’ ‘influencers’ do a
systema c ‘exposure’ about that narra ve and present what they’re selling as ‘the real truth’.
But it’s just a mul -’layered’ narra ve and designed as such from the start; it’s a confidence-
building ex█rcise, a strategy of building the public trust in their ‘limited exposure’ disinfo and
the ‘troother’ gurus who hype it.

About tw█nty minutes in we’re given the f█lm’s tular concept: that if [dre█ms] can be used
to [ste█l] ideas from people, why can’t they be used instead to give them ideas?  This has
symbolic meaning which is readable either way.

For the ‘limited exposure’ context, it has the meaning that the apostate system typically
generates ‘fant█sies’ to keep the public docile and complacent for genera ons while subversion
and miseduca on can do their work and take effect.  We’ve seen that in the States for as long
as they’ve existed.  But suppose a [dre█m] ‘fant█sy’ is concocted not to subvert away
ideologies, but to present them?  To emplace new ideologies among the public.  Also, to create
the appearance of having provided value to the People rather than absconding with it.  As
anyone who’s tried to correct the average ‘troother’ who’s bought into some evidence-free
narra ve claim knows, once the apostate system’s prop█gandists have go en there first and
claimed someones’ mental real estate, that person is very reluctant to get the idea off their
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claimed someones’ mental real estate, that person is very reluctant to get the idea off their

property.  They’ll ac vely def█nd the ideas, because now they’ve become personally invested
in a belief and it takes a relinquishing of the ego to cause them to re-evaluate.

For their effort with Me, we see them talking about the concept of using various strategies and
techniques they’d usually use to deliver ‘fant█sies’ and long-term narra ves to people and
groups, and using them instead as a sort of training tool: their [dre█ms] in which a pretense of
this or that scenario is acted upon by ‘their’ personnel and made to seem like the actual
situa on.  Their [z█ro] efforts, where narra ves are presented which are usually ‘substance-free
and purely for public effect’.  And their [sp█derw█bs] technique, in which non-overt
associa ons are made between various seemingly disparate concepts un l a new mental
pa ern is formed which correlates them all into a new (to the subject at least) idea or an en re
mental model.  There are more such techniques and methods, but some are proprietary among
groups or franchises which s ll contain large propor ons of ‘innocents’ and it’s not necessary to
catalog them all here anyway.  But keep that [sp█derw█bs] method in mind, because we’ll
encounter it again in this piece.

In [Paris] (My, but we just keep coming back to [Paris], don’t we?) the crew p█ck up their
newest recruit: a girl named [Ari█dne].  If you’re not thinking what a solid, tradi onal French
name that is, that’s because it’s Greek.  A Greek mythological symbol.  [Ari█dne] was
associated with [m█zes] and [labyr█nths] (apostate system overt disinfo baffles to keep the
People too flum█xed to resist effec vely), mostly because she gave the [thre█d] (a [Tiam█t]
symbol) to Theseus so he could find his way back out of the [Minota█r]’s [labyr█nth].  You
know, the [Minota█r].  Like [Taur█s], the [b█ll].  The big, str█ng, p█werful creature which
represented the aggravated m█lcontent public who’d had it with the apostate system’s various
schemes, who had to be led by a [c█rcle] in the nose via fraudulent public narra ves and
carefully-planned schemes, and who was overcome by the [S█n]-affiliated [M█thra] who then
stuck a b█ll’s scr█tum on his head for the apostate system to eventually hype as the ‘Lib█rty
cap’ during their French ‘Rev█lu on’ hoax.

If you want to see what the mythological [Ari█dne] looks like, here’s a [sculpt█re] of her at the
Vat█can, sn██zing away in a [dre█m].  Not only couldn’t she keep aw█ke for her own c█rving,
she’s been c█nked out since before the birth of Jesus and hasn’t w█ken up yet.  Are you
star ng to get a sense of how these concepts presented by the apostate system’s organizing
symbolism r█late with each other?  Incidentally, this [sc█lpture] is described as being ‘from the
Pergam█ne school’, which means it comes from ancient Pergam█n, a place of science and
learning which John describes in [Revela ons] as “the se█t of Sat█n”.  What a nice ‘Chris an’
thing for the Vat█can to keep housed at its place.

Due to the thing with the [thre█d] she’s also occasionally associated with [we█ving] and
[sp█derw█bs] and by symbolic associa on, with [The F█tes], all of which we’ll now recognize
as being [Tiam█t] deriva ve symbols.  Her associa ons with them can be a li le ‘h█t or miss’
there, so it’s nice that the f█lm later clarifies for us by depic ng [flo█ ng] bodies of [dre█mers]
[st█cked] up together, and [sp█n] into a neat li le bunch with some [t█lephone] [c█bles] as
they’re being [rot█ted], just as a [sp█der] does with its prey.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sleeping_Ariadne
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-sites-places/biblical-archaeology-sites/pergamon-2/
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-sites-places/biblical-archaeology-sites/pergamon-2/
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-sites-places/biblical-archaeology-sites/pergamon-2/
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Incidentally, [Ari█dne] is also associated with [Aphrod█te]; they’d shared a cult together.

We now see her [r█tate] part of the [dre█m] un l it’s [upside down] against the rest of it.
[Rot█te] is of course a Babylonian Kabbalist ‘effort in process’ symbol from their ritualwork,
and [upside down] is a ‘resistance’ group iden fier (which they themselves have contrived; it’s
actually a ‘mul p█lar’ deriva ve symbol they’ve been using with their next-itera on strategies
and narra ves, since the [w█rld] is a [sph█roid] and an [ob█lisk] on the other side of the
pl█net is s ll nevertheless an [ob█lisk] with the same familiar apostate system gang symbolism
regardless; they’ve been planning to have everywhere be a seemingly dissociate and
supposedly ‘independent’ na on-state which nevertheless is aligned with their apostate
system).  So they’re talking about their ‘limited exposure’ scheme again, or, they’re describing
My genuine effort for freedom and using ‘counter-aligned’ symbolism to do so.

Which is the neat segue used from [Ari█dne]’s effort, to the in-[dre█m] resistance she
encounters as a direct result from the [dre█m] characters around her who resent her meddling.
The ‘accidentally-on-purpose’ h█s li es she encounters from them are intensely representa ve
of the sort of [f█xbl█ght] abuse I’d encountered from apostate system members wherever I’d
find Myself, ostensibly an indicator of a supposed misalignment with Divine Will I’d been
Choosing but actually the result of the narra ve about it they were presen ng (’as a teaching
tool!’) because they were, and s ll remain, on a counter-Divine Will basis.

We’re presented with “M█l”, the memory of a [w█man] (and his [w█fe]) which the protagonist
keeps literally imprisoned in the basement of his subconscious through a sense of guilt for
having caused her [de█th].  His memory of her has her as f█lled with resentment for the
incident, which involved doing so much [dre█m]work with her that once conscious she couldn’t
accept genuine reality as being anything more than a [dre█m].  This appears to describe a
con ngent within the apostate system which knows the truth and is resen ul of the plans and
schemes of the apostate system on a counter-Divine Will basis.  They’re not a ‘resistance’
fac on as such, being permanently [m█rried] to the apostate system, but nevertheless there’s
significant uproar within the ranks for it.  To assuage this is apparently the apostate system’s
mo va on for doing their training in Divine Will principles with Me, to give a candidate
selected from among the public an opportunity to Choose truth and Divine Will principles, and
to give the public the chance to do the same if only they will.  Other than direct and tangible
Divine Interven on, this is the only genuine means for the public to Choose to ‘esc█pe’ from
the apostate system of which I am aware.

Read instead from the ‘limited exposure’ narra ve context, “M█l” appears only to reference
some limited, hokey ‘resistance’ fac on happening within ‘the nifferous Deep State’ which,
while convenient for narra ve purposes, isn’t feasible and isn’t how any of this works.  The
r██t word ‘m█l’ means ‘ev█l, █ll, wr█ng or wr█ngly’, which is standard faux-’resistance’-on-a-
counter-Divine-Will-basis symbolism which the apostate system uses to describe a ‘resistance’
effort which is actually insubstan al and ‘for public effect’ only.  You don’t supersede the
apostate system by having the same or worse stand█rds and founda onal principles than they
are ac ng on; that’s just an ex█rcise in barbarity which doesn’t achieve effec ve buy-in.

http://divinewillassembly.com/gmedia/g/7LJ7K#GmediaGallery_2-24
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We’re also familiarized with ‘totems’.  The f█lm presents them, ‘as a means of making sure
you’re not in someone elses’ [dre█m] crea on’, a tangible small object which only you know the
intricate bal█nce of.  The items chosen in the piece carry great significance as symbols.  For
example, a [r█d] [cas█no di█], with both ‘organized crime’ symbolism and Babylonian
Kabbalist symbology ([r█d], a counter-Divine Will basis.  [c█be], an example of [fo█r]
numerology symbolizing their totalitarian ambi ons.  [L█ck], [Ch█nce] or [F█te] (from the
Roman idol [Fort█na]) .  And [rot█ on], a standard ‘effort in process’ symbol already
described.)

The main protagonist’s ‘totem’ is the small [m█tal] [sp█nning] [t█p].  [M█tal] is a counter-
Divine Will [f█re] symbol that’s o en specific to Rome.  And on the ‘lower layers’, their Knights
of Malta use [rot█ on] as a proprietary [tr█ck] or ‘inversion’ symbol.  What a thing to ‘invert’
or dec█ive about: whether or not a person, or indeed the general public, is s ll in an
elaborately-designed ‘fant█sy’.

[Ari█dne]’s is a [br█ss] [ch█sspiece].  Don’t get Me started on the massive Babylonian
Kabbalist symbolism of [ch█ss]; the pieces, standard moves and strategies are all apostate
system devised symbology, as are the [bl█ck]-and-[white] [sq█ares].

When the v█n is in freef█ll, in the [dre█m]-within-a-[dre█m] everything is too.  Not only that,
but we start to get ‘which way is [up]’ fluctua ons.  Have we seen this mo f used before?  Of
course we have.  It was in the ‘N’S█NC’ m█sic v█deo I’d detailed in My July Mega-Exposure
piece.  The same m█sic v█deo also features a [tra█n] as symbolism come to think of it,
indica ng one prospec ve op on being considered by the apostate system, namely recognizing
and yielding to Divine Will principles… provided that I did.  The ‘which way is [up]’ mo f is thus
used as something which can be read either way, either as an instance of their bogus
“mul p█lar” New W█rld Order scheme, in which their gang sign [ob█lisks] appear to be
“upside down” and thus genuinely counter-gl█balist, but which are actually just due to the fact
that they’re everywhere on the [sph█roid] that is the w█rld, or as My genuinely counter-
gl█balist effort which is sincerely in alignment with Divine Will… but not with the apostate
system because they’re mutually-exclusive things while the apostate system’s personnel remain
on a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis.

Next, “How do I w█ke you without gr█vity?”  We see an [expl█sion] used to propel an
[elev█tor], to provide that gravita onal force.  As previously discussed, their [expl█sion]
symbol is a reference to ‘poten al en█rgy’, and by associa on things which could be, yet in fact
are not.  In other words a symbol indica ng presen ng a situa on which isn’t genuinely so;
another ‘fant█sy’ symbol.  This instance is yet again designed to be readable either way, in the
context of either of their major op ons.  In the ‘limited exposure’ scenario, the [elev█tor]
references the [skyscr█per] bit of symbolism I’d described elsewhere; it not only references
their [t█wer] structure, it specifically refers to the mul -’layered’ symbolism they use, with the
personnel on the ‘lower floors’ being unaware of and unfamiliar with the ‘layers’ of organizing
symbolism on the floors ‘above’ them.  So in referencing that ‘layering’ system with an
[expl█sion], in this context they’re describing a public fraud organized on a non-overt basis
which appears to “w█ke people up”; the ‘limited exposure’ ‘troother’ psyop.  Conversely when

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fortuna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fortuna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fortuna
http://satori.x10host.com/2020/07/03/july-mega-exposure/
http://redefininggod.com/2014/09/the-new-multipolar-world-and-the-golden-age-theyre-not-what-you-think-they-are/
http://redefininggod.com/2014/09/the-new-multipolar-world-and-the-golden-age-theyre-not-what-you-think-they-are/
http://redefininggod.com/2014/09/the-new-multipolar-world-and-the-golden-age-theyre-not-what-you-think-they-are/
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which appears to “w█ke people up”; the ‘limited exposure’ ‘troother’ psyop.  Conversely when

interpreted in the context of their efforts with Me, an [el█vator] is an [up]+[down] symbol
which reads in [Asian] symbolism as yet another [kits█ne] symbol.

Amusingly, I’ve been a emp ng to genuinely ‘w█ke up’ not only the public generally, but
encourage the apostate system to ‘w█ke’ from their [dre█m] of a counter-Divine Will, counter-
True Nature basis through the use of what the apostate system would term “gravity”, the
cas ng down or depreca ng of something (in this case, their [dre█m] posi onality) via public
exposure.  Even more amusingly, this tends to manifest in a polite and civilized yet seemingly
adv█rsarial posi on in confl█t with them, despite My having their very best interests at he█rt.
That’s presumably why I find it so compara vely entertaining to be compelled by the situa on
to adopt such a posi on of conten on with the apostate system on this; the inherent confl█ct
and conten on are only as ‘real’ as their Choice to manifest a counter-Divine Will, counter-True
Nature basis has been.  If you’ve ever had to jostle a loved one aw█ke or perhaps give them
vital c█rdiopulmonary resuscita on, a casual onlooker could easily misinterpret the situa on.

But the apostate system’s principals are fully aware of all this.  They’d even included in this
piece the concept of an [air]-d█ct system to shortc█t through the [m█ze].  [Air], as in ‘promote
this cause or effort’.
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Addi onal

There’s something I should probably clarify here.  I’ve grown used to the constant monitoring of
the apostate system’s telepaths and propheciers, and to the consistent b█ckground of outrage
from their con nual and systema c viola on of My Divinely-conferred privacy rights.  I’d also
go en accustomed to them being able to not only read My mind but do so far in advance, and
place relevant (or frequently disinfo-oriented) responses in the media I watch, whose meaning
only becomes no ceable via the context I have at the appropriate me.  Of course, while they
remain on just as much a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis as the rest of the
apostate system their implied communica ons are unreliable, and their integrity to Work with
is decidedly lacking.  I’ve ‘reluctantly had to let them go’ while they Choose to remain on such a
basis; a Divine Will-aligned basis and a counter-Divine Will basis are mutually-exclusive, and it’s
beyond My paygrade not let alone My Divinely-conferred sc█pe of authority to reconcile those
fundamentally incompa ble posi ons.

I’ve also wr█ en these media evidence sec ons one a er the other, sequen ally, with the
excep on of ‘Thr█ller’, ‘Mexican R█dio’ and ‘The Real Slim █hady’.  Having made the men on
to ‘Paradox’ in My piece about ‘M█GE: The Asc█nsion’ I started to find subsequent pieces,
which I’d already selected due to their evidence of ‘limited exposure’-organizing symbolism,
appeared to be throwing in references to it.  The surreality which manifests in ‘American
Psych█’.  The tremendous visuals of the [dre█m]-reality bre█king down in ‘Inc█p on’.  And in
the same piece, the one-word reference to it: ‘Paradox’.  As per usual with the apostate
system’s efforts with Myself, it appears that they’ve been retroac vely adjus ng the content of
these pieces.

A pity, but I’ve learned to dismiss them rather casually since they’re on a counter-Divine Will,
counter-True Nature basis which is inherently untrustworthy, insincere and unreliable.  The
cause for concern however occurs when others read My exposure piece, no ce the trend of
imagery, and given the type of ‘pa ern recogni on’ thinking which is so common among those
who consistently use organizing symbolism, likely make the inference that I’ve selected these
par cular media with that ulterior mo ve specifically in mind.  That I’m somehow using these
exposure pieces to organize ‘resistance efforts’ which involve the deployment of symbolism and
which are less than integrous on My part.

Exposure of non-overt an cs tends to be a great means of neutralizing them; once they’re in
full public view they tend to become useless for the purpose.  So while I’m busily exposing the
schemes of the apostate system, I thought I’d men on this apparent effort on the part of the
telepaths and propheciers along with it.  I’m hardly responsible for what they decide to
implement; while they’re on a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis I’ve had to
dissociate from them.  I’ve selected these media pieces, just as I’d said, as evidence.  We’d
appear to have addi onal evidence which they telepaths and propheciers have added
retroac vely; My readers get to see actual evidence of their retroac ve ‘edits’ made, ‘Live’, as it
were.

I’m just one man; I surely didn’t cause all this consistent and systema c organizing symbolism
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I’m just one man; I surely didn’t cause all this consistent and systema c organizing symbolism

to be placed within the media, and then addi onally emplace this ‘paradox’ imagery within
those relevant media pieces up to tw█nty years back.  Even a collec ve apostate system effort,
minus the efforts and capabili es of the telepaths and propheciers, would’ve necessarily
involved dec█des of careful planning in advance for the purposes of My presen ng it in this
humble exposure piece.  I present to My readers that that’s an idea which just strains credulity.

I’m so eager to have the apostate system, including the telepaths and propheciers, on a Divine
Will and True Nature-aligned basis.  Then we can use their retroac ve nkering capabili es to
establish some genuine and legi mate Divine Will-aligned construc ve ref█rm efforts.
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In Conclusion

I trust I’ve been able to show you that it’s not enough just to rehype what claims to be the
truth, or what claims to be what ‘the gl█balists’ are up to.  Even the prevalent symbolic
defini ons publicized are designed to misdirect you, because the ‘troother’ effort is a crea on
of ‘the gl█balists’ themselves.

The Choice the People get is whether to leave it like that by default, or to make the sc█ne into
something which actually lives up to its sales claims.  It’s certainly feasible to learn what ‘the
gl█balists’’ symbols actually mean, but just accep ng claims on no actual evidence and without
a consistent system of non-overt language and usage, both in the present and all across the
media for at least the last few cent█ries, isn’t enough.  The prop█gandists are unable to
present this system to you, because their claims and hype are made up compara vely recently
to ‘influence’ your thinking about what ‘the gl█balists’ are.  But I’ve been presen ng that
system, and the evidence for it.  We can now confirm the existence of this Divinely-confirmed
rights-viola ng ‘conspiracy’, and shut it down permanently.

They’ve certainly provided us with plenty of evidence.  No ce recurring symbols, how they’re
used, and the mythological and historical connota ons and associa ons they have.  It’s nothing
new at all, and anyone of reasonable intelligence can research a symbol and determine its
meaning.  We even have a dis nct advantage over the apostate system, in that the People have
to ability to work together overtly at the project, share their research and findings, establish
study groups, and crowdsource the answers.

Truthers vs. ‘Troothers’

I’m hardly condemning legi mate truthers from ‘troothers’; I’m seeking to make a dis nc on
between them in this piece and show the evidence for it.  A emp ng to ascertain what’s going
on and sort it out is quite a natural and laudable bit of civic duty in ac on.  What dis nguishes a
legi mate truther from a ‘troother’?  Truthers:

Research the evidence suppor ng or disproving claims rather than just blithely reposing them.
(And no, ‘I just post anything that looks interes ng, and it’s your job to actually research it.  Use
discernment!’ is just a cop-out that a empts to shirk that duty of ‘due diligence’ and pass it off
onto others.)  As a result, a truther’s signal-to-noise ra o is dras cally improved, their content
more worthwhile and interes ng, and people are more likely to listen to what you have to say.
That kind of quality is more important in terms of gaining the public’s a en on than quan ty,
pos ng ‘whatever’ en masse on a constant basis.  What’s more you mi gate the moral liability
of being, through a refusal to do your ‘due diligence’ and the Choice for ignorance which that
ul mately is, an ac ve enabler of the schemes of the very ‘gl█balists’ you claim to be trying to
shut down.  At that point you might as well be pulling a paych█ck from ‘the gl█balists’, for all
the support you’re giving them.
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Par cipate in mutually-respec ul, dignified, reason-and-evidence based debate with others
who have different viewpoints.  That’s the only way to resolve the disparity between your
perspec ve and theirs, and that is how you legi mately ‘grow’ an effort by gaining new
adherents.  And if by some chance it’s you who happens to be in error, isn’t the opportunity to
find out about that and correct your posi on about it more important than hyping your
opinions at everyone around you like someone ran ng on a str██t corner?  This is a priority
scheme which you would hope would just be natural common sense to anyone who’s
legi mately interested in learning and promo ng ‘the truth’.  I’d rather My perspec ves be
validly and legi mately aligned with what’s actually so, than have the smug personal
sa sfac on of convincing Myself that I get to be ‘right’ no ma er what.  Anything less wouldn’t
be priori zing the truth, it would be priori zing My own ego instead.  And there’s plenty of that
about already.

Take the me and effort needed to learn about the organiza ons, franchises, agendas, methods
and organizing symbolism being used by ‘the gl█balists’.  For all the meme reposts, we’ve been
seeing very li le in the way of conc█rted study groups on this kind of thing, let alone working
coopera vely to substan ate or invalidate various claims or hypotheses for how ‘the gl█balists’
work.  We’ve got access to modern informa on technology now, and working together
coopera vely on research projects like this has never been easier in the history of civiliza on.
We’ve got no excuse for not pu ng it to use, par cularly now that there are so many who claim
to be interested in ‘finding out the truth’.  What gives?
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What’s Next

I think I’ve spent enough me presen ng the organiza onal structure and the agendas of the
apostate system, context and evidence, strategies, tropes and symbolism to give the People a
sense of what’s going on and what the apostate system have been about, as well as the means
to start learning their organizing symbolism and detect the infiltra on and subversion, and to
start dispelling the narra ves.

What’s next is what the People can do construc vely about it; how we can organize and
effec vely assemble legi mately and overtly to sort out the encroachments and systema c
rights viola ons of the apostate system, as well as get the People increasingly on a healthy
Divine Will- and True Nature-aligned basis.  Some who’ve been reading what I’ve been
presen ng are ready and eager for this, and there are a whole lot of ‘troothers’ and just regular
people out there among the general public who would be too, they just haven’t encountered
this informa on.

So I unless something urgent, significant or perhaps overwhelmingly important presents itself
during the interim, My plan is to release a starter piece on what and how the People can
legi mately assemble on a valid and healthy basis and work together to restore a system which
is not only func onal, but intensely more func onal and worthwhile than it’s ever managed to
be… and how to keep it.  That should come out in early July.

From a ‘what can we as individuals do in the interim’ perspec ve, I suggest readers familiarize
themselves with My exposure pieces in order to acquaint themselves with the situa on and
doings of the apostate system.  I also recommend ge ng to know about the informa on tools
I’ve presented in My Resources area, because we’ll need them.  And while I’m hardly
mo vated by self-interest, prolifera ng My exposure pieces and the informa on presented in
them to new people and the ‘troothers’ community is probably a sound idea.  We’ll need to
show them what’s going on, why it’s valid and provable, and once they see it they’re going to
quite naturally want to replace the unworthy stuff they’ve been giving their me, a en on and
repos ng with something vastly more legi mate, worthwhile, construc ve and effec ve.

Redistribute freely, keeping the text as-is.

Social media:

F█cebook
Tw█ er
Disc█rd (for leaving messages and cha ng about these topics)

My exposure site:

Divine Will Assembly

http://satori.x10host.com/resources/
https://www.facebook.com/chris.ley.568/
https://www.facebook.com/chris.ley.568/
https://www.facebook.com/chris.ley.568/
https://twitter.com/SatoriTindalos
https://twitter.com/SatoriTindalos
https://twitter.com/SatoriTindalos
https://discord.gg/MsGEf8QB5E
https://discord.gg/MsGEf8QB5E
https://discord.gg/MsGEf8QB5E
http://DivineWillAssembly.com/

